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LOS ANGELES, tairoRKA, FRIDAX, MARCH 24,, 1911 

9128 4,1olock 

. 	THE COURT: All of the defendants are present except 

.5  Mr. Manson; all. counsel and all jurors are present, 

• You may continue with your argument, 1.fr,.Renarek. 

7_ 	 KANAREK: I am. sure .we are all glad -to see Mr:. 

Fitzgerald is well again; that caused our delay yesterday. 

• :Now., VC 'have :once again (luring this period .of 

ao time when Paul as ill, we went through, the transcripts 

.1/  . and boiled dow even further some of the comments that we 

12  intended. to eke, 

As *wall knotiii, in. connection. With this 

1,,4%•' _letter -- in connection 'with, this letter feast 6r., Brown 

there was 

16.1 ' 	 It is interesting to note that when Mr. Bugliagi 

when Cr.. Bugliosi was questioning Dr. lifted that hel. 

notwithstanding the fact that this letter is to be used 

/91 only. in questioning the state 	mind of Dr. 'tweed, Mr, 

20  Bugliosi chose 

This letter has got several pages, -about five 

u pages -- a little over four pages -- 

chase to refer to the language that Kiss 

xrenvinttel supposedly had this fear of Charles Manton. 

The reason, Mr. Bugliosi did that was so that 

we would lose sight of the fact that this letter is to be 
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used only for the state of mind of Mr. Tweed. It is not 

supposed to be used for artg 	purpoSe. 

BIPLIO8It I don't believe this is rebuttal, yoUr 

Honor. 

2. 

8 

7 

s. 

9 

IQ 

27,985 

4 

KANAREK: We went into Dr. frown s letter, your 

-Honor. 

Tilt COURT: Go-..ahead. 

XANARElc.: Why did the prosecution choose that 

particular portion -of this letter? 

Again, 'because what the prosecution is doing in 

this -case., is -substituting emotion, substituting hatrild,.• 

viciousness 
12. 

Why a-re,  we sequestered-ri*ht now7 Because 

the tactic?* of the- ptoseciation, because of - the prose4utiotti * 

doing things 

111XLIOSI: This. is not rebuttal. 

'THE COURT; Sustained. .The jury will .disregard Mr. 

Icantrekl's statements. - 

MR- la0100, Would we be sequestered in this case, 

any event 'k- 

V% COURT: " This. is not rebuttal, Mr. lanarek. 

Get on with: your .argument, 

KIK; How, the prOsecution 12as — 

I was trying to take notes while the 'prosecution. 

was addressing you., and the fact is that, for instance, die 

statements .that were made concerning Mr. Manton and eoncerning. 

la 

14 

1 

20. 
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23 
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ite. Mimes relationship with these girls ors.O. 

I think the best --- the best argumen.t that we 

eau. possibly make on behalf of:1;ft- 1.10gort,  is aitargualelit 

wherein we remove ourself from a murder case. 

Lees say that just 	lees say that, we had 

heird that soisettody bad told, somebody to go down and steal 

*Om the Nay .Company` 

Say that we had beard that someone had told 

someone: t0 go out and hold up .the Bank of America, and then -

that person went out and did what was requested, supposedly. 

Our immediate reaction 	our immediate reaction, 

is the salsa as what Dr. Itochman told us in technical terms: 

"140 stand on oar' irivIn twd feet." 

1 

.2. 

a 

7 

11 

2 fie.:  
12 

' 13 

27,986 
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27,987 

2-1 

w 

3 

5 

6 

7 

s. 

 

And if sOmetine. .supposedly 	which never 

happened in this cale„ because Mr.. Manson was very tied 

up'With Stephanie ,Schram -0.*• assuming for the sake of 

argument that Mr. Manson told somebody to.  :go .do. something. 

Our gut reaction — forgetting anything about law-;. 

forgetting Anything about a courtroom -- just in our-  'own 

walk of life:, in. whatever business we are in, if somebody 

-tens us to do something). and that person goes mit and 

does it, where there is sortie kind of a decision-making 

process involved, that person is. 'responsible for 'hi* or 

her act, the one that is going out there and doing whatever 

is occurring& 

' 	Say that someone works. in an insurance Office 

and there, are two agents in the insurance office, and one 

agent tell:a the other: GO forge those gbeckg . Pc:4*e 

thole 'Checks and gash them. 

Vow, if that person goes out and forges thole 

cheeks And cashes them, the person that is being spoken 

to, 'our gut reaction is - that he.  wean through the decision- - 

making processes that we have heard about in this courtroom 

.and he is responsible for' that, 

But again, Looking et the filet that We are 

in the penalty phase of this trial, keeping that fact in 

mind*  we have here a Situation where the detail* of what 

Occurred here)  these murders concerning 'which these girls 

have testified, 14r. Manson had no knowledge, had no 
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I mean, it is so incredible*  it is. beyond 

belief that we are now Actually-here in this courtroom,. 

-except for the political, activities of a. political office,. 

namely., the District Attorney's office. 

Are we going to allow politicians- to dictate 

life or death when we know what' motivates pOliticians? 

Like this morning, Mr. .Yorty is - calling -for the 

recall Of the two United States .8enators because they had 

the temerity to vote 'against the BSS. 

Tarty wants to run' ..for president of the 

Untte.d States, so he is doing it to -gather votes, because 

he knows- there are aerospace .people here in California, And 

he -doesn't Ore whether there is any merit or not, but it 

is going to create some kind of -dissension and his name is 

going to be somewhere where be may win the New BampsKre 

Priinary, awl then, he, hopes, become President of the United 

States. 

is . 	• 	By, the Same token, -by the -Same token, the.  

19 flistzict Attorney-1.s office here --- the District Attorney cot 

20 .office here 	no matter-  how much they know that this, 

as, far „RA Mr kutagon,,cries out for ai life sentence beceuile 

.22. .of the lack a mr. bianson''s participatiOn even frost their 
• 

• 23,  standpoints, but 'they don't do-it, they won't do it becaUts 

24 of their Own activities in connection with the politically 

tacitiveted public "ty.  

• -26- 	 These are some of the considerations thit wa- 

4 
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•26  

26'  

should have in -mind 'when we look .at this case, when we look 

' at the testimony .of• Mr Younger. 
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g7.2,9,90. 

dontt think we have ever heard go many 

,probablies 	one mixes testimony. as we heard in 

YOungerla testimony, He didn't -know anything about it, 

Re had no memory of anything concerning the matter per 

ing to SuSSO. Atkins. 

These are all matters that: are of significance 

in deciding this ease where we are talking 001.11 peualtyee 

141 thia Courtroom there have been occasions 

wherein-the apart has Made certain rulings, and the Court 

Ind X -obViously don't agree .on these rulings'. 

TiM COMM This is not rebuttal, 14r, Ken/trek-. 

The jury will disregard that remark. 

Lees get on With the- argument.. 	. 

R. lattAttEl(t. 1.101, in any event, ladle-s and .giontlergen, 

we know that as- far-  as wha-t has gone on. in this courtroom, 

that whatever it is- is. the result of an adversary proceed-. 

It • a prodeeding in which one side is against the 

other 

So, in deciding, thig penalty aspect of the 

ate xs .toyer. Anson,, -we owe' it to ourselves*  and we.  

Owe it not Only to Mr„.• :Manson, - we owe it to all of our 

future :peace of mine, when all the emotion of this trial. 

:has 444d away and we- are sow  ewhere in solitude -by our,  

selves,We owe it to ourselves to judge= this -case, as far 

age. this. _penalty .phase goes. -- what I am talking about right 

now -- so that we can forever live with that-  decision. 

• 2-a=.1, 

2 

13 

• 4 

5 

-9 

17. 

;26,  
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• 
3 	5.y 

Now., We 	that the Legislature has inade this 

.4istinction between life and death. Why .411,4 the Legislature 

oaks this distinction? 

In exercising our discretion as trial jurors, 

aft probably is iroportant and, significant for us to think: 

-why -did the legislature make this -decision? 

17: 
• " 

1.0• 

12- 

it:  

'2g 

24 
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1 

2 

3 

5 - 

6 

7 

g- 

12 

411 	14' 

15 • 

16 

C 
	 1.7 

xe 
• 

. 10 

20.  

21.  

22 

25 

26 

. 27,992 

Because if there is a decision between life 

and death to be made., and the lecplatute has decreed :::: 

these 'two41ternatiVes .are possible, there must be 	

e 

most be•cettin Caso3 wherein a life Sentence is ,the tyPe' 

or sentende that should, be meted out,. 

' , Now, like-we have seta, when Mr. t'lanson did 

:bat partictpate .even-from the prosecOtionlit point personally 

Ow :at all, really,. this is something to-  consider. 

But somethinc else to consider -- something 

else,i4consideris a very., very'signiticant'statement.by 

ltr. BugliO01, and this toes beyond advocacy we think. 

- It goes beyond.-, beyond. what 4 lawireirts 

position in this case should be.. 

Mr. Biuglipsi5  at Peet 27,830 at the 

tranteript, says, nIt- they didnft have it within tbeiria  

they would not have conmitted these murders, t' 

referring to the three female detendants„ 

nlainda Kasabian and Juan Flynn nevet . killed 

rOr Charles /49.nsOrx." 

lett& forget about 415.anYlynn. Obviously 

he is a witness th thit ease. 

But Uncle Kasablan„ the Court as a mattek.ot 

law told us that Linda Xasablan is an accomplice. 

Wherk you ,are in the ztury room, when you: are 

in'the'ittrY. room read over tae' deanttion Of accomplice 

that the' Court is giiiing In Connection with the penalty 
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r, 

9. 

11 

 - 4: • 

18 

 21 

22 

24 

2,6 

.6 

7' 

27,993 ' 

phase of this trial. 

And that instruction speaks of what an adeom-

piiee IS. An accomplice-is someone who" chid the same thing. 

HR. TGL' 0s/1 That is a misstatement• of the law% 

TTM COUBTI The objection is sustained. The jury will; 

disregard. that- remark. 

mg. WARM The accomplice instruction clearly 

sets forth the criminal intent that 1444 Easabian had:. 

X mean 	donut think 	Will find. 

objection on the part of the proseciztion to that statement. 

Linda U:ashen. was a murderer, She killed. 

.severt people; 

Linda Xasablan was not in bed with Stephanie 

Schramm. 

Linda Kasabianwas not at the Spahn Ranch. 

Linda liasabian was out there murdering ton these: 

two nights. 

Linda, Xasablan drove the automobile. 

And Linda Easabian -- and, Linda, Xasablan 

stood out there ta3in4 their 	letia take their viewpoint 

concerning Iinda Kaaabians  what she did at the Tate resi-

denoe. 

At the Tate realdenceo  we know from theie 

proceedings, we knOw from the testimony here that Linda 

Kasabian was proseOUted for these Sate Murders because 

somebody in the District' Attorneyts Dia0e; a political- 
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• 
offiCe0, deOides. that Linda Xasbiark,, 'lucky for her, lucky 

for .her -phe :did not Chang.  a 2awyersi lucky for her -Stie 

a completely free woman...- 

. And when We sp-eak Of the discretion of -the 

, Jury)  doesn't this cry out for a Iife sentence for-

1dr, 1)lanson? 

. • 17  

:22 

Speaking of LSD 	we -give death to these 

How 40- we knoW What that will spark in Linda, 

itaaahlani some kind of a• false f-eeling. of authority Or 

some.  kir t of a false fe -eline of power? 

How do we know? How do' We know what that 

might not do with- whatever LSD; intake she has had? 

How can we 	how can we -- a have out there 

in New. Eampshire, we have murderess walking aratuid-, day 

in and day out.. 

/low do we knowt There are many unsolved 

bUrglary'murders in Loa Angeles .0ounty; how do we know that 

Linda tasabian in one o her, or more of 'her 

Crawly missions did.not kill someone? Jow do we know that? 

- 	IST.IGLIOST,; This is .nat. rebuttal 

.KANARgit: She carried her knife with her 

$04 BUGLIO$1, Xs this rebuttal? 

0131.TNIL44 .Aren't you gettiilg 'beyond rebuttall„ 

Kanarek? 

V1R. KANARtIC-: 	Bugliosi went into Linda 

.4ae-atfiana: I have 	right here in: this traxiscripts  your= 
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1.6 

16 

4- 

9 

4,995 

20: 

21.  

23 

23 

24 

25 

26. 

HOnor #  transcript, nut her 207, 

THE COURT'; I am talking about this partieUlar 

Statement, 

- 10111.. KANAREK: 	yOur 'Honors. this 'is Certainly 

implicit when. he is say.ing Linda Kasablatilt$ nOt a murderer. 

00"011T-t All right, then, let'ts het on with 4;t. 

all right.  

NANAREKI The prosecution Says.  if they did. not 

have it within them, .they would not have Comnatted theie 

.-murders, 

- night? 

• 

-Why 	14nda Kasablan go alOng the second 

Why did she igO along the second night?.  Because 

She wanted to get pigs:. 

}ler- attitude- towards these people was 

exactly the same as every-one else is (Wring this entire 

petiod of time. 

' 	Kasab,ian came to this courtroom and she 

told us -- yoU remember- the part 'that ifie read 'the last 

time,. that We had the 'privilege of speaking to you 

wherein- -we asked het if she was :happy, and she said, yes., 

she Was happy, 
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27,996 

• 
Sure she was-happy-I Yet she tad this lgteat -- 

if this is 	if her state of mind was that she had these 

overwhelmins feelings of guilt, if Linda Kasabian really 

had this reMorse, she wolad be under psychiatric care right 

now. 

- 'Jo 

• 

het 	those of us on the 4Ury noW, - let us 

.06* that WO had even unwittingly-  participated in seven 

M'urder0; we have represented people,, a:girl who as the 

reaUlt of an automobile accident caused the death of another 

girl in an aCtident.' 

And that girl went to the hospital oVer here 

at apneralliospitaI, went to Camarillo. 

It So at inte this particular pertonos land 

that she became a Mental problem, and or course she caU.Sed 

the -death -- she drove her ,or erratically4 

• . 	Aut_thereyai no criminal -- there.watt no 

murder. She drove4 She should not have 'driven the,  way 

She drOve and she Caused: the death of a follow human. being. 

And .it is galling her to Chia days'sOmeyeark 

after ithappened„ ao-that -sho' has mental problems, losing 

her 

24 

That is the kind of retorse that people have. 

This . is the kind of remorse, X suppose, that the prOaecutiOn, 

is referring to. 

. k 	So these girls have gotten on the stand and 

said they don!t have that remorse. 
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to. 

21 

27,997  

3 

6 

• 6 

10 

12 

18

14 

15 

18 

;And 	Ka:s:abian -0- Linda Nasabian . does not 

have anY remorse either. She is happy. She said ,she Was 

:happy, 

cher 113.  living with her husband; she is living 

with her children, 

1e this significant, when .we are deciding;  life 

Veraus death?,  

Because; when she says' yeS there was an 
, events 

-opportunity, if these/so permeated lier mind, if these 

events so- permeated her-  thinking. - if she was, as the 

prosecution. indicated, the kind. of person that the 

prosecution in.dicated that she is, 14 she were that type --of 

person, When you ask her,. oAre you hapPy711  the retzponse 

would ilOt. bed yesi 

The response would 'be, 'U1 participated in these 

events.. it is,  Something that I have on my mina at AU 

times. 1 will. never be happy, I will forever have the 

haunting ittitories .of these" tWo nights and these events 

with me.. t' 

Is that important in considering whether or 

not Linda Kasablan- is tel/ing- us the, truth? Is it impor-

tant in Our life and death decision as tar as tharles 

Manson is concerned?' 

And when the prosecution saysj. as the 

prosecutlOn ,did say to us,  a couple ofdays ago': 

Pliow„ Linda Kasabian, ladies and gentlemen) 
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27,998 

took lust as, much LSD' as those three defendants; and surely 
• 

she vas ,user -Man-sores influenie and 410Mination)  but she, 

unlike these three female defendants)  did not commit murders  
• 

'Well)-  we know she co pitted murder. 

rte know she committed murder._ The prosecution 

-- the prosecArtion would be .prosecuting her for these crimes' 

She was:  proSecuted for these crimes. 

It is just that the prosecution Wanted evidence. 

the very fait that. She, got. immunity for these 

.seven- Murders, and thii conspirady 	this count at 
conspiracy, Means that She com-unted these murders. 

Wow)  these- are obviou$13r matters which--  gO into 

decidin the equities), de:aiding the -- say we were sitting 

say we. were sittinc 4.n your living room discussing. it, 

which -We Gantt„ rye don't have that informality. 

All that we ask in waking the commentii -that 

we make., eay we were sitting across the cOffee table in 

your living room discussing this with you)  having a. cup Of 

coffee. 

What would be your' response What .could any- 

bodyl's 	where it is A matter of life and death)  where 

we 	where We tare asked to' play God in this life and 

death decision? 

What can ,anyone -- what can anyone do-

what can anyone say 1-n response to the fact that a murderess 

1.5 f.oreve.r free of these seven, murders? 

2 

5 

10 

n 

19 

20: 

21 

.22 

-22r  

24 

26  
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9 

10. 

11 

1Z 1  

is 

14 

21,999 

Is it something to consider Over and above the 

uncertainty of whether- or. not Mr. Manson partiOipated. in  

these,  crimes in any event?' 

#ow, the prosecutionii own statements shoo why 

r; Manson, in- the exercise of our discretion, should get 

:what is denominated a,life i gentence 
. 	. 

Yir. Nan*Yo, 	we know that N.ri• Manson,. in his 

	

natural life., will.never 	will never 	leave custody`. 

1R4 :813GLZOSIt - That is a misstatement, your Honor. 

That is against the. Court's instructiOns and it is 

completely wrong., 

- 2rliE mum, The objection is sustained. 

The jury is ,idmonished to aisregird that 

'eta teme-nt4_ 

4- 

15 I
: 	111Co ICANAltEXI We are going to be instructed. that the 

is *tilt MithfiiritY is: determining part of the instruCtiona 

It  that we are going to get, -one of -the instructions mentions 

that when. someone is released, whet happens to them -it 

dependent upon the Adult Authority-4 . 

20- 	 -That is one -of the instructions that Judge 01.dar 

21 is going to-•give" us: 

.A, case that has received this kind- of public 

attention puts the same political pressure on the .Adult 

Authority. 

W.-SUM-40a: That is Unproper -argument according to

:26. the Norse instruction.. 
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2a,000 

4l. 

-5 

- -7- 

1.  

12 

13 

14 

as 

ir•  

" 

19 

20- 

' 	• 

22 

23  

24 

COU1tt It is improper, and you are admonished 

to stop it, •Mt. Konarek. 

-The jury is admonished to disregard that 

statement. 

Don't re eatthat, Hr. Kanarek, 

1(R4. KANAREY.: .  Then may I approach the bench,. your 

Honor? 

TIE COURT:. You may not. Get on with your .argument: 

t r KANAREK: The •Court• is going to instruct Us in 

connection_ 	the Court Will give us, an instruction -about 

the Adult Authority. I . -think those .exact word"- -are use-d 

in the instruction. 

ItemeMber that, think, there will be some 27 

different decisions as far .as the verdicts go• in this case. 

There are eight counts as to each- of the -three defendants—

that is, 'Susan Atkins, Patricia Itrenwinkel end -Charles 

• Manson -- three times eight is 24 — then As to Leslie Van 

Houten, there are three; the -two La Biancas, the murders 
,• 

Of the la Biancas, Mr. and tits. La Bianca, and the 

=conspiracy. 

So, there will be 27-decisions that we will 

-make in connection with life versus death. 

Since we can only die once, I am sure that we 

are ilk agreement that we shouldn't have any death verdicts 

whatsoever; in other wOrds, seven one way and one another 

way is obviously a meaningless type of result. So, in 
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deciding these matters, maybe we shouldntt be so mechanical, 

maybe we should took into our hearts and see what the 

result 

4*•not  • j)  

In effect*  lees assume that all .a these 

people were before .you including LindaKasabiank ix  

deciding this :case, even as to .particular count or 

'one' particular murder*  let's .say -- 	take for instance 

Abigail Pager 	what. ad Mr, Manson-have to do .with: 

Abigail. Folger? 

10 

11 

12._ 

13 

14 

• 15:  

16 • • 

19 

21  

'23, 

.24 

25 

3 
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• . 

If we discipline ours elVes -and think in terms 

-0-f eACh- cre these people that have died a horrible .death -- 

that is- for sure 	what relationship does lit. Hanson have 

. that we shOuld Say that Mr. .t.lanson should die? , 

I.f we Irs, throw then one by one 	We 

6 
through them one by one -- unless we are jest hell-bent to 

7 Vote death for no reaSon, for no rational reason, utiles .8 

8 

	just Want to rubber stamp. the Dietrict Attorney's. 

•Poation COncerninz,Er. Oa/Isms there is no basis, no 

reason Why we -Should Come up- with anythIng except life 

13. for nr* Manson". 

	

12 
	 And, 'WAS 113 pointed up by the prosecution's 

arsttment„' 

You see, I"am. oUre we- all knew what a nOil-

sequitur-10. The prosecution, in trying to get eVerybodY — 

16 just everybody should hang -- -everybody 	the English 

17. language beins what it iss  when you read it, it maces it 

-- when I say "it s"' I mean the argument of the prOsecution 

19,  -- it makes a powerful argument for Mr.. Manson setting life, 

	

' • to 
	 The prosecutionts -Own argument t. Page 2702l. 

"And you can bet your last dollar, ladies 

22 • 	̀and gentlemen, that thaialeS D";ansOn would have 

insured that 1102107of 	icillera Would be 

A4 
	under the inflUonce of LSD when. he sent them 

25 
	 Out to commit theSe Murders for him. Tie wanted 

20- 
	them to be absolutely •AZ effective as. possible, 
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.28,063 

   

2.  

- 3 

- 	4 

 

"-and effective. they were." 

Now, we carat allOw.the nUMberof decibels in 

Bugnosits voice and the number off.'' adjectives and 

number of times he uses the word "monstrosity," we cault • 

allow that to Overcome our logic. 

and* Xasabian was, their .witness., Was there 

any aentiOn abOut "SD and Mr. flexison.„ about Mr. Hanson • 

insuring 	insuring -- that nobody took. LSD that nightt 

That is pOppycock, it is sheer rot, it is 

absolute gobbledy-gook", it is Chia:dish. It 'really is 4. 

I mean, when _you stop to think abut that„ 

that kir.. lianson would have insured that gone of his 

killers 'would be under the influence or Lap when he sent 

them oat t 'commit theSe 'murders. fOr him. 

LindaKesab.ian was back there. Linda Xasabian 

could have-  been asked these things right in front of us 

hero if the prosecution laad wanted. that. to be the caSe-. 

But we know that that Ai .cosh baloney that it 

Its beyond, belief that we would be insulted with this kind 

.of importUning. S 

13edeuse not only is there no showing — 

not only is there no showing. 	that: Mr, Manson, on tliis 

night, Said, "DOnit take 'any LSD,'' on those nights, "Dontt 

take any LSD.," there is no showing. that Mr. lianson, •eVer 

gave these girls any LSD or had them become these murderers, 

as the prosecution wOuld have us believe by way of tairt:ng 

LSD, or :-by .way or not. -taking, LSD. 
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And - whet that is,. this kind: of language, if -

-we 'look at,14in -detail,, we are convinced that what this-

.is is just an attempt to take a particular isolated 

set of facts and not carry them to a' logical conclusion.' 

Because if,these girls were under the influence 

of LSD that night and then that again goes into the 

uncertainty aspect between life and, death 

Mr.. Manson even in this courtroom? 

my Cod,. why - 

wanted them to be absolutely as effective:  

-..as possible, and effective they were." 

The prosecution wants this specious type of 

:argument to be as effective as Rossibl'a so that instead Of 

letting this, ease pass away, letting this -rase die arraqt,: 

We have death as a result, and perpetuate the -political 

effect of this case further and further and further. 

Now, the prosecution has stated; "To put it' 

bluntly, ladies and gentlemen, to commit murder you. 

have to be a murderer, you have to have it within 

you. That is 'why these three female defendants and 

Tex 'Watson couisittect these murders when: Manson told 

- them to," 

The question is: Did Manson, on those potion.,  

23. Ian nights, did. Hr. Manson do anything that we are so-

certain of, his having. just come hack from Big Sur and -all 

25. of .thatr did he do anything that we are so certain- Of ,that 

would alloi him to die? Is his reistionship with this, 
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5 

:9 

case such that We Would allow him to die? 

Whd baS greater relati-onsap to the actual 

events, Mr. Manson of 1.inda Xasebtan? 

Who his greater relationship to these actual 

events, Mr. biansOn or Mr.-  Grogan., who wasn't even filed 

upon in connection with these matters'? 

Because at the penaltY phase, what we have to 

consider are matters that depart, frgm legality, SO to. 

speak; because when:we speak -of the absolute discretion of 

the jury, whet we are speaking about, we ire speaking about 

unman qualities, we are Speaking about compassion, we are 

speaking. about the kind of qualitie$ that .'we bear -about 

when we go to church. 

Those are the kinds of qualities that we veikk 

about and Should think about when we are -deciding life or 

-cleithk ' 

.15 

17 	 We recognize and we accept that at this stage 

18: of the proeeeding kir.- Manson has been convicted', and. when 

lg the prosecution argues to us something or other that we, 

go- in bringing -up this matter -of uncertainty, are insulting 

21 the people on the jury; that we are, in effect, calling 

22 the.  jury names, so to speak, because the prosection says; 

23' Well, we are speaking about these matters that show Mr. 

24- Manson didn't have anything to do with it; therefore, we 

25 are somehow or other -limning the integrity of`the jurors. 

Well, we ceittainly know that that isn1  t true. 26 

28,005 
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First of all, We could disagree in any event; 

I. six Sure that none of, us here are of such * mind that we 

couldn't disagree, 4iseuse our clifferencest .disagreements* 

And then come to a solutionatever it may 

But the prosecution well know  s that at- the 

penalty phase,. possible innocence,. uncertlinty,, dOubt that 

is less. than reasonable doubt, possible doubt 	I belie:ft 

the Court is going to instruct usl Some doubt 	" . our 

law provides that these era matters that the jurors can . 

take into account. 

$0y when the prosecution 4.ildicates that we -ere 

sort of saying something ,bad abOut the jury because we 

-bring up these matters of possible innocence, this is 

just not .30; it. is' just' not 

It is a further attevt to .pander to -our 

eMotiOns.' 

Now,. we :know, for'instetWes  that these decisions-- 
in 	that we are going to make in these 27 

-Situations -- • there is no necessity 	there is no 

necessity 	the law does -not require agreement on the part 

of the jurors. That is, all 12 jurors do not 'have to -agree 

on a single count.„ 

We knOw that the highest courts of our' states, 

the ,itl..lifornia Supreme Court, the Court of Appeal, that 

iss Why they have odd', =gibers on those courts, because- those 

jest 40 not always agree -with each other., 
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-And that ..doesn't mean because we are 

suglsesting that possibly the jury Or the metbers of .  the 

j-Ury will not aregit- with each other. - what doesnit mean 

we are ins-ulti4 you. 

Because if there is anything In this country 

that we stand fors  it certainly should he and is honest 

disagmement„ and certainly there can. be honest disagreement 

in sont of ,the. things that we are speaking of. 

But,  that does not mean; that 40e0 not mean 

that the jury has to 'acute to a unanimous result. 

rthetea  is no necessity., no provision in 1aW that 

such WIs to. come aout.. s a. matter. or facts  from. our 

previous. Jury deliberation. 110 know- that the law provides 

-for the individual opinion of each Juror. 

In its wisdoM it provides- for thiS„ .and that 

:Means MM that mega that -as to none of these 'counts 1"T 

because the prosecution happens to be askinz. for the-

death penalty in this case,. it doesntt meat we have tO-

agree with them. 

It 'does not mean that we have to- internally 

agree -or; a single count.. 

If, in searching our -conscience/  after we 

discuSsed At fully, and fairly, *idth our fellow jutors.„ 

. if we decide that a follow human being -shoula live; if 

dpcide that, then we may Pal-r.ttain that position even 

thbu,, h. there is no.agreement on Zany of these .27 decisions 

5-1 
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that will,. be mad.e.- 

IOW* there are Some -- there are SO= matters 

here that --f that haire some significandel  we think 	we . 

think they 00. 

We know from thin rboord 4r:. Manson has 

spent sone- 	yea/4 in custody -- 23 years in custody! 

Re spent seven years in custody for -a seventeen 

dollar cheok,. He was flirat thrOWn into. oustodial attos,,, 

pherel  into a prison, a reform school Is a, prison, when he 

as: eight years old, 

It in this period of time 	this period of 

tiMe in this tour .of the penOlogy that- we have, perhaps 

there is something; that on. some other occasion we can speak 

about that. 

)314 it in thin tour there-  had been any vestige, 

4mae.little bit of a showing 	am rape attit4de„ it 

would be here in this courtroom. 

How can you live that Marg years in a prison 

atmosphere with People of the black or Negro race and not 

haVe the Rind of hatred that the prosecution is speaking, of 

show Up in a custodial t•.mosphere where you.  are not free to 

.and 

It lust is not possible. It just id not 

passible . 

The fact that not a zip.ae instance of 

Mr. iviermonl's actions activity, -Or whatever, when_ he itas 	. 

1 

.2 

.3  

4. 
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'cUstody, concernins black people is broUght to us, 

The fact that t:te Attorney deneral of the 

United, States doesn't allow us to haVe all Of those records 

this. goes to the uncertainty that'we are 4peakins. of. 

D5 we have a little, gnawing feeling that this 

race :war thinc, ls a fiction -, a. fiction that is evolved 

for tho pur27,oset of this trial? 

It is a fiction that mates great headlines. 

And it Is not -4- not asearthy as what was 

done in these matters concern/n; Bobby Beausolei=, 

That is too earthy and too run-of..the.mill, 

too ordinary, 

So if we halte some -kind of Uncertainty about 

that motive, beoause remember our minds cannot poOtibly -- 

Cannot possibly reme*er these what 	approaching 2a,000 

pales of transcript/ 

And so the fatt that -all Of this diatribe 

againat,Mr Nanson came out in this Courtroom, none of.  

that 	none of that goat to these several nights as rar 

as vit. manson is concerned. 

• - Where, If Mr. Manson was going to start this 

race war4, where it the testimony, even from Linda 

Kaaahian about Mr. Manton te:aing tomebody_to put thee*,  

24 words on the two hOmett 

' "Reiter Skelter," "Death to Pigs," "Rise," 

at the %te home, "'Political piggy" at the Hinman- 
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We ,have none into that. 

Tha reasonobViously why the prosepution 

4 got at the Grand- Jury bring in the Hinman ease, to these 

5 .propeedir45a — but io there 5.a -znawing uncertainty as to 

lir. Manson havin% an$thinc to do with it? 

7 
	

rAlhe fact that -these people -- these people have' 

taken 1,8D.. 

The fact that these- people ma7 have dertain 

attitudeS that are the same as 	iiansOn4 S, Ltn.4 this. is 

where -- this 10 where we ean function as 4udges and. 

zfeally 'di) a 	a job a suraieal job in this ease rather 

than Using "some kind of a -- some kind or a mallet apiroacN 

just .  to itnoolr f VlansOri irrto the death penalty. 

19 

20, 

t. 	.21 

22. 
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23 

But if we apply .4- if we apply precise 

analysts here, we come to: the conclusion that there is 

.c.-ertaioly a great atOunt of uncertainty. , 

Sure, these girls and Mr. Watson and Linda 

. Kastibien," they tlay have heard -what Mr. Manson Said; they 

: May have contribUted their OWt1 ideas as to what happened. 

They may have .0.- and they did have these 

attitudes before_ they ever Met Mr. Manson, 'because, he is.  

physically.  there at. the, Spahn .aoh does not mean that -. 

the-  psychiatrists tell us it is impossible 

It doesn't mein-  that Mr. Manson had Anything 

to do with what Was written there at those hoists. 

There is no showing that Mr. Manson ellen knew-

that jolitical piggy was written at the Hinman home. 

• • Susan Atkins wrote that in spontaneous hatred, 

whatever her reasons may be, spontaneous hatred for the 

eatabliihment. 

And she wrote "Political piggy.." 

She wrote "Political piggy" there., and rthe 

dispute was over an automobile! 

And so she .showed her hatred; .she shoVed her 

lack of love, whatever you want to c:1111. it, for ,Gary Itinman 

by writing "Political piggy." 

But certainly, certainly as -to this race war, 

there 6-Es to be, there must tie, there is this glamailg 

uncertainty as to .Whether -or not Mr. Manson said anything 

5a-1 
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10' 

:11 

13 • 

£4 

45 

16 

17 

to: these 'people - 01i these two nights,. 

This girl, Cathy qiiIies„ said that she would 

4ave gone alOn'oit theogi tWo nights: 

That is horrible: 

That is the kind of this)* that no -one 	rtO 

One can. cOndorte'i 

But Cathy Viiiies did, not know what they were 

gOing ,itO 

liefore you .can kill somebody for murder,. there 

has to he the showing of the -specific intent; there has to 

be the showing of the 'knowledge on the part of the person 

that we want to gas. 

And there is, no showing -- there is no showing 

in . this case -- the vishul; thinking -- and why the prose-

tution would want this -- what it to be obtained by it? 

Why does the prosecution. want this kind of 

confrontation in this case? Why 'doesn't the prosecution 

'want this case to die away and become an unhappy memory 

:only? 

There is something dbciut death -- there is 

something 	there is Something about the •drama. of death 

that makes .people continue to have an interest, that will 

make people continue-  continue. to Participate to the 

detriment .of -all of us, to our children. 

- - I'm sure those: of us who' are on the jury, many 
• 
of tis have children -- many of us have relatives, many of 

• 23 

' 24 

'25 

26 
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i.  

4 

ua 'have friends that we hold dear. 

And the opportunity to come to a just result, 

if there were no opportunity 	if it wag jullt ail open and 

shut situation 	if it were that type of situation it 

would be one thing. 

But we don°  t.kkave to give up anything, in the 

way of integrity, in the NI/ay . logic. We don't have to 

.give up. anything to came to a decision that these people 

should be allowed to- live. 

In fact, in fact there are many many reasons 

that we have spoken of as to why these people should live, 

and we should-  harken back, to --'one of the most basic 

reasons is the tone of the prosecution's argument, the 

tone,‘"monstrosity;' nbiood,c" "gore." 

The tone of that _argument at this point, the 

prosecution has convinced the jury that these people are 

'salty •of hese -eight counts . 

All right i..- 

THE'COMIT:' -We will take 'our recess at this time. 

Ladies and zentlemen, remember the admonition.' 

The court will recess- for 15 xatatites. 

Oecess%) 
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(The following proceedings occur in chambers., 

All counsel present. Defendanta absent.) 

Tifa CO 	Ali counsel are Present. 
. How much lonZer do You expect to be, 

, 
Kanarekl 

ZAUAhEX: I don't know. ,A few ire he s, your 

THE COURT: 	an upinu to ex zest you, to tini-sh 

by noon. ghat- is -one hour,  from, now.. that will make over 

four hour: or rebuttal. 

EAITA1-74.1E: Your Manor, I =maintain this is a 

denial of equal Proteetion-  and. due process under the. 

Fourteenth Amendment- of the tied. States Constitution. and 

I cannot. -- it that an. order? 

THE COURT: That is- what I will expect. 

that..an, :order?' 

Tap CO ': Yes,. it is. 

Pardon? 

-COU117..: It Certainly is,. lir. Kanarek. Dont yoLt 

hear-  very weld/L 

MR. MAME:- Yes, your Honor, 
.if 

But the pant i-s,Jyour Honor is ordering me 

to -,- ill other words, if I dont finish, X cant continue  

to Speak after the noon recess; is: that right?' 

0OURT.:` That is correct; 

I will expect you to terminate your argument 
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no later thannoOn today; 

 

one hour, 

4ANiltal Yes. But am asking -- 

VREHCOURr: That Will be, as I itdicatedl  in exces$ 

:of four hOurs of rebuttal: 

tat* XMAREKI Well a  I  -- 

TR4 .DOUR `: Just a moment,. Dont interrupt 

majOr portion of this has Jaimply been 

repetition over and, over and over again of 'things that yoU 

have said in your opening argument,. things that were not 

proper rebuttal, things that were improper argument, as 

to which a tew objections were made and sustained. 

This -is ample time, Mr. Itanarek. It is abun-

dantlr ample tire: 

We .are just not, going. to permit you to drag 

this thing out any further: 

MR. ICANAREKt I am not dragging -it out further. 

The prosecution- put on witness-  after witness 

, in. this case, iour Honor, I ask for a.hearing under the 

equal protection: provisiOn Of the ?ourteenth Axe:WI:mut' 

:TIM, COURT-: 'That brit:0 us to the second point, 

which is- a notice of maim, for evidentiary hearing and/or 

Voir- dire of jury which, you. subatted, which I have 

attached t* which is -a declaration' Of yours. 
still 

Apparently You afire/not ale to' file a 

docUment.inaccordance With the Gourtts rules:. I have no 
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,way. of knowing, there is no declaration of servide, whether 

anybody received a copy of this or not. 

In any event,. I have considered At, 

Do you. 'wish to be heard - on it? 

MR, XOTABE-K; Piret of all, the- prosecution cilia 

receive a copy. 

BuOLIO$I; I didntt sit One. 

MR. KANARMC; Tea you did., 

-Ma. KAY.; yes, we got one. 

MR. ItANAREIK; Th.ey received. copies of all these. 

TEE -COURT.; It is not in proper form to he filed, 

but rather than waste any iaOre tittles, I ark going-to rule on  

the motion. 

It 1,0 the same motion that you have made a 

nutiber -of times. The last time - was lust a few days -ago. 

You, have -Made the along coticn, 
- - MR, KAN-0E1cl,  And the prosecution has gotten copies 

.of these,- 
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'az mat If you don't attach a declaration of 

serVice, there is no way I. can know that, 

ma, IcANAREK; If X may say this 

MR. BLIGLIOSII. We got it. I thought he wat talking 

about a new !notion this morning. But apparently -we got. 

the other one., 

MR, laNAREK; This is indicative of the Court's 

prejudice against the defendant Manson and myself personally. 

COURT: 'That is ridiculous. That viii ba enough._ 

VANARgItt May I make a record? 

THE .COURT1 I don't want you. to waste the Court'* 

time with that kind _of nonsense., 

You don't know how to file * -document. You 

don't know bow to. comply with Ole Court's rules. You have 

'demonstrated that throughout the .proceedingS, 

Wit„ XANAREK: Well, your fionor)  i would ask that 

- THE CCURT: That is the end of it. The motion 

dented. 

MR.. BUGLIOSI: May I-make one brief request? 

. 	This will be) , perhaps)  the last weekend that 

the jury wilt be sequestered.. Is it possible not to 

permit the spouses: and .relat.ives to visit? , 

THE coURT; Those instructions have already gone out, 

They 'will have no visitors once deliberations 

start, 

Mit; BUGLIOSI Ve-11)  even if they don't start this- • 

28017 
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-weekend, your Honor - 

THE COURT: You let :me worry. about that, Mr. Buglioeix  

That has all been taken ,care oft 

What is the estimate -a remaining counsel as 

to your argument? 

MR. KEITH: Oh, as far as I ant concerned, I'd like 

tc .finish up this afternoon. I mean, everybody finish up 

-and the jury instructed. 

Will try to 'keep it down- to an 'hour. 

THE' COURT: What about you, lir. Shinn? 

HR. SHINN: Your Honor, I will be less than an hOur. 

- THE COURT:. Mr. Fitzgerald? 

BR, rITZGERALD i 'win be an hour or less. I think 

-right around an hour. -45 minutes to an hour. 

I will try to keep Lt as short arc possible, 

THE COURT: Weil*  then, I 1411 expect to resume the 

proceedings -* is there any reason we can't start at 1:30, 

Murray? 

THE' BAILIFF: It will be pretty tight on time. 

THE .COURT: I know that. 

_THE. DAILIFF: We will do -our best to get them back. 

THE C(ZET: I -don't want you to- do your beat,, I Want 

to .start at 1:30. 

I intend to instruct the Jury today even if lfe 

have to-stay late. 

ICAIIAREK1, -This is, one of the reasons that I want 

6a.-2 
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the voir are, This sequestration, this present sequestra-

tion of this jury is due to the malicious attempt pit the 

part:of the DistrictAttomyls office to prejudice the 

case 	Yaftwnby what Mr, Kay deliberately did. fl.s. 
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`A VOTIRTI 	Isar areks  now T dontt want to start .  

in -on some gratuitous argument of yours.. 

MR. XANAREKI It Is not ,gratUitOus4, 

•111IE .COURTt I already ruled PA y-our motion. That 

is" the end of it. 

MR. g.A.NAVAKt , X would move that your Zonor info= the 

that their sequestration that Was -ordered' prior to. 

them deliberating was .I axed. on no. faUlt whatsoever of the 

defendants or anyOne on behalf 4:ff the defendant*. 

The prosedution 

00111iTt• We are wasting time, 14r.. Kanarek,. when 

you. 'should be arguing. 

PITZOEMD4 I have one request to make.. - 

1,11ave' bet% trailing a case next door in Department 10‘ 

wonder.. if we could adjourn -about five • 

xiiiuttes 	 Ill:tilde arrangements -- Judge smith 

will hear the caSe,.. I will, enter a J-)1414,. 

51.1=1 CQUJIT4' I just told „Dir. Kanareit he can argue . 

until 121-Q0, If he finishes before 12:00, yes. 

1R, nuanATZ: All right, thank zou. 

(The following prodeedings were had in open 

court in the presence and hearing of .all 	jurors,. all 

the defendantt with the exception of viz*. r4anson being 

pterisent.. 

THE COURT; All the defendants are present. 

except 	 .A11 .01:Hansel and al..Jurors are _present. 
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You may continue,JAr. Ranarek. 

Va. ZANAI1EK4 Thank You, your Honor. 

As we speak, I could like to put on the board 

here ...,-. these are vords, ladies and' gentlemen -,..: these are 

wOrds-fram the proSecutionls. own mouth: 

"It was their wiIr -- 

These are the exact words from, the prOsecutioW 

south; 

"It was their 	hot Charles Manson44 

will.",,  

Let-' read and see whether in the context of 

the lite and death. decision, and as we said:just before the 

break, this is no plt0e 	this i.s no' place, in rendering 

:UdgMent„t0 impede our analysis with Just were motion„ 

like blOod and• the monstrosity type Of' conversation that 

We beard froMthe proseCutiOn. 

And ,thinkingof-what the prosecution Aaysl 

flAlthoug4 it was Charles Manson who-  mad* 

the decision. to commit-these seven Tate-La Blanca 

murders, and although-it imitS Charles Manson Who, 

selected these three female defendants and Jaz  

Ilatson'to do.his murderOus bidding for him, and 

although it was Charles Manson: who sent these 

killers out -to commit these murders for him, 

when SumanAtkiils4  Patricia Krenwinkel, Leslie 

Vag Houten and Tex Watson plunged their.knives 
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xx 

"into,  the bodies of these victims" -- 

And we haVe it Q1I the bOard; 

."-- it wan' their' will}  not Charles 

Ilansont-s will that directed their hands to 

thrust that :knife downward into the flesh of 

these helpless}  -defenseless Victims." 

• And then the vroseoittion goes on and quote* 

frob Dr, Itochmano. evidently adopting it AS the prosecutio.418 

itewpoint, wherein- we remember the gist of it... 

I till .try to-cover it: 

Page 21,8•114, this is Dr.. Hochman.* 

It The way X -see it, there Were only tWo baSic • 

. 'pOssibilitiest 

- "81ther he 'attempted to. consciously • 

.influeree- her or he- cid rio-t.,4s/ 

NOw„ right there is =certainty in the contort 

of what happened here. • 

• We Certainly have no 	there is her certainty 

that J. Manson consciously 	Consciously:because that 

is what we' are talking about here. 

We have no assurance. that he consciollia7 •  
in the cOntex.t of what he Was doing •Ordere'd th.ese laurder*. 

Either he -attemp.tecti-4ozisciously influence 

..her Or he did- not, 

in either instance, her Committing thiS act 

wouId•haVe been motivated by unconscious impulses, and 1 

12 

18 

14 
• 

" 

is 

 

xa 

• 
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don't think, for instance, that Ituplson even existed. la that 

way 14 this ,a0tivity. 

4. 	What do you mean 	tmOtivated 

by. Unconscious impulses" ? 

Somebody can ten you to shoot 

I  

someone, but' your decisiOn to do that comes 

from inside of, you." 

Now, 	and:then-on Page 27,84.8 -- and this 

the prosecution., as an. advocate here, just like what 

10: 
are- sayitiga  we are advocating the position of 14r., liatisOn 

,and we don't claim Us be perfect in every word that we 

.are saying.„ and that every word that we are saying is 

WO per cent-untarniihed by advoCarCy. 

course it is, That is why-  we have ad 

adversary proceeding. 

And to that is why we appeal to your Judicial 

temperament.„ not ,to your emotions,. because the ,judicial 

approach here certainly -- certainly shows us that there is 

uieertainty)  but in any event, these are the prosecutionvs 

words,: 

"Ili Other words, 	and gentlemen., 

althotigh Manson selected theta 'people to 

(anat.  these murders., and then sent them out, 

2.& 
	 the last and, final, decisib4. -td 11., to murder, 

was theirs and theirs alone." 

n' 

12 

• 

19. 
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That is the prosecution making argument before 

-us just a, couple of days ago 

Theprodecution goes on to say: 

- "Manson told Matson and these three 

femsle defendants t0;.comiait these murders,* 

Well. of course, of course that is itailf 

.unc'ertain,„ There is'nothing 'that can substantiate that 

except Linda Keeabian's few'words in this trial about when . 

they went into the car, and so forth,' and that is tainted 

with all of the uncertainty that we have spoken ot. 
But the part, Since Not are talking about life 

or ..death, life or death, the part that is significant is 

where. the prosecution says: 

*But they and only they told themselves 

to plunge :that kni.le into: the bodies of these victims.* 

- "Manson could haVe told 'Watson and them* 

three female defendant* to commit these murders fro* 

ACM until -doomsday* 	this is the prosecution 

.peaking.  — "and i they did not Want to, they never, 

would have done it,* 

They never. would -have, done it! 

' sow,. then, lust coincidentally, at this point 

in the prosecution's_ .argument there is something that ahOwa 

a little bit of the- iceberg in connection with Linda 

Xesabian, 

The prosecution states, he says: 
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"A perfect example that the final 

decisiOn to kill is. .a personal one is Linda 

X1030304, 

. "On the might of the LA Bid/ice: 

enders Charles Manson•  told. her to kill that 

Actor in his apartment in yenice." 

:And this is the prosecution speakingl 

• "And Linda told Charlie, 'Charlie, 

am not you; I cannot kill anybody.' 

"And she did not kill for  

'Manson. Why not? Because she made the- .p Orsimai 

decision th.at, she cottld. not comrd.t murder." 

. Wail we are speaking of * life and death 

decision, death versus lifel life versus death: 

That also lends insight,, and shows that Linda 

Xasitbien Pas less then honest with us when she told us 

the :was so scared of Charles Manson, because Charles Mattison 

3s telling her to do the atizate in this race war. thing. 

.Charies nson is' the zealot., this person who 

20 dominates. 

21* 	 Here we have the atimate confrontation,. and 

22  she says„. "Charlie, an not you; X cannot kill:." 

23 	
lslothtrig, happened to Linda Kasabian. The fact 

24  of the matter is, for whatever it may be worth, that 

25, evidence, whether we believe it or not, is indicative of 

6. the• credibility of Linda Kasabian.. 

10 

is 

14 

15 

1_ 

17 

18. 

19 
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11 

12-. 

13 

14 

15' 	
It' Susan Atkins says that. she lied at the 'Grand 

46, Jury, the heart of her..testimony at 	Grand Jury., .supposedly 

This utter fear that -she- had,, that she, wast -So 

scared, because if we plot her *fear as a-  function of time, • 

her .greatest fear would have tobe- at the time, the .height 

-when he asked-  her to kill, and she says. 411fo). I won't  

That has to-be the greatest fear. 

So, for whatever that amounts to, in terms. of 

credibility, -we think it has significance from a credibility 

standpoknt because it shows an insight as to whether we 

.can. ..414-eve Linda Kasahlan: • 

In any event, in a life versus death decision 

these things have some significance-.: 

Now, another thing that goes to this aspeci. 

.Aincerututty :to. just a 	-- 4 simple Itttle exetciSe- 

in logic:. 

r. 

from -the 'prosecution — from what the prosecutiOn has. 01,4. us 

*A 	-C-0ArtiOtget "" is that Charlet blansen had her do 

19 
f these things; that Charles .arson did this and told her 

m) , to do-that -and- so forth, , 
well, 'if she lied at the Grand_ jury and,she 21 

22. 
 pou other Matters, QhY not accept that she i nd zoncernixt 

23, 
 t. Manson/ 

24 	 We are in an area of uncertainty. We are dealing 

26 
 ith people whose credibility is something that is lest thou 

zs esirable, 
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.:But if she. lied, except for the prosecution's 

. zeal and desire fOr some unknown region to create all of 

:this confrontation by having Mr. Manion ,u asking that he 

die 	she slight well have lied concerning Charles Manson 

at the Crawl Jury along with other things. . 

7 

• 
C . 
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1h-1 We aOrCet claim to be 	to fiend readers. 

• -X .orift 'think the prosedution -- they also ,are not .mind 

. -readers. 

' And certainly -- and certainly it they have 

accepted the' fact that she lied at the aranci: -Fury,, then  

that 'encompasses, that lying exiOompaSses conderning :what 

she Said concerning 11r. •Fia.nson, and it is sligkificant at  

the perAaity phase because we are speaking of life Versus 

death. 

3 

4, 

5 

7 

= 29: 

And in that !connection, can we take a chance?.  

Can we take a chance? 

Now, the. prosecutiori -#!. we tat* we should 

dwell upon it -a. little .bit because of the )attempt to 

inhume us. 	'by comparing Mr:. Manson with. Hitler, Stalin), 

X dOn,it knO4 if he -mentioned Ghengis Khan or not — -ata4 — 

Satan himself, that .1.r. Manson is this most herrible of all ,  

PqraOna that ever walked the face of the earth:. 

There is -only this differende 	there 

Only this dIfference: Tjlhe amount of proof —. the Proof. 

,A0 tO those other people=  as to these other 

people the proof is. overwhelming. The proOf is overwhelming 

and. yet i and yet neither Mr-, 'tlitler nor }r.,. Stalin died 

as the result of any kind or .an order of the court;.. •' 

Mr., littler death is still 	there are slam 

people-  who- still Say that. Er* 	 somewhere in 

W.kprth. 

22 

24 
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• 
3 

4 

5 

6 

There are some people who are not convinced 

2 that he committed sUicide in that courtyard in Berlin and 

some people believe that i$ true: 

	

. 	may still' be.  alive! 

'furthermore, Ni'. Stalin died a natural death. 

Why? Because of the government, Becaus.e of the fact that 

he controlled the zoverntient. Je COlatrolled, the reins of 

goverment polities!.  

Ftegtirdless .of'. 11r. Stalin's- Crimes he 1484 of 

	

an illness. 	was not executed by -any government. 

And here we have aVast difference. We have 

Charles Plemsoris  .a:person, who..  has lived in a dungeon all of 

hiS life.. • 

From being sequestered on this jury there 4o 

some indication to us about_ what it is to be in prison for 

23 years of his life, he has been in prison in a dungeon. 

Does- this have anythirzg to do in a life-  or 

death determination 

Our hearts- cry out tor this boy„ what hal, 

- .happened to- hits.? 

In terms-of the life and death decision-4r 

is this one tit' the equities that we should -- that we 

should, Consider?" There is a vast difference -- in fact, 

when you lOOk at these tyrants, and look at what the 

prOof was concerning the)ri — 

10 

tO• 

. 

16 . 

•21 - 

22. 

23: 

25. 

8 	- 
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• . 

' 	r 

There is no (*Utica butlOhat the proof was 

2 
overwhelming. So,let's not lose sight. of it. 

Let's not lose sight of the fact that in this 

case there are reams and reams and reams of uncertainty as 

to Mr. Manson's guilt in this case. 

. But we are not talking about that. We are 6 

7 talking about life versus death. 

8 	 ' Now, ghat we ask in connection with the 

deliberations in the Jury room -- and in this we &beg 

io we beg that there be a judicial determination, concerning. 

11 Mr, Manson, We ask that each-of the jurors be an attorney •  
for M. Mantori in these deliberations., 

13 	 We ask that each one of us on the jury take the 

1.4 side of :Mr. Manson during these deliberations and discus* 

.15 some of the things that we have spoken about. 

16, 	 .'whitt we are saying has no water, .distues 

17 See whether there is a lack of logic, if there is lack of 

lg. login in anything that wears saying. 

39 	 remember .that the reason that we have this 

20 powerful decision, the reason that the jury is vested with 

21 this poWerfal decision, is because of the fact that es 

jurors we are flesh and Blood, and we realize, .perhaps,; 

.23 that but for the grace of something or other, God or 

- 24 whatever it might be, happenstance, having a mother who 

25, abandoned him, being taken up.into a reform school 

26 atmosphere at the age of 8 years, do any of these factors 
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41  
Sa
1 
 fls. 

  

1 
show that Ir. Marison should be' Liven life? 

Because the-decision that- we aremaking is a 
• 

moral decision at this.  point. It has to be a moral 

 

2 

3 

  

4 

5 

6 

7 

10 

12.  

13 

14. 

15-

16 

12 

18, 

19 

20 

21, 

 

decision. It has the power 'of law behind it, but it is 

obviously, when we speak of :absolute discretion, it means 

that we call upon things that are above and beyond the 

mere words on the papers as fir as law is concerned. 

In otereising this decision, we can exercise 

the same kind of discretion that Judge Older did this 

morning when he granted someone probation in this court. 

14a. BUG/JOST: Your Honor, this is improper argument. 

UK COURT: It is improper. 

The Jury will disregard that statement., 

XANAlktXt Well, if we may .put  it this way. We 

are judges,. we ate judges, we arc judges. 

zn * publicized case, in a publicized case of 

this type, it its most important that we convey to the 

world, that we convey, to the world, that Our way of life 

is not what sone' people- say It is. We must convey to the 

world that a defenseless person 	that a defenseless persona.,  

'can be given consideration in,the United States of America 

in 1971, in Los Angeles, California. 

Because this is part and parcel of this ,cese, 

because of lizbat the prosecution-hats-dome-Vrijai of 

publicity in this case. 

22 

 

23 

.24 

25 

 

26 

 

• 
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And moo,, in deciding the case, we ask that 

oath -of usbecOae an attorney tOr Nr„ Ilansonl  and that we 

lOok at. some of thasia =certainties, because.  uncertainties 

Boleti-ties becOne very,. very certain; a person doesn't knowt  

for instance, whether.  he or :she has. Some illness„ but at • 

Sole later time, be or she finds out)  as the result 'of 

oiatory tests_, 	. te.sts or what-have-ye-us. that 

he or. she is not fal, that 110 or she -- in this 044e2  

lienSen --is not Guilty, 

If there is this kind of Uncertainty,. which we 

think there ir,t„ when we recognized-the kind of cuStOdy 

that tr, Manson :will be iri` rT  retenber, there are eir,ht.-

Separate firat.;degree -iurder cotinctions -- over and abOVe 

all the publicity in c0/1necti-on with this case-, as `ar as 

IYTr nansen is conce-rned. 

nowt  I am sure all of 	have beard of Oltvim . 	. 

Wendell )1o).iiieS,, who was on the 'United States Supreme Court. 

Xn hitt -day - he was 144orn as tie great DisBenter. 

• .1:any of the things libere he was supposedly 

wrong.. carne to pass.. afterdie.d, and sometitaes while he 

still waSaIiVe, 

Sas  there is nothing, -nothing, 	we ,have 

Said)  there is nothin(r in the Law whatsoever that requires.  

unAnianity On 'any -CoUnts: here on the part of the stury, 

diseent that :LS bas.ed upon YOUV heart and 

based upon your mind and based upon what you think to be 

84-1 

2' 

3 

4 

• 20' 

6. 

7 

-8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

37 
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right is j.ustas legitirnate as any other result. 

• So, we- ask  that none 'of Its alloW ourselves to 

' 	change our -opinion rust :or the sake 4:)..t changing it, lust 

for the sake of unanimity. 

- .because the laW does not ash thata 

. 'In fact, the law tate 41.10t the apposite. 

And then that instruction concerning the individual Opinion 

.s Of Vaeh prori, 

pw 4  we spoke briefly about the lorenc4 

Revolution, A revolution, 	see what is happening in 

this countrif today, the bombing- -ana all of that,' that is 

iz Ping on at the tiniversitie3 Aria o forth-, 

.5:4.1e place to. get -a sat result and the: place. 

14 to- take the pressures 'oft' 1.8 in the courtroom.. We shoUld.  
3.5 • -adzAinister ITuatice in the courtroo:a4 If we ad Minister 

justice in_the .coUrtrOoal)  there won't be tiny justice 

— 0 administered in the streets. 

18 	 - 	era 	T ia no need for that justice, the lynch. 

• is -  1W -of thestreet42  tottakeOvor. 

,The same way  as Mr. •Calas in the 18th -century, 

the'. same way . as whatever he contributed,. what hiti oaie - 
. 	• 

22 oontribUtedi T.,There'fie * was completely innocent but conviOted. 

Or murder and axecuted. Dbateveg he -contributed. 
r - 
; 	nor that. the Tronch Revolution, as ail 

revolutions del  took, place, in the street. An- we don't 

want that. 51:here is no necessity for it. There is no 

reason for 'it. 

2a,.o33 
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Now, in connection, for instance, in connection 

with, Mr. Caruso and Mr.. Caballero- and Mr. TOunger and the 

arrangement they made*  in that connection, we are not 

holding ourselves out as any -- I am not saying that sm 

some paragon of great 4irtue -- of course I am not ..‘0, the 
, . 

point is that, certainly,. .if I had influence like Mi. 

Caruso. 	 -Caballero did, 'if I hat'  that kind of 

influence with Mr. 'ouuge $ ,I oui.„ not sayIng: I:heti *wouldn't 

be influenced the same war. 

Who 	-Who A.3 to .knowt 	.just 
1r 	• 

flesh and blood like anyone else, hopefully. 
, 

But these kinds ot temPtittioni why 1-s it 

importen t, 	because we are deciding 'life versus death. 

That is wily' it is important. 

And 1 don't think, that any of the defense 

attorneys would. say that any of us are any better or any 

'wise than Mr. Caruso 'and Mr. Caballero. 

We may not have that kind of influence" ve)0ey 

not be Ole to walk in and see the District AttOrney of Los 

Angeles County in a matter such as this., and vote for hi* 

and conduct his campaign and see .that he get. publicity* 

and in turn get money, ,and all of these things'. Maybe 

we would do the same. things if the opportunity -arose,. 

But the important thing is that in this situa-

tion concerning Mr-.. Manson, the life versus :death, and all 

of _the. uncertainty and the equities of who gets life and who 
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gets death being decided by a political office; does it 

have any play, any purpose in these proceedings4  in our 

decision? 

• Because the decision in this case is, at this 

paint, a life versus 'death decision, and we think that 

these flatters' do have some. significance and some importance: 

Because by our deliberations in this case, 

4 and by the result'in this case, we can indicate for everyoms 

to hear that 'we do not approve 'of Politics, of 

actsting a result. . 

ii 	 And we all know„ it is just costaon knowledge a.- 

by-  viay of illustration, the man who was Attorney General of 

13 • the State of Washington, the same job Mr. Younger has, has 

recently been indicted with Mr. Alioto in San Francisco for 

-conspiring along certain. lines where a cowle of -milli= 

46 bucks were involved in connection with a legal totter, end 

17 some of his assistants in the Attorney General's .office _ 

18 of the.State of Washington are also indicted. 

•; 'I am not saying that those people are guilty 
• • 

becauSe„they are indicted bui,whit Am saying is that they 
• • 

• Susan Atkins;  '" 

are lust flesh and blood people.. 
• 

22 	 And,her* 	Liave „flesh and blood e ople making 

23 this decisions of deity in connection with 

 

and the power play, :and viho liVes 'and vhci dies in the 

10. 	
2 • context of a political campaign. 

lc fls/ 

, 	9' 
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I 
	 These are fact-ors which are significant in 

decidirsig a case., because Ix these people have this kind Of 

zealousness tor politics., for money, for a result, then we 

should tread cat tiowly before we wipe out 14r. Manson in 

the context et those proceedings, 

We 	 tread very,. very, cautiously when we 

have some Of these things. kr,pin7, on that have gone on in, 

this ease, 

flows  there have been .examples in our national 

ife Where a single person has been right and others haVe 

been wrong, people in authOrity. 

Take Billie Kitehell. We all knotr the story 

or Billie Mitchell and what be struggled for and hOw he 

was even court martiaIeds  even court 'martialed because he had 

a sense of destiny about him that air power will have. 

certain usetulnes54 And people that were in authority 

people that were in with the decision-making power, those 

people thuMbed their noses - at him, thOse people gave him a 

hard times  to the point he was court-martialed.. 

That is .not the Only example.. WO see it in 

induatry, we 'see it in govetivnent„ we see it in any kind of 

organization.. 

And it may well be -- it may we-ll be 	and 

what we Sayis 1. even though we had this particular -attitude 

-about the death penalty when We entered this case -- if 

-during what hat. occurred in this ease we haVe qualms about 
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it 4OUbts about Its  on to of everything else, the 

uneertainty's  and so forth,. theft the result, as tar as 

Ar--. Manson is concerned and the girls.-- the other lawyers 

will speak... concerning-them specifically -- the reault should 

be lifei and then We haVe done our duty in this courtroom. 

We can leave. this sequestration and leave the courtrOom 

with abreath of fresh air about us.. . 

',BecaUse there is no need, there is no 

necessity -- we can forget- alI,the evidence, anything. that 

has h1ite.h6ard in this coUrtroom- -- 444 there is no necessity 

for thin exerciae or the death penalty* there is just 

no reasonwhy 	kshouId Barr thin burden With us the-rest 

.of our liVei„'because of the matters that we :are speaking 

4bOut3. the matters that the prosecution has spoken -of. 

'The very feet that they called -- that they 

screard for the raising' of our emotions ought to be red 

flag that tells us that we ought to be :ust a little bit 

Careful. 

Naybe when this case is over, maybe someone,,  

some foundation, some person with Money, a Charitable 

bequest or whatnot or maybe 41ust people themselves, maybe 

some of us who have-  hact a partiCiPAtion in this cases  Will 

create some, %Ind of a corporatiOntr non -profit 

corporation, or sotething„ to look into the subject 

matter of.  these 'events and find out what does motivate 

people when they take LSD and they take these dangerous 

4rusok 

6 

7 

24 

25 
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8d-1 And as we have Just said, we got these people 
I 

here to, conduct this. 	Mid all. of us can be part and parcel 
2 

of something construciye and creative *nd preventive as 
3 

far as future conduct is. concerned. 
4 

Now, this being the Easter season, there is an 
5. 

analogy here--  — there is an analogy-  here 	between 

7 

8 

Manson ,  this may taint( at first' blush to be ridiculous, 

and we are not suggesting, that: Mr. Manson is •the'.deity, 

of Christ-like 'or anything like•that -- but how do we know? 
9 

10 
Are we so:CoMplacent, are we iq  all knowing, 

• that we know the workings of Cod so much in depth that we 

know where Christ is?' 
12 

We are not saying that Mr. Manson is Christ. 
13 

But we are saying is that Mr...Manson is being treated the 
14 

way Christ was treated* 
'15 

If we look at the story, if we look at the 
16 

story of what happened when Christ was brought before 
17 

Pontius Pilate, there are some striking resemblances in 
18,  

this case. 
19 

We all remember where Christ was, brought before 
20 

Pontius Pilate, and, Pilate said that he didet see -- he 

22 

 saw no evil in this. man, notwithstanding the fact; that the 

23 
people .all around 'wanted ,a certain result as far as Christ 

24 
was concerned because of his ideas, the things that be was 

-
25 saying, The things that he was saying were antagonistic, 

26 
they were .antastonistic to the people who were in power. 
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Axol we. are very familiar with.the story, and I 

think the Bible can best tell that s tipry better than I cart. 
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And Im sure that all. of us know the story of 

St. Matthew-, hap ter 27: 

"When the morning lime. come,. all the thief 	. 

'priest and elders of the people took- counsel against 

Jesuit/ to put UM. to death. 

"And- when. they had bound hist, they led him 

away and delivered him to. Pontius Pilate- the 

governor. 

-"Then „ludas, Which had betrayed-  him„. virhen he 

saw that he Was condemne-d, repented hiaself, and 

brought *gen the 30 pieces .of silv-er to the :chief 

priests and elders:. 

"Saying, I have sinned' in that I have betrayed- 

th.e innocent 	And ,they said, what is. .that to 

•us? See thou to that. 

"And he cast down the pieces of :diver in, 

the temple, -and- departed, -and went and hanged 

himself. 

°And the chief priests took the Silver 

pieces., and sai-dx , it is not lawful for to pit them 

into- the treasury, because tt is the price of blood. 

'"itka they took counsel,. and 'bought with. them. 

the potter's field, to'biry.stratigers 

- flt.iherefdre that field .was called the field of 

-blood unto this ,day. 

26 	 "Then was fulfilled that which was spoken -by 
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-"Jeremy the prophet., sayi-ng:,--Ane they tool the 

30 pieces .of silver, ..the price of hist that wet 

valued:, whom they of the children of Israel 

_did Value, 

"And gave them, for the potter-1s field, as .  

the Lord appointee me. 

"Mid Jesus stood before the governor.: 

And the governor asked him, saying., art thou 

the .King of the Jews? And Jesus said unto him, 

Thou -sayest-, - 

"And when he was accused-of the chief priest 

and elders, he answered nothing.* 

°Then said Pilate unto- him, nearest thou not 

how many things they witness against thee. 

'And he answered him to never a word; inscedich 

that the governor marveled greatly. 

"NO at that feast the governor was wont 

to release unto the people a prisow, whom they 

would. 

 

10: 

12 

14, 

17 

19  

• 

21. 

• 

22 

23 

.25 

"And they had then a notable prisoner., called 

Barabbas. 

Therefore when when they re gathered together, 

Pilate said unto them, whom will ye that I release 

unto you? Barabbas; . Or Jesus which-is called .Christ? 

. "for he knew that .for envy they had delivered 
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"-When he was se.t down -on the judgment teat, 

his wife sent unto. him, saying, have thou nothing 

to do with that just Ism: -For I have suffered 

Many 'things this •day 	a drearit because of him.. 

"But the 'chief.priests'and eiders persuaded: 

the multitude that they -should , ash Barabbas, and 

destroy. Jeans. 

"The governor .answered and said unto them., 

-whether of the twain -will ye that, 1 release unto 

you? They said Bar bas.. 

"Pilate saith unto them,. what shall I do' then 

iith ;Iglus which is 	Christ? They all said 

unto hit, let hira be, crucified. 

"And the governor 'said, why, what evil .hath• 

he -one? But they` .aied out the more .saykago,  

let hira be crucifiegt.:"- 
. 
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"When pi ate Saw that.  he Could . 

prevail nothine,,k  but that: rather a tumult was 

made, he took water and *Willed his handS before 

the multitude, 4aying4 	innocent of the • 

4oOd. or thiS. just Personi See ye to ;t. 

"VhenapswerOd all the people and said, 

his ,bio.od be On..lis arid oh our- children.. 

Teleated he Barabbas uht9 thei  

and when he had scourged -JesuZ i. he de],i'vered 

-hint to be eruei4ed. 

i'Then the soldiers or the governor took 

47esAs into the co on ha.110, and, .gathered unto. 

him the whole band of sOldters. ' 

"-And they, stripped him, and put On him 

A scarlet robe. 

1,And when they, had platted. a crown of 

thorns-, they put it upon- his head„ and a reed' 

in. his- right band; ancY they bowed the knee 

Before him, and mocked 'him. saying., Hail), 

Kind _of the Jews: 

• "And they spit upOn hiit, and took the 

.-read4  and stiote"him on the head. 

3.And after that they had :mocked him., 

they took the robe Off rim: him, angl put his 

own raiment on hint, and led him away to 

.crucify him. 
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"And au they came- out, they found a 

man of Cyrene„ Simon by name: Him they 

compelled to bear the cross, 

"And Rhen they were: Cone unto a place 

-sealed Golgotha)  that is to say,. a place of 

a stall. 

"They f,o's.ve him vinegar to aria mingled 

with L'all; and When he had tasted thereof, 11.0 

wouI* not drink. 

"And they.crucified hila.„ and parted 

his tarMents, casting lots: that it Might be 

fulfilled which Was spoken by the prOphet4  

they parted key garments among them, and upon 

.my vesture did they cast lots. 

'",Arid sitting down they watched him there. 

'flAnd set WE:,  over his head his accusation 

written, this is Jesus the king Of the Jews. 

"Then were there two thieves crucified 

with him, one on the right hand, and another, 

. on the left * 

"And they that passed by reviled him, 

.,wagging their. heads. . 

4And saying., thoU that destroyeth the 

temp e$  and buiIdeat It in three days, save 

thyself. If thou be the son or God, -come dOwn 

from the Cross, 

"Likewise„ also the chief priests moOktgg 

3 

6 

3,7 

13 
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uhilaA With the scribes and elders, said, 

-"He saved others himself himself 	c annot . save.. iw  

he be the king or Israel, let him now tome 

'down from the Crass, and.  we Will believe him:.. 

t!lre trusted ),I.E1 God; let him deliver him: 

now, if he will haver him. tOr he said, I am 

the Spn of God. 

"The thieves also, which were crucified 

with him, neat the same ist .34.4 teeth-. 

'Vow agora the sixtt hour there was 

darknots over alI the laid unto the ninth 

hour. 

"And ttpork the ninth how Zesus tried 

'with a. loud voioe saying e-li 	lama 

sabachthanil that is to say, 	God, My God, 

iy haat -0:1QU:forsaken. me? 

-"Some or theM that Atood-  there, When' 

they heard- 	said., • this rsan oalleth rot,  

"And straightway one of them ran, and 

took a. sponge and filled-  it with vinegar, and 

gut it' On a reed, and gave him to (.11.1132k, • 

rest said., let be, let tia see 

whether Elias will .ome -to save him 

• NTISI.41. when he 'bald cried: again with 'a 

loud voice, yielded up the thObt., 
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"And behold,. the veil of the temp-le 

waS - rent Sri twaIn-from the tors to the bottom; 

and the earth dick quake„ and the rooks rent. 

"And the.  graves were opened; and many 

bodies of the saints which slept arose, 

rAnd came out o1 the:graVe Eire his 

xesurreotion„ and went . into the holy city, 

Eine.speared unto Many. 

ullew When tht eenturton, and they that . 

wee with him, watching Se pus, saw the earth-

quake and those thines that were. done, the 

eared greatly, saYingo trult this was the 

,Son of God. 
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15 
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47.  

.15. 

• 

21 
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24 
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26 

• came together unto Pilate.- 

"Saying, 	we remember that that deceiver 

said,. while 	was yet alive, after three days I 

wail vise again. 

ft-Comand therefore that the sepulchre be Made 

• 

• 

6. 

.g. 

'10 

12: 

18- 

"And many women were there beholding afar 

offx Whieh followed Jesus from Galilee*  ministering 

unto• him, 	. " • . 

ftAmong 	was Mary 'Kegdal-ene)  and Mary - 

the mother of James :and Joseph, and the- mother 

of Zebedee 's children 

"When the even was come*  there came a rich 

man of Arimathaea, /lamed JOseph*  who aiao himself 

was Jesus' d scLple.. . 

"Ile 'went to Pilate, and begged the body of 

Jesus. Then Pilate .commanded the body to be 

delivered. 

' • "And when Joseph had taken the body, he tqtapped 

it in a clean linen cloth. 

"And laid it in his own new tomb, which he 

had hewn out in the rock: And he tolled a great 

stone to the door of the sepuichre„ and departed1 

''And there was Mary Magdalene and the othet 

Mary, sitting over against the sepulchre.. 

. "Now, the next day, that foltowed the day 

of the preparation.)  the chief priests and Pharisees 
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sure until the third day, lest his. disciple* 

-OW by night and steal hilt away, and say unto 

the people, he• is risen frOm the dead: SO the 

lest error.  shall be.vorse.than the first, 

"Pilate said unto them, ye have a 'watch: 

co. your way, make it as sure as ye can.. 

"So they went-, and rade the sepulchre sure, 

sealing-the Stone, and setting .a watch. 

's "In the end -of .the Sabbath, as it began 

to dawn toward_ the first day- ,of the 'Week ;  .came 

Mary Magdalene and :hip other Mary to. 'see the 

sepulchre.. 

l'And, behold, there was a great earthquake:. 

for the angel of the Lord descended from heaven, 

and came and rolled _back the stone from the door, 

and sat upon it. 

"His countenance was like lightning., and his 

raiment white as snow.. 

"And for fear of hi= the keepers did shake-, 

and. became as dead men. 

"And the angel, answered and .said unto the 

women, fear not yet for X know that ye Seek . 

Jesus., which was crucified. 

"He is not. here: - Tor he is risen, is he 

saido Come see the place 'where the Lord lay.' 

• "And' go quickly, and tell his disciples' -that 

284048 
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-"he is riser,. from the dead; and behold,. he goeth 

before you into Galilee.; there Shall ye see him; 

to, I have told You. 

• "And they departed quickly from the sepulchre 

with feat and great Joy; And did run-  to. bring his 

disciples word. 

"And as they went to tell, his disciples„ behold,. 

.Jesus met them, saying, all hail. And they came -and 

held him by the. feet, and 'worshipped him. 

"Then said Jesus unto them. Ze not afraid: 

GO tell my brethren- that they go into Galilee,- and 

there shall they *see 'me, 

."Nowo, when they were going, behold, some of 

the witch came into- the city and hewed unto the 

thief of priests all 'the things that were done. 

"And when they 'were assembled with the elders, 

and had Oaten counsel, they' gave large money unto 

the soldiers, 

"Saying, say ye., his disciples came by night, 

.and" stole him away 'while We slept. 

. 	'rind if this tome to the governor's ears, . 	• 

we Will persuade him, and secure you. 

"So- they took the money, and did as they 'were . 	. 	, 
• taught: And this saying is comzonly repOted among 

the.  Jews until this -day. 

'Then the U disciples went sway into Galilee, 
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into a mountain -where Jesus had appointed theM. 

-"And when they saw 111411). they worshippeei 

but. some doubted, 

"And Jesus came and spoke.  unto them, saying" 

.21.1 power is given unto me in heaven 'and in earth." 

..TRE COURT:: Will ,  counsel -approach -the bench, please. 

(The following proceedings were had at the 

bench.out .of the hearing: of the jury.) 

TRE .COURT: It is 12:00 Of  cI-Ock., Mr, KanarelA, DO 

you want to stop now or take :a, couple of Miiltites and 

conclude it?- 

mt.. =M u: 	-anl under the -Court's orders-. 

arkM COURT: It is perfectly appaient to vie we. are 

'going through the same Situation- as we have many 'alma, 

• You want the -Court :to-  force you to stop- so you. 

will have some recor4 on appeal. 

• If I satd.fouf days instead of four hours I.  

would have had 
.
the same' resat. I will give you two:mint/tea 

to-  conclude it. That is 'going to be it, 

XANAM(: In view ofwhat your Honor has donel  I 

have no further argument,..,. 

IRE COURT: 'Very well. 

(The following proceedings were had in open, 

court in' the presence and hearing of the jury,.) 
.THE CO1MT: laidies--an4 gentlemen, remember the 

Oximonitione.. 

io 
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We Are going to recess it this -time until 1430 

s •ifte.rnoon rather than 1:45. 

The cotirt is new S. recess, 

. (Noon recess.) 
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LQS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA:  FRIDAY, MARCH 26, 1971 

1:35 P.M. 

(The,  foIlowipg proceedings occur in open 

court, Ali cOUnSel and jurors pre*ent.,All defendants but 

Er. Menionpresent0 

TEZ COURT?. All of the .defendants are present except 

Mr. anion. All cOunZel and all jurors are present.* 

Lo yoU, -are-  •titv: argue, kir. Zama 

1.1R; SHINa; US, IT,hank 'you, yoUr 

Your goner*  Deputy District Attorneys, and 

defense -counsel:, ladies -and v.-:ntlemen of the lary. 

BugliOsi, in his closing argument-, stated 

that:the agreement that Was entered into on December the lith 

between: '41.011 Atkins ana the District Attorney, Mr* 

wants you., to- believe that this contract was a complicated 

contract with 'a lot of cOnditiOns, provisions., ifs, ands, 

and buts in the contract* 

Actually, this contract was a very simple 

contract.- Zo 	 Bu, liosi e'en stated this,. that 

- the contract was oral: 

Now, there are zany purposes of a eoritrat $  

but thore is-W.-ways one =din purpose of a, contract, a main 

purpOso. 

And tilts. Contract that was -entered into-.by 

r* 'Caballero and the District Attorney's Off' eem the mall 

a 

xx 

;21 

• :22 
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purposo of this. contract was., to secure an Indictment. 

against 'Hanson arid 'the defendants,. 

NoW, every contract has a. main pillipose. Ritz 

go and buy a tele.trision .set and make a contract. to purchase 

'a televisiOn, set. Vile 'main purpose is to buy the television 

get. It is Incidental that _you pay tor the television 

set.. 

the part t this-  agreement,  Itr. Bugiiost 

was talking Omit, the-'part that Atkins had to play in 

-this• matter,:  was to testXfy at ,the Grand jury to Secure an 

indictMent -against Hausbn; €414 ''the defendants;  and ;the 

Diatrict Attorney was not tb seek the `flee.th Penalty, 
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Now, Mr..Bugliozi in his argument has bade 

many references 'to the word ntruthful.n 

He 1.404-ated that Miss Atkins did not tell the 

100 per cent truth., therefOre that the deal was off. 

And Mr., yop.rie-r3, believe, testified that she 

did nOt tell the whale truth-and nothing, but the truth,. 

Now, iIr. k.ltovitz. testified that she did -not tel 

the complete truth. 

Now, this is an attempt 'by the District 

AttOrneytaz Office to wiizle rout 'or the greement. 

Now, Mr. Busliosi stated in his final argument 

'that 'the parties agreed 

The- pa:rtiet;',r agreed to determine whether or not 

Miss Atkins told the 100 per cent truth, or all the truth at 

the Grand Jury. 

Now, dontt you think that if Mao Atkins was 

lying at. - the Grand Fury that the Grand Jury would not have 

indicted Manson? 'And the de-fendantS? 

Now; the people in the Grand - jury they.  are 

.pieked b -Superior Court judges-„,-  and do you think the Judges 

_would pick stupid :grand jurors? 

• 'Now, the,-Grand jury heard 'the testimony of Wiser 

Atkins; they knew that 'she 'was telling the troth, .other-

wise,, they would never have indicted .Manson and, the -other 

defendants 4 

' Now when I asked a queStion of Mr. Younger, 

5. 

22 

' 23 

24 

25 - 

:26,  

'9 

10 
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Bugliost and 	Stovitz)  when they testified 

asked theitri 

"Who was gethg to determine whether or 

.nbt'lliiss Atkins waS telling the truth?" 

end overly one of them knew the =Stier; they 

knew that if jails Atkins did not testify truthfully. at the 

Grand Jury that they would never bring tact an indictment 

against Na.n.son and the defendants. 

But yet on the stand Ur. T4u1311.043.., fir. StOvitit 

-and Nr. YOunger were playing with words, 

They were saying that she was not telling. the 

truth and that "we were going to determine whether or not 

Nisfs Atkins,  was telling the 'trUth." 

Now)  the Only thing that. 	can conclude 

or that you can infer, or free, which you can draw a fair 

interence is the fact that the District Attorney is now 

lodging for an excuse not tO live up to the agreement* 

What they are looking for 'is 411. escape. hatch, 

a. loophole, a ulustitioation" to satisfy their conscience* 

row, Ur, ugliosix  of all persons)  knows that 

IttisS. Atkins-.  performed' her pot at the Grand Jury. 

in fact.1  1.1r. Bugliosi was the one that cues, 

ti.oried was Atkin s 	r-1'r. paball-stews. orf :ce. the night 

before the Grand Jury. 

Bumliosi knows that 	Wails told the 

substantial truth to the -Grand Jury, 

2 
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I believe that Mt. Bugliosi now has a guilty .  

conscience and .bt•knowa it, and it Woad be -on his conscience 

until he :goes tohis grave, that will always be --- there. 

will always be a voice .- 

- 	Do I heitt an objection? 

There will always be a voice in Mr. Bugliosits 

ear, the voice OfIliss Atkin0„ crying out for j-ustice. 

Her voice will keepi.aying, mWhy„ why, whyr- 

Now3  det-lomhOnestly think that Mr. Bugliosi.' 

believes that Idiee Mine, lied at the Grand Jury? II!' sO, 

he would, have dismissed the indictmentjhe would have obtain. 

a new indictment withbut Bios Atkins4  testimony* He- knows 

that an indictment based on false testimony is no good. 

. 	NOW„.the'Situation was, that if at the grand 

Zury when Miss, ATkins testified .. if' the Grand Jury did not 

believe Miss Atkins, then if they would not Come back with 

indictments against ".Manson and the other defendants'. 

If that had .happened then 1 would say that Miss Atkins 

deserves nothing.. 

Or If Miss Atkins testified before the Gran.d 

Jury and- a- week later-yir, Bugliosi.finda'out she was.1APg 

and he goes before a Superior tourt_ludge-and says, "YOur 

Oonor, I gm going to make a motion to dismiss against 

Manson and all the defendants because-  I found out that 

!Use Atkins lied before the Grand Air,'" 

New,. thii 10 not the case, an indictment was 
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- 	. 
made 'against Manson and the rest of the defendants. 

. •• The District Attorney4 Office wants to find. 

a. way not to abide by their agreement* They are t-Ming to 

wiggle -Out.. • They are finding excuses, .excuses to not- per. 

form .theirob1i5ation on the cOntract. 

t NI:Ar 	BuglioSi testified that he dta to :k 

to. Mist Atkins at Caballero's office and he knew 	he knew 

now when he talked to Ilies Atkins that the answer that he 

vas going to receive from rasa - Atkins, the answer that be 

was.  going to receive, he knew that When. he went to the 

arand.Jury 0  

Nov/ 4  he said - that one of the reasons why the 

.• District Attorney is not going to honor the agree tent was. 

because Miss Atkins lied about Sharon Tate, 

Yet on December liths  the day befOre it went 

o the 'brad jury he knew what the answer 4was going:. to be. 

He Itnew that Misa Atkins was going to say 

that TeX Ifatson -stabbed Sharon Tate.. Yet he.  took it' to 

the Orand ;Tory and asked her the same question. 

He asked Miss Atkins who killed Sharon Tate, 

He knew What theanswer• was going to be.; He had it_ written - 

down, 

The answer was' going to be Tex Watson.. 

Yet when she answered it at the Grand jurYs 

Tex Watson killed' Sharon' Tate?.  at that point Mr. Bugliosi 

hada -duty,. obligation". to stand up 'and say that Iliga 
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IIIMLIOSI: Your Hon 	that is ,imProper. T. wOuicl 

not have that power or right. Ile knows that I cannot.  get 

.up before the Orancl. Jury . 

Mt. SHIM He Oonduoted the Grand Jury! hearing, 
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I. am going to sustain the :objecticai. 

IfEt Saila:. I can't talk about the Grand Jury?' 

-THE 	That isn't what I said. 

1, am sustaining the objection. 

ti‘106  MOM We. can draw the inference that 

T :GOURTt Just a moment: - 

• The. jury is: to disregard that comment as .to 

G ahead. 

SHTNII: lie can drew the inference„. when tit: 

Hugiiosi,.was questioning Susan Atkins at the Grand 

when ..he' 4:sked. Miss Aikinit .who killed Sharon Tate, and he 

knew the answer WA& going to be Tex Batson, we can draw the 

inference 'that *t that point he bend AA 'OpportUnity to 

Lidera the ,Grand ..:Tury that tags Atktus was a' liar. 

Auatosr: Your. lionciri this is, improper., 

THE COURT: The of 	is sustained. 

The jury will disregard that remark. 

_MR. 	Now, Mr. Bugliosi, in conning, in tricking 

ti 

:40 

41 

• 0 , 

If 

a• 

• .2-2 

21 
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M. SHINN; -Your Honor,( he conducted the .Grand. Jury 

hearing. 

MR-or IMMOSI; I didet conduct it. 

SHI,NN; He -que.stioned Susan Atkina. 

- THE 'COURT: This it g0 g beyond the ,evidence in this 

 

3. 
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- 	Atkins into testifying at the Grand Jury,. testified 

that he' did talk to Miss Atkins .att Caballero's Office and 

3 to .d g 	 that 	She did testify at the Grand Jury 

and cooperated -with him, that he 'would see that she did 

5. 
not receive the death penalty. 

And Miss Atkins, at this time, had no one on 

her aide. Her own attorney was selling her do> n. the river. 

:thee -wes held in the County Jail in this cell all by herself* 

-9 She had Ito friends,- no relatives to visit her. 

19.. 
	 This was the time when Mr, Bugliosi talked to 

her. 
11 

12 
	 Me. Bugliosi.„ at this time, told Miss Atkins 

,13 
that if she testified at the .Grand Jury that he would help 

her. 
14 

15 
	 NoW, Miss Atkins, at this point, had no ote to 

16' 
help her.. No one m. 

And I can just imagine Mr. Bugliosti sweet*talk- 

- 18 
141g to Miss Atkins: Susan this)  Susan that; 	help 

12 
you, Susan-, don't worry* 

20. 
	 $o what does he do? After the Grand Jury 

21 
hearing, he calla her a bitch, he cells her inhuman, he 

22 
calla. her a liar, he calls her a monster. 

.• 'All I can 'fay is there are different types Of 

24' monsters; there are to monsters, there are 'wean monsters., 

'25 
and there. are DA monsters,- 

26 
	 . you can draw. your own conclusion. 
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12-3 	./ lass Atkins trusted another human being, She 

h4c 	fri,eixdo, no attorney*  at this point, 

• She trusted another human being called Vincent 

BugIiosi. 

Be tricked her; Be conned, her. 

Mr. Bugliosi ought to change his name to 

Richardi:tail himself Riche-rd Bugliosi*  tind then the 

people could 'cal/. him Tricky Dick. 
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12a-1 	
1 

.2 

4 

• Migs Atkins was drowning without friends. And 

you heard. Miss Atkins testify that she thought thatlfr. 

,-Bugliosi Voiact help. her. Here is:Miss Atkins drowning now, 

and- she saw _Mr. Bugliosi With an Oar. 

She said: Oh, here comes help now.. MSS 

Atkins. reached out for that oar. And what do you think 

Mr. Bug iosi didi He. hit her over the head with the oar. 

How inhuman tan you- _get? 

He talks about being inhuman, He talks about 

utonater.g. Re tacks about liars* 
_ 	Bugliosi stated that since Miss Atkins 

.did not tell the 100 percent truth, the deal -was..off.. 

Now, I asked Mr. Xay,- the Deputy District • 

.Attorney'.„ out in the- hallway during. the -recess*  I said: 

Who tells -the WO percent truth ,bere in this -courtrooni? 

Anyone-  that.  does shOad put their hand ►  

ftrA Kay Said he was;  gains to put his howl up; 

sow, the other den 24r, Buglimai was holding a 

Bible, the Holy Bible., in his hand.. Imagine Mr. guglioai  

holding a Riy 	He, wasn't even bashful abotzt it. 

rot a minute there .4 thought the Bible was going to jump 

t of his_ hand. It was the first time I had been at. ,a. 

trial =where there .  were .40 many _Bibles. It was a Bible 

meeting. I thought I was in a church. 

'Now, mr. Apstioi4,. in his -argument)  asked me 

two -questions.. Be turned around and he asked me two 
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questions about why the des/ should be :consummated? In 

other words)  why the 1.14 Sh-ould giVe isit Atkins W. InStesd 

of death, 'Re asked. ** a. ottuple og questions,. 

It is an old trick. These questions hive 

nothing to do with the wain issue* He just wants to 

confuse,  the jury, put up a smokestack, a satoke screen, 

an ink- beg, pollute the waters, so you can't see the 

issues -:Clearly..` And he knows this. 
r 	 • 

9. 	 lie knows that the questions that he asked sle 

noth‘ns to ',do With the deikt 

it
. 	

The declaration was signed a long time after 

I2 = the District ...Attorney reneged on the deal* .  

Then he talks about Miss Atkin f  testimony on • 	14 the witness. standk Re said that she -confessed that she lied 

• 15 • to. the Grand. Jury 

16. 	 But this was after. This- was after the District. 

. 4it  AttOrn,e,y reneged on their deal 

I don't blame Miss Atkins for trying to. filkV4t 

her141-. The DA reneged. Why can't she rennet' Anyone 

o woad have done the :gime thing. 

Now, the Judge 3411 instruct _you that you are 

not bound. by this sgreement. But the Judge goes further, 

and be will ittatruct you, that you can consider it*  bee muse. 

24,  r Under the' law you have the abiolute discretion as to life 

S. 

	 Afeatit* 

NO110, tir* Bugliosi clie• Hiss Atkins a liar. 
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e say's she lied on the stand when, she testified.. But he 

believes het when she said that she stabbed $baron Tate. 

But he 'doesn't want you to believe that part about Charles 

meson not being invaved. 
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lie is &strawberry picker.. You know. what a 

strawberry picker- 	You go into a grocery store and you 

buy -strawberries. You have done 	ha "e done it.. No 

tine' is -around. We get all the 'bag strawberries and put 

them :n the basket 'and walk out with. them,. r4)-74 don't want 

the 	 .ones, you want the big ones, 

That is 14r. BugliOsi; a strawberry picker. 

Hein the- part .or the testimony he wants, 

She testified she killed Sharon Tate. He says: 

belie* her. The part that she testified she Stabbed 

Gary Ifirisa,n1  he says believe that part* When it dollies to-

the other Part, that Charles MansOnwasn'tinVOlVed, he ' 

says Otint bellewe thane . 

He Just picks the -strawberries that he wants 

for his- basket.. 

You have, got to belize.-Ve all.  the testimony of a 

withess.5  not just the part that yoU want' to hear, 

Now,. all: the District *Attorneys, the deputieS 

and the :District Attorney himself,, :are trying to find some 

exqus.e-...some .justtriOation, for not living up to their • 

dontract„ They- got -what they wanted-. whey got the 

indictment against Ifiguis-on and all.. .the defendants, Now, 

they want to keep the benefits but they don't want tO .pay 

for them. 

I think - that you all realize the main purpose 

of this agreement that was made on December :nth, the main 
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pUrpose„ -now, was to secure an indictment against 1;•.ansen. 

and the other defendszts•. 

Once they seeur_ed the indictment against 

nanaon and,the other defendants„ the oontraot then has: been 

made now and there Jo rio baekint: out. The -Dietrict Atone 

should not-seek the death penalty azainGt 	Atkins. 

That was. the deal. 

Why ShOuld the Distriot ,AttOrneY now receive 

a. benefit' withOut`.paying tor its It is unfair. . • 
'now, the District Attorney is Obligated Under' 

two theorie$:. 4:al-ere 	.a Iowa oblication and there is a 
• 

moral Oblisation. 

The District Attorney oanit keep the benefit-. 

It would be legally and 	unfair. They received the 

benefit, they admitted that. They were very grateiuI to 

'ss Atkin$ fOr doIvinz the crime of the eentury. And 

later„ Niss Atkins testified at the Grand •Zury* ,As a 

result,. there were indietz %Its against Monsen. and the rest 

of the - defendanta• 

Why shou14,now the DiStrict Attorney .say- 

We are not zoing to honor the deal„. Miss Atoms lied at the 

Grand Jury'? 

It is lust an exouee.. They are trying to 

wicsle out of their azreerent. They have got tbre wiggles 

titan a hula dancer. 

' AsX said beterto  you can take this 411 01.0 

4 
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Oonsideration*  -Tou don't haVe to. You donithave to, 

even though you find that, MISS tkins did peeform her part 

of the contract and that you feel that she deserves to live, 

.you are not bound by it,, 

'But you could take this into consideration 

and have sane feelints towards Misr. Atkins. 

Thank Sa., 

TH4 =Paz Mr, be 

11R..41ITH: May it please the Court, counsel;, ladies 

and gentlemen of the pry, 

,Mr. Bugliosi made to. you avery articulate .  

and A very powerful arguMent. X Canit deny that,. An 

argument that sounded'in bldod and vengeance, Avenge 

the victims, send the perpetrators to their deaths, show 

the *,orld in this 00--called historic case murderers:reCeive: 

no mercy. in CalifOrnial  they reCeive the same fate. 40 

their Victims. it this State, 

Allegedly -, allegedly„.mind^  you 	in the 

,name Of- the State of California, Mr. Buglioddemands death. 

He -demands revenge, he demands mOre'blotid. 

He'wenta you.  ladieS and ,gentlemen to be en-

raged at .the defendants, be *ants you to despise them, 

hp watjts,Youito. tell them that they do not deserve to live,' 

that they. !must forfeit their liVes.' All by !Virtue 0f an 

1'874 section of the Penal Code of this atWte.. 

This 1-1971, ladies and_gettlemea, 99 years 26 
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-Mid 13 not alin. • 

What do we- do Icteie,1E.tdies And.. sent omen1 2. 
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134 	 What rational thinking., intelligent person would 

2 ever believe that in this enlightened democracy the State 

Would be it party to the deliberate taking of human lives., 

4. nat to mention three young, sick girls. 

5 	 Is not this State„ ladies and -gentlemen,' More 

'humage„ more understandings' mote 'reasonable, more merciful 

than these girls and their insane master,. Kr. Manson.. . 

a 	 To hear Mr. IlUgli.osi, apparently the State is 

not„ according to him, the State wants sore suffering. Re 

wants you to be so inflamed' that 'you will decree the deaths 

-of. these people,,all in. the 'name of justice, civarzation 

and.all perfectly legal. 

ladies .and gentlemen, you have the courage to 

Stand 4- to the State of California and say "Lifetn  

15. 	 Of tourse you do. Sesides„ it is not.  the State 

at of California demanding death, it is Mr. Hugliosi.. 

MR.4 BUGLIOSI: That la improper argument, your Honor. 

THE. COURT: Sustained. 

Eta BUGLIOS-rt I represent the 'District Attorney's 

20. office whlich .does represent 'the People of the State of 

Citlitorala. They are _the plaintiff in this action on that 

indictment. 

THE, COURT: The objection-is sustained. The jury is 

admonished to disregard Mr. Xelth's last remark. 

XR,.1(ETTH: There is no fiat from the 'Governor., no 

legislation 'decreeing death for these fOur defendants. 

7 

11, 

18- 
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132 

r. 

Mr.. : ugliosi says that if they dOn't x-eceive the 

2 death-  penaltyno one ever should; that Section 19G of the 

Penal, code should be repealed.. 

4 	 .fie is right.. That section, should be repealed,. 

If it bad any usefulness in 1872., 	.d,uesntt 

4 xow. Other than when anybody imposes the death, penalty, 

. we lay bare our adherence to:. shameful dogma of the past, 

s like burning 3oan of Arc at the stake, or guillotining 

. 9 Marie Antoinette... 

xo 	 There is enough violence in this world, ladies 

and .gentlemen; must we add to it? 

And don't you think. dying . in  the gas -chamber.  

.1a .is not a violent death? 

i4 	 The Legislature of this State has decreed that 

the insane and persona under 17 are not eligible for the 

s death. penalty. Other than these two categories you are the 

:tt legislators U. this case. 

YOU are in reality the State Of.  -California,. 

19 you and each of you, ladies. -ancl gentlemen, not collectively,. 

yOu 	each of you alone axe the State of California, 

21 because the penalty in this case is within your individual 

and absolute ilistretion, 

.2a 	 There are no statutes to guide you. This is 

.24 your decision and you are.  not the cottscience -of the -city, 

.2s 	 It is your individual hearts and souls 'and 

-26 cords and consciences 'which must make this awesome decision.. 
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S 

Please don't decree the death, penalty in this. 

.case because you inay think this is .what the community wants. 

a 
	'yam do this, I_ suggest yea pay well be abdicating.your 

solemn reSponsibiiity, and taking an easy way out, which • 

is not befitting you people:. 

You will be shifting your individual `.dutty to 

what you think may comport with the whiz of the uninformed 

populace; 
7 • 

a- 
Bugliosi. told you that you were the 

A 

11 

• is 

16 

xa 

ax 

g3 

10" 
conscience of the: community, but t submit to .you yon ar:e-  not,.3 

I ask you:, ladies and gentlemen, to be stronA 

within yourselves,. be resolute, -be 'yourselves-. _Stand alone, 

'Stand' alone because each of ..yoU - each of you alone.  and 

for yOurselves alone must, decide this. case. 

sow, strangely enough or perhaps ri0t,S0 

strangely I accept Wholeheartedly certain areas of Mr.. 

BugliOsi tit) argument.: 

T. accept his :exposition to you that 	liansort 

.dominated these girls .  and ordered the homicides. • 

accept that the ft.free 'Bobby Beausoleil° 

motive is nonsense'. 

I accept his telling you that in his opinion 

don't hold Hinman against Lesiie., 

I accept.  hio argument that Leslie's testistOny 

2a. 

ta, 

24: 

25 and the testimony of the other girls :61 this case shows 

tir manitonts domination and influence :still persists and 
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pervairive. 

Why do I accept these things? Because of the-

eVideace 'in this. case, ail of the evidence, the .physical 

eVidene-, .the tes'amony of the female defendants, the 

testimony of the witnesses for the prosecution even, the. 

testimony of the Family girls, the testimony Of the 

psychiatrists, ;kith was 	important.. 

Taking all these things together„ ladies and 

gentlemen, it appears it appears that the only way these 

10 offenses could have been comdtted was at Bra Manson's 

direction. 

Otherwise these girls would not have committed -- 

would not have .done whet they did. 

Regardless of whether they were under the 

influence of LSD, regardless of their emotional. antmenta.1 

Pit:oh:terns* someone had to control their thoughts end push 

them into it, some driving personality, and nobody else is. 
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130;4- 	 I (to -riot i4i.va  thourt4 l4 to as a zentlettout  

foir Viatupork` *Iv= torte1t 131,4 114,, X 44 not- ;ray that at 

1647 he atioad b entitled to lite juot a 

math 	tbeat;:,telit are tattled to 	and wit 1,, 

I have nOte per ;.'xvi.),X -co/17 	4f tira.t oave rio place arid are 

not zerzaZo, 	rty arondete.4 and oloos  - 	-414 i-Onti**Ienv. 

Xtott a Lt tint-  4m14c;flice In thin c;,'4$e4  X 4othitce tilat 14t4 tan  eon 

1s:41-worm 

Xt -cloe3n't Ulze 4ontor to. ixt Iv there 04 

readh. that comluaiort. 

You 4onli heed a -doctor. 4Xou Alottvt need, 

rwolliatrist to rea-04 that d-04luzach. 

- People rarer are Itaan41  ..ark4 X have s,a1.4 this 

bortoo-, are not 	144.tz death pee We 4r1, thie State. 
1,3 	Inaano,;, 	044 oartlekutn*  begiv448. 

rtmt2 	itivIdericet A 	ev4Vierom 61,towe that Wks irdri4 1st 

4Uoraereel; bi zletuli 	eui, 

Lnd b7.7,;',14-4rion Z 14 r.;,Eintal ilk ws he vas 

naez,  eOze delusion amt lliu 40110,  Itezber or the 

.eotalataAerit 4:14ht* 	 •waa tr ti  

thir- 	41o; thkat 	tiaa not likonz. 

tit  

	

1t It-La pr4kpor). tgob 	waonit moral34 

• 

7.111-01  lad.ton oad 	Ize the iierinitiorks  

arxd X= not ati7inz it 16 tile omit clefIrteitior X au 
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paraphrasiTts. it, of 16sai insanity in this State. 

• And if he ./ . the thoUght in Leslie„.the 

is also- insane or was at the time_. 

As a- Matter of fact, ladies and gentlemen, 

ata be-ginning. to Wonder from the 'evidence of this case- 

I have' doubts 'based 'on the , evidence int, this case, ,Inat 

what LeslielS partiapation was in the homicides. at the 

Toa. Bianca house:, " 

Did-  she really Stab somebody while they, were, 

alive? Did she really 	any fatal wOund --On - 

nrsi, _ta'Bianca?, - 

X' an not saying -- you fOund it to be so and 

I art not saying when yoU found it to be so that you we 

dead wron$, Ifni not saying that. 

_But I VOnder, and I seriously wOnder3  the 

extent of :1,er participation. 

X am not saying•  she did not participate. 

sm saying., what is the extent of it? Did she really 

Jphy,sidally id1X anybody? • 

Based on her testimony and the physical 

evidence 'in this case and wha Dianne Lake said, X have-. 
gra 'doubts, 

Now,, I believe, and again"' am in the same 

bed 'as ra:ks  BugliO2.9.4.i that r kirS 4ansvn: was someone who 

rein breed end are egression tc the. unforaulaied and 

inarticulate beliefs that Leslie held about society be-fore 

s 
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she arriVed tit the Spahr. RanCh. 

But he went a step further-a,. a went a.Zatitul - 

atep. He rent a tr.aigLe step further,: 

He conditioned th-oai he 'conditioned taloa to 4 

his Kidd LL  to participate in hOratoidea, • 

Ladies and gentlemen, he is a. persuaaive raar1s  

aIthouai I will Show you later on it did not take much 

persualsiOn with these airls. 

But he =at he perduasive. He persuaded .Linda 

4asahlan to participate and remeaser, Linda., at least I 

inter.this from toeV/deuce,. came from a tougher mold. 

had been around oral, She had seen moss 

.ot life. 

.And acain she was only at the Spahn Ranch for 

six Weeks of 

.But he pers-Uaded 116r to partiCipate. 

If these other three 8irla 	what were, the 

Acid freata,._ aliendted with society, naive, disiI1Usioneds  

iuseeure,. sraarchinr,; for feelinEs:of love and belonging*  

which . E.r. rianson and his subculture prow .deo. 

It was not hard to hit with these ; 

did net take a areat 

I ais co inc, to -Vote to. you certain pat Sages 

from same br the doctoral  in hopes that you, will see that 

it was ne great task... 

I !to-did like to Vete you a let morefroOt what 
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they said,. but in the intereista of time I will cut it dowry. 

This is Dr* Fort, 11401. 250.427. 

This is- by Vir, 'pnarolt 	will start the page 

- beforev 

"4 	Arxd in that connection.„ directing 

your attention then to the scene, the La Bianca 

hoft, can you tell us what the relative importance 

iS of the'various factors; betiaUse the word 

lsigniticantr is Just a qualitative word, but 

can yoU give us 'some reel as to the degree of 

Signifisanceof these factorsV 

Kanarek is apparently talking about the factor 

that 'were causative in these hOmicides,, 

r.A. 	Which other factors are you 

referring to? 

114 	an referring to all the factors 

in the assumed facts. Those are all the factors . 

'to be considered.ff 

You remember,  I gave a hypothetical question. 

'Tan you give us some feel for what is,  

iiportant and, what may be trivia? 

The important things to me„. 

Oolv,Ing to Day decision, were; 

nl. That she had ingested a substantial 

amount,. presumablY, of lysergic acid; that she 

was in with a certain group who bad created a 
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certain attitude, certain kind of 

climate. This 	ate existed prier to that 

evening. 

vTriere was, a$ it were, personalities 

contributinz to the cliliate„ and it then 

Continued and built u• to a certain set. of 

-events or Ied.into a certain, sat or events 

that transpirLd which, when a person is under 

the influence of lysergic acid, their judzment„ 

their thinking processes, their interpretatiOnS„ 

their perceptions, their,  moods, let's say 

their-homeostatia mechanisms af controlling 

Moir t.-ahavior are interrupted, so that they 

are then, under those kind of.influeneeS„ they 

are more cuazeztible, more impressionable and 

less able to perform as a normal human being. 

would. tr 

You see it was not hard.. 

On Page 250484„ Dr, Fort, one of the most 

internationally recognized men In the field, in the area of 

drus abuse and psychiatry 

"So 1 began with this general knowledge 

of how the drug works, and what the key 

variables aro." 

I then combined that with thematerial,- 

contained in the hypothetiCal question aboit the age Mr 

4 
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- Leslie at the time she began use,  of LSD and mecca le, her 

- family situation, and the .inatability reflected there in 

terms of the broken home which, with most children., leads 

to a certain decree or unhappiness, a lesser sense of 

identity0  ')t.learch. for some:thine; Where a drug then com144 

into the picture it more likely to have- greater Zietit4g. 

thaa1 	otherwise would haVe., 

".P.ifi then-the pattern of life that Is 

'described in the hypothetioal -question you 

puts  together With the general 'affect of LSD 

and the kind Of settings. as I mentioned, is a 

particularly important oompOnent in determining 

what is zoing to happen.. 

"Pa.rt.icaarly when yoU isolate somebody 

from the main stream o sooiety0  the ordinary . 

kinds or influences,, tie institutions of 

Sodiety that convey Moral and social values.. 

"When you isolate. "them 'and Combine them 

with. the. !chronic tree Of a drug that makes one 

eXtrernely malleable, extremely flexible, in a. 

Sense burns thrtitigh the laye2:es, of conscience 

and -opens up the personality to a total- kind 

or transforination, 

'When. you do that, and -when .yoa. have 

somebody 'Who- is insocures  groping for some 

.meaning in. life, I think you have all of the 
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hpotential of those things combined, if T 1e 

. laYself altar, for an extremely adverse effeet, 

stemming from not only the ehronlx use of LSD, 

but the combination of the LSD, the personalitY, 

the Setting and the possible misuse of all this 

- by the persbn uted as- your guide,  or leader ift 

these lands of ekAerieneeS.n 

16 

xz 

- 19 
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 "q, 	X take itl .therefore, Doctor, that you 

find special significanCe via- respect to 

us of the 'drug, :and the .manner in Which she lived 

'with Bobby 'Beausoleil -at "the $pahn Ranch, the 

:ciimplete freedom, lack ,Of 'responsibility and commune 

type setting? 

"I this that ail of these things have 

'to be- considered together; that a drug by itself 

Ages not perform a magical transformation on 

person,' but the drug: alone with the social iettlog. 

and creation of a telt kind of peer group., influence 

of a new subculture, the isolation that I talked 

about and the instability or the immaturity -of the 

personality, I think All of this together is 

particularly- significant in -Leslie's case 

tiEs It also significant that other persons 

Vith 'whom Leslie associated -in, this subculture also 

were -sirug 'users and.  drug oriented. 

Certainly= 'that would be significant • 

because that would be part of what I was talking. 

About as the new kind of peer group culture, the. 

new value 'structure that is created, and particularly 

when with the chronic use .of -LSD-  And othar similar 

-drugs you. Open up  a consciousness, perceptions and 

emotions of the person to tremendous transformations. 

In your research and study of the effects' 
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l3b-2 'roE LSO, de you find that generally that there is 

2 
	 a lost of normally respected social values among 

heavy users of the 'drugs, and goals? 

Well, an important part of answering 

your 'question is the separation you imply between 

the intermittent or. occasional use of average or 

moderate doses, and the chronic use of heavy 

doses. 

9 
	

nAzd you certainly could not say that 

,the usual user of Lai has all these thing!" tkaPPeu 

to hits. 

• 12 
	 "Or generally they have either a neutral 

kind of experience, or at least do not have the more 

serious kind of side effect* that everyone or most 

people are. concerned about. 

"The chronic heavy user is almost by 

-definition, the 'definitions t give earlier, 

to have bad trips, :unfortunate. transformations in 

r value structure and, depending on the influences 

around them, that could be for evil or for good. 

"..lt 'would depend very much on the peer 

group relationship and subculture that you .are 

living in -and being conditioned to tonform 

"lt can be misused. 

"in other 'words, as a kind of brainwash 
. 	. 

'or ideological or self-control practice, such as has 

3 

.4 

5 

a 

10' 

13 

14 

15 

17 

is.  

as 

:20: 

'21 

22 

-4,a...S..21.t. 
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. 13b 3. 	 "been practiced in totalitarian societies. 

"Or"  

3 	 As he goes on to say, it could be used theoretic 

4 for toenefitf 

tinfortunately,..it was not in this.casel • 5 

6- • 	 "Q," 4,- by Nri. Fitzgerald,. X believe on page 

254021 

$: • 	 "A 	Now,. you: have previously testified,. 

:s r elieve. DOctor" -6- 

. 	This is still Drir Fort 	n believe, Doctor, 

tk 	 that the ilk. effects of the drug art increased when 

12 	used by, adolescentii: or persons whose personalities 

.14 	are not yet completely formed-a is that correct? 

14- 	 ti.A. 	That is likely to be true, yeso 

"Q Would the untoward or i.1i eEfects of the 

xs 	.tirus likely be increased when used by a. person, who 

is. severely emotionally disorganized in terms of 

xs 	Otis or her persona/ity? 

TIA I would say that would be the single 

moat important variable.. 

23. 

	

	 * "The underlying - personality, character, 

mood, attitudes,atol. expectatilans of the -user are 

-the main variable ice that kind of„drng experience, 

particularly with a drug like LSD-, and if you are 

25 	1.instab1e, immature., -depressed, 'or Whatever, you: 

26- 	are far more likely to have a very serious adverse 

conS  equence. 
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Very ell integrated strong personality 

types would likely experience little difficulty with 

the drug; is that correct? 

'4 Ail other things being equal, that *10414 

tie`torrec.;  particularly if all the factors mentioned 

were controlled., the dosage, purity., et cetera." 

' 	Page 25,561, line 7 	I think this is a 

question by Mr. Konarek, Ilia not sure: 

lig 	Now, in response to a question by Mr. 

Bugliosi„ Doctor, you tact us that you .hita. an opinion 

that there were other, contributing lectors" 

Maybe it's by.  tee 

"You told us you had an opinion that there 

were other contributing factors. 

"Would one of those factors be W  and it 

is brought out in the assumed facts -- the cOleau3241l 

setting in which Leslie found herself with Bobby 

Beausoleil, and also at the Spahn Ranch and in, the 

-desert. 

•It definitely was, and I believe that 

was a very prominent part of what happened in 

- - Creating a -neutral structure;  i .a sense brainwashing,, 

Or creating a new idea and thought pattern, isolated 

from .the rest of society where a value systieta that 

we Ixsually would think of as auti-,social and. destruc-,  

' tive came to be 'accepted. 

10Q 

• 

.1r 

• 

1 

4 

11. 

18 

26, 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20, 

21 

22 

23.  
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:2 

3 

. 4 

a 

7 

D. Fort. 

Bare is Mr'. 	 page 254366. 

"Doctor,. 'are you tellitg us that a . 

school for crime could exist -- lees say that 

I was a doctor like f- to give the expression 

Dr., sort. That I get a bunch of people together 

and give them LSD, and I program: them to go out 

 

  

anii -cormtit murder* 

"Let t s, say that I get people that 

..you-are speaking of, people who have been 

rejected by their homes, .thr-own out of their 

families, they are already on LSD for a couple 

for two: or three years. 

'Artil let us say with your knowledge of 

LSD, you have a school for-  Crime, and then you take 

them -here and yon program. them to go out and commit 

murder here., there,. everywhere.. Xaybe that is what 

the Zodiac iS doing. But what I am saying, Pottort. 

4s'; :.Are you • telling us that this can 1* done: 

that You an capture. the human mind by such a 

'school for-crime? 

	

"A 	I am. indeed telling you tha.. 

°Although the way you put it is somewhat 

. an absurd oversimplification. a what I have said. 

	

.," fig 
	

All right* 

Then you are saying that recognizing 
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• 9 
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xx 
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• 14 

16 

• 16 • 

17' 

5• 

10 

• 4 

• 24. 

25 

20 

28,085 

hypnosis, for instance, ,and other techniques that 

have beep used to get people to. do these things. 

You are certainly aware .of those; right? 

"X certainly am. 

"And techniques of propaganda and mass 

advertising, and- 'many other things. 

''Ct 	Now, .do you know of any cases where 

someone. has 	mean„. other than in the movies., 

in a lzrankenstein-type of picture 	do You know 

where someone has at down and programmed .people 

to go outs  let's say, and -commit armed robberies., 

burglaries, assaults? o you know of any such 

instances-7 

"THE TrailltSSI- 

qn one sense, that is what we do When 

we program soldiers to 	war. 

"We teach otherwise conforming„ normal 

people, to kill somebody else for certain kinds of 

reasons." 

Thls is 1)r. Fort speaking-, the famed expert in 

ttas -1fielct. 

Going on 

• 
	

"In. other societies 	I mentioned this 

morning the People's Republic of 'china'-,- thought 

reform, ideological thought control, is a bootie 

part of the way of life. • And the minds of men are 
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2 

4 

7 

• S.  

0 

10 

12' 

 

" °indeed molded in -totalitarian societies or by 

totalitarian individuals to work in a -certain 

way, which can be to -kill or to inform on others 

or to do a variety of other things. 

"Q 	Does the V. A., Army distribute LSD 

to its personnel before they go off to battle, 

Doctor? 
Et, LSD,. as I think I have brought out 

repeatedly, is one technique that can be used,. 

added =v..the social and.  cultural influences.. 

• "it makes the personality, or .can 

make it highly malleable, highly influenceable 

by Other people,. and it would simply combine 

With the -other things,, make it. a .l the :easier to 

program. :them, make them into robots, or to brahrWash 

them.° 

"It wasn't hard, tidies And. gentlemen, 

 

   

,14' 

  

 

fl-s. :17 
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At the rislz. zot perhaps 	nod, 

feel it is Important to. ilsa read to yolk some-  Of the 

testimony ,of Drs -flocbtaan 'in this case, because he actually 

exczained, IANd-'lie' and tizo :other two Girls, 
. — 

I bele he is a Vary bright, though young, 

'Ibis is PazfA 

Well„.Doeterl  do' you feel that 

she considered Lobby Ziohnooleil to 

tut she o.onsidcre4 Lim not only. romantical34$ 
4 

but 	conzillered hill as a brother in the 

.Senpe that she -war.) llitinz with biro alorIZ 

with the other people 	the Spahn Izarioh2" 

On. Line 3.3 	queOlort 'by Piz,* 10inarako 

ALL. tho. 'she" that Zr. IZarkarel:. .404; reCeren.oe to it TOSIL*4 

Yes.. 13at' I think that _the- kind 

of chari,sza, the kind of peo;fer that he vas 

assizned by her, 'because of her psycholozYst 
-vac; not 	;teat az; t4:4:,.t of Er. Nanson+ 

ILtazonxs influence. Seemed to-  be&  

seexad.to zect -more Of her psychological needs, 

I t'oul.d sixCeate.- 

"4), 	When you oiy 	:Dintto' 	- • 
Ant:11.41-4cm, 'that aro ,y,otz..:-bastrag this on7 

"In ottior uord, ur,on -what do you bate 

tai at ft;ainz of influance? 

-1,e11.,. I- have to be Candid with 

•

2. 

 

4 

7 

9 

15 

. 16 

18 

48. 

.21 

- 22 

23. 

24- 

25;  
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26 

,1 j-  u that myfeelinzs 

	

std 	That is what we want, Doctor. 

'We want you to be. candid. 

	

A. 	I want to say that iq feeling4 

about that are chant:;inc as I have come to know 

Fiore about the situation,: 

rLast night I interviewed the Other 

two sirls ,-"havin reference to Badie and 

Katie -- "and .sumo things happened there that 

gave' me so .e addition 41 insizht.„ I thinks  on. 

Leslie, 

"Like the repetition by the other two • 

irls of certain key phrases. Certain words 

were used exutly the- same way by all of them, 

quo'0.ng Charles Nanson, 

"It seems that-be still,,, at least in 

, .terms of the Vorbalizationss  has Avery 

important influence . upon: them, His ideas 	• 

sem to be there;  wheiher they are aware of 

it -Or not. 

•k,fte the extent 01.,-,the zagt 

tei14!'i gys'-repeated -hburs apart fro0.one' 

another Wit out kiiOxiiirttit'the others are , 

talkins about the sfpie- phrases.)  about the same 

'vtvreas° - 

xariaiex;7-0& -iiig4 26,196, Line 2Q. . 	. 

5  

6,-- 
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"Tell us,l)octor*  tell u4 the stato- 

mepts that were common that these other girls 

Aentioned to you, 

1742 describing Charles and -- ha ' 

was like an empty or open hole, They repeated 

this frequently, alI of them. 

"In describing him as being on, the bottom 

loOin4 

7pesoribihg 	o4 being total awareness. 

nesdriblh$ frequent and incessant 

procIa=stions that everything is how, there is 

pe-  time, there is no futUre and there is no past, 

oThere ioho reality. The social 

conseiousneSs is Zang psychotic. 

ali.nd a variety of other.things, 
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14b-1 Page 26,1980  line 22i by M. Kanarek. 

114 	And so., is- it a fact. that you persOtailY 

as a psychiatrist have observed this type of phenomenon. 

in many many subjects? 

"A What I am uncomfortable about now is the 

idea that there LS a conscious intentionality 

involVed in 'this. 

1, have not. talked to Idir. Manson; I have 

no idea what his intentionality was, consciously# . 

411, 4o 'know ail .-of these girls bate 

history 3:1 f a persistent search for something, spit 

activity or someone to fill their psychological 

needs.:  

10 

11 

,I2 

0 	.14 

16 

4 

s.  

"I think that this search ended Op on 

the Spahn Ikanch, on the motivation of their 

unconscious contents,. their psychological contents. 

"Mr, Hanson seems to fit their rkee4s. 

Bch. better that); anyone else. 

"Now. wh.at  part of that was intentional 

.on his part j have no idea; I can only speculate:. 

'The .part that was lying dormant, or 

latent inside of him„ I think I can -speak to and 

I think it is obviously there as it was always 

there 

18 

.2O 

a 

'So Idon't went to be the indicter of.  

anyone* '26 
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2 

3. 

4 

. 	• 

10. 

12 

13 

• 15 

1.3 

lo 

20: 

21 

°I am merely describing. a psychological 

content of what I think happened. there."' 

Remember that Mr, Manson never spoke that 

'Drs Hochman never spoke to Mr., Manson, -and. none of these 

girls ever told Dr. Hochman, that Mr. 'Manson had any 

influence over their lives* IV. the contrary, they -denied it. 

rage 26 Wt. I am sorry to read. I know it 

1..sn*.t very :exciting, hUt think :it is tremendoUaly 

pnporiatat, Please bear lath- me. 

	

, 	"S,' looking at it in perspeettire, the 

fact that' these people,. that these people all lived 

in - the same.area- 	this, is page 26,201 	think 

I said that 	"the fact that these people, that 

these people all lived in the same area, it merely 

indiCative of the fact -that - the girls, for instance,. 

'have certain -common personality-  chaiacteristiOs, 

4tWould you say that is true? 

	

ftA 	ZCteonId say that is correct. 

	

14(Z 	And having those personality character- 

. istits, they. cleave ,to each other; they _cleave to 

the other peOple -at the ranch; they cleave ,to-

lianSpa. 

"In other words,. there is a mutual 

there 1,s t certain mutuality among all of these 

people? 

"A Oh, I think that helps us understand 'the 

.25' 
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5. 
' 

7 

a 

zb 

12 

13 

14- • 

16' 

14 

-UR ail. ;19 

' 

22 

23 

24 

25- 

26 

"whole dynamic of that group, that 3..s true. 

ffq Well, would yOu explain what you interpret 

by the dynamic of that group, if you, have an explana-

tionl 

Wc1,1.1  fitst 	ail, it is clear from the 

history. that dry Manson encountered probably thousands 

of individitals over the course of the. last three or 

fou  r, years. But ,only limited numbers of all those 

whom he encountered decide to leave where they were ,  

and follow him. 

"And all the,-girls described instances, 

situations in 'which they made a decision which was a • 

radical departure from their previous activity:, 

°So that say$ something about the 

Selection going on. 

"Out of all those he encountered, 

some selected to- go- with hist,' and I think the 

reason for the selections lie within the indi- 

viduals themselves. 
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19 

11 

12 

14 

- 	45' 

16 

18. 

. 	19 

21 

22 

23 

24. 

.25 

26 

"flow„ X.can- Only speculate about the 

dynamios of the whole situation because 

haNeutt yet talked to Oharles ManSon. 

"I think after I talk with him I will 

have maybe the important key to this puzzle." 

I am not reading right now. 

The thoufat occurred to me that this is an-

iMportant tonsideration.ih your coming to a far vez'dIct 

in this cast., It 1;2 a pu=le.' 

- 	I think that it is absolutely ,, to use a 

word that. bas been Owrworked here --monstrous that these 

peoP10.- that anybody should even consider putting them 

to deathlghen, as -15r„ Xanarek pointS out, they are Italldrig,  

uhoratories.. They Should be studied., 

. It is a puzzles I1 is A terrible puzzle. 

And we should know, th.q world should knOw. 

Oat* oh: 

"But in talking tO the zix.3.3, it seems 

:bow! that all of them found in the relationship 

With ht m, and with one .norther', a kind of external - 

oratitioation of a variety of internal psychological 

needs, specifically they ford a sense Of total 

acceptance in -a way that they could haver accept 

themselves internally, 

"They also found a sense of total 

freedom from guilt,. specifically., which they 
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"could never eXperience 	themselves alone 

even with tie -adjunct of the use and intensive 

-Use •of all varA.eties of psychedelic drugs. 

"They found tOl;',:themselvez a Berme of 

Comniunication" with others that they had never 

by history found Anywhere else.. 

"Specifically, for instance," -.0. he talked 

a,bblit, Susan Atkins finding a mother in RatriCia Krellwiilkel • 

144011. 410 had never found before in her life. 

QOin on:: • , 

"They fottnd a -sepse of honesty among 

thems61V0- which they thOtht did not exis.t 

for them aniwkicre,e1-8-7. in the Wprld. 

"'They found a sande 	or-dor in a world 
_....„..,.-.._ 	which previously tea :seemed' totally dis- -'-‘,--- *---,1--- , .....,k  . 	c4,...:-_.;.-.:. ..., 	. •- 	 , -. 

Ordered and meaningles, 
N.  

41 

117. 	 N‹ .t 	 , 	 IlTber ,foun 	
,

d. a . Setis-e .or meaning in 

7 

..  
• activity ifor enj•oplent-la Mike that all agreed. 

...,,,/ 
slith„ and pliaosophd,011y 'suataitied-eu 

''''---- : -"theli.  goin,g ip). at Page 26,2014. This is plat v-• , 
an answer=  Dr. Hochman answering .a; queatiot by Mr. Xanarek- 

- ' 	''. 4'7fes, I think that the griglish poetle . :.. • 

. meet is true,* 

nEit in all tie histories, by All the 

mean 	 tictIvity, and pure 

eipr,e.aziorv.,trot a 	art Of all. Which we . 
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"LivIs, Nr, Manson is A core and central 

fiturg, more so than Katie to Sadie or 

Leslie -- Lulu to ladle., or anyone else. 

"The others are important figures, 

but Mr,•nanson occupies a central-rOle." 
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- 

,Nol  it Was not difficult.. As a matter of fact, 

I. suggeit to you it Was absurdly Simple..for someone as 

persuasive and.dominating as 	Hanson to control the 

minds of these sir.10).  to brainwash them. 

He didn't have to, really. Their minds were 

' empty wh.en they got to him4 

How easy it was for him to COnvince them to do 

what they 41:44, 

It is lost .another magical mystery tour, ra  

pretense,. a pretended act; it wasn't any More Veal than 

playing pirate, or a Southern belle, or .a princess. 

These three girls, ladies and gentlemen,- were 

human sacrifices. 

.Believe mer, they have lost their lives too, 

believe-me as did RoSemaxy La :Bianca,. 

Was it Leslie s 0141.3 decision. to kill?. Do you 

belieie that? 

ilhose mind was it when she made that decision? 

Her own? ' 

1401  there vat another's brain in this.  child -

and we know it, 

.These 'girls- were 'Zombieso  robots, automatons, 

just as z r Bugliosi said over and over in his earlier 

,arguments on the guilt phase, 

;And I agree with that. I agreed with it then 

and I agree with it now, They are Zombies. 
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By the way*  you didn't hear that argmenti  

did Yo-a* in Nr. BuctioAls last addresz to yo4a 

Ile says now: Well, aII that was just a figure 

of_ 'speech,. 

Why? :Btcause'he has got to convince you that 

these three girls tie fully responsible for their acts* 

-8o, he puts to bed. hie. robot. Argument. And I take up tha 

cadge . for Mr. Bugliosi,I guess, because T a* ogfering 

to you nOw-. 

110, he doesn't use the Z-omttie Argument. Be 

talks Over And .oVer again about how there is murder in the 

blood the system, the' heart and soull, of these three .girls. 

'No more .Zoxibies-. NO More robots.- Why? 

NR. BUGL10$1-: That is.  '41 nalstlaVement* I did Use 

the word "robots" during the penalty phase, yoUr Honor, and 

it it right in the record. 	' 

MR.. KEITH; Well, it wasn't euhasized. 

141R,. BUO4OSI; All righti, 

'ME COURT: The jury heard the argument. 

Legs proceed.. 

IcriTat- .No, it Wasn't _emphasized,. ladies and 

gentlemen. He used it; Re used it to pen. you that it 

was just a figure of, speech., if I recall. Be. didn't 

emphasize -it. 

let it drop because he-knows that people 

who are robots are not in full control -of their conduct.. 

- 	4 

6 

.17 

• 18 

19 

20, 

21 

2Z 

gg • 

24 

26 
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• 14e,  as. 

6 

10 

11. 

Indeed, they have to control, and consequ.ently, they cannot 

be Luily responsible, if at all responsible,' for their 

ates, 

• . . 	wants his cake and he wants to eat it-  too, 

ladies. and gentlemen. . 
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Now, Mr, Bugliosi -did a very oreditable job, 

I thought„ .very creditable,. in isolating every factor,-

avergissue that might, to yoU, to =your discretion, negate 

the ;rave responsibility or for the full responsibility, 

,if you want to put it that way, for these WOrds,. 

And as td every itsue, every factor, he says 

either, "Oh, they shouldft4t be 	for that; 

or there is no dispute covering that;-or it'S Meaningless,- 

' it 10 immateria140  

Xurder by Comman4 

That is not uncommon. Should. they be given 

credit for that-? There is nO statute that says you are 

vx.ellipt from the death penalty bepause you are ordered to 

coot murder.. . 

X ,dont t vant to Misquote Tam. Ile May not 

have ,said it in shit instance, but he said. it in -other 

inatanae4-. 

For instance, with respect to the 

the repetitive stabbingS, the perseveratory type condUet^ 

' . Zn my Opening address, X indicated to you that 

. 

28,099 

/1 .along With the Senselezonessof the homicides„ that this 

22, 

: 2g 

.yas indicative of the deranged mind of the perpetrator*. 

Who else Would do these frenzied deeds unlesa they were 

crazyt 

2p• 

26 

And fir. Buglitisi argues, and he takes issue, 

he says.: Well, should they be given credit for their 
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11 

savagery? 

I =not saying they should be released or 

s,onething. They shouldn't be released. We are not asking 

that„ And I am not saying that they should he :given, a 

badge for it. But I am saying that it is one - - not one 

it is evidence and persuasive evidence susgesting the 

Crazed mental .state at these Girls and Watson. 

I an riot puttirws  that comment in a vacuum, 

because there is psychiatric eVidencei abUndant psychiatrie 

evidence of all the intertelatea forces and things that 

were causative, and from tho psychiatric .evidence re oan 

deduce that the, 	area3  t sane, they aren't- normal, 

they are not even close to normal, 

gra  Buclioal isolates the mental illness. 

issue and tells you that we are all a little .off, and 

that everybody who kills is probably mentally ill.. 

And then he said: Sear, ng that in Mind„ 

no One would ever deserve or-ever receive the death 

penalty if mental illness wc,re an, excuse. Isolating tilts 

important factor . and arguinz that -Mental illness-, the 

mental illness of these Girls, or their schizoid personali- 

ties, or hysterical personalities are irrelevant. 

And. he tells you that LSD doesn't mean anyt . 

thin;; in this case.. There-AO no statute, he says, 

exempt'inspeOple who are under the influence of LSD or 

chronic users of LSD from the death, penalty. 

17 

18- 

19 

20 

21.  

23 

, 24 

25 

26 
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There isn't any Statute. And the .reason why' 

is that it is your' diseretion'. 

As I said before, you are the Legislature in 

this case. Via decide. You make the law. Betaute there 

are no guidelines. 

. 	And -Mr.. Bugliosi goes on: .Murdet by -cgmand.. 

That is nothing. That Is not uncommon. That doein't 

oettpt the --defendants from getting the death penalty. 

There 'is no- statute exempting theta. should they get 

credit becipiti6 they were ordered? Again' isolating an 

portant issue id this case. 

But I asic you, ladies and gentlemen, to look 

at tat-  the. facts- and circumstances as a. what:. Look at 

the entire: picture,Pon't isolate Arty -one seirowasitance-, 

anY One factor.. Because .when we :examine all the circuraw 

starlets as a whole*  the conclusion- is inescapable*. ladies 

-and gentlemen,. that Leslie 	and the other girls too 

were brainwashed. 

It wasatt their thought. They' a-re not: reaponsi- 

ble, futly reSponsible.' "Their responaibility is terribly 

diminished by ighat happened. 

As a patter of fact; since you :do have, 

absolute diScretion, you are entitled, each of .you- alone*  

to jilsi take one factor- lees- say LSD -- if you fetl 

'this is a mitigatin% -circumstance in and of itself, 

enough of one, :life.. That is all you have to do. 

28,101 

I  

• 
5,  

4 
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7 
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But I am.luggesting. to really be conscientious 
. 

.. and you should, and you 	=,-; take everything iota 

consideration] and .you must arrive at the conclution.that 

Leslie was-operating as small child)  she- was 1.'t fully 

responsible*  she was brainwashed. It wasn't her own 

decisiaa in- the true sense. It was somebody else*,. 

Somebody else inside het. brain. 

Now, Mt, Bugliosi, over and over, used the. 

terdial bloody, brutal., savage,Amereilets, executionerwi 

atrocious, barbarit  

lie is trying 'to inflame your pasaions. 1 140. 

trying to talk sense. 

Augliosi is . trying to. -condition you: 

his oratory to bring bade the death penalty, just as 

Leslie was conatiOned.to take that tide, that autandbile 
to 

ridel/the La llamas. . 

10 

11' 

.12 - 

• It•  

14 

- 15 

'14g 
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Mr; Bug 	says there is no evidence that 

the defendants-.4id not have the capaci to premeditate 

Indeed, Dr! 1tocbman --did say' that Leslie-a-

' thought processes Were intact. But he  

between thought processes 'and thought content. 

It is what.Vms the content of her mind,. what . 

was in -her ;ndo  whose-mind 'did ,she use that is important. 

to your deliberations in this Owe. 

change the subjeCt: for" a second. 

-iistid that Linda Kasabian' testified 

that none of the defendants were under the influence of 

LBO -on either night.. 

Wry, I - recall. 	asking Linda whether 

Or not she knew Leslie was on an acid trip, and she said 

she did not 

I wanted to bring that out because it hes an 

important bearing, 'I believe, on the state of mind of 

Leslie, 

Linda did not say Leslie hadn't taken any 

-acid. 

We are told that Leslie has inherenthtuniciACL 

tendencieS and.  there is .a faller instinct in her ortimie 

she would have said gin. 'We are told that murder an in 

her 'blood,: et cetera. 

I - suggest that this :La a fallacious argument,. 

because we all have killer instincts in us. We must have. 
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2.83o4 

 
if we 'din'}  t, there 'would never bee 'war because nobody 

woul-d go. We .have all got it in us, 

I doet distinguish Leslie from any cf the rest 

of us.. I. don't clistinguish her from. -me or from .anyone • 

else whO,  WO ever been in tolabat. 

.10 

12 

12_ 

45.  

18 

D. 

20. 

1- 

22 

15 'as.. 

She vas-  conditioned. Just like the l‘farine)- 

the fighter, pilot, the .14ombadler'• 
• : 

You have betc Alikedo-  consider adversely-V(1kt 

there --wits rage -and anger in 

ladies and gentlemen, there is 'raga and anger 

in most young- people today against our sOcietyls institWi 

tions., against society itself. go many young people think 

bur peciety is hypocritical.. 

And in Leslie's •case4. LSD., as you know, 

accentuated her disillusionment with organized society. 

She had no one to-got her back on the track.. 

Mr. Manson and the-  subculture in Which he 

existed encouraged this disillusionment. Organized 

society., at the-Spahn,'Ranch,, was a 'sham,: a farce„ unjust, 

unfair, everything for the power structure and establish-

ment, nothing_ for minorities and' the poor., 

• -This philosophy is not rest-rioted to Leslie 

of the Spahn Ranch, 

25 

2d 
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Don't hold that against her., 

Where she made her mistake, where she made her 

terrible misOalculation, and it was probably beyond her 

control to 00 anything about" it, wati instead of trying to 

help right the taroni, which she saw in society, instead of 

being constructed, she turned her back aid dropped 

This is one of Leslie is tragedies. 

She became whet she becaine„ I repeat, cannon, 

fodder. 

As Mr. Dngliosi said, a sacrificial Iamb. 

.CODRTt Mr. Keith, I think we better take a 

recess at this time. I don't like to interrupt your 

argument, 

KEIT. 	am almost through., but I 'would like 

a recess 

• '-111E• COURT,: All right, remember the admonition,-  • 

ladies and gentlemen.. 

The court win recess for, minute.. 

(aecess-.)P 

1 

3 

4 

6 

7 
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22 
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25 
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TBER CCORTI You may' proceed, M. Keith. 

MR. KEITH;' Than you, your Ronor. 

It has been said, ladies. 'andgentlemen, iu 

advocating. the death penalty in. this case for these young 

girls.„ that the last final decision to kill was theirs 

allalone. 	• 

Sugliosi forgot -t what Mr. Bugliosi 

forgOt to - tell you, and this is true, believe me, froi 

the evidence in this case;'that without Charlie Manson, 

withoUt LSD and its devastating effects, these offenses 

never would have happened. 

YeS, these `girls wielded knives, but their 

arms were the extensions of someone else, the man Who 

ordered the homicides. 

Their will was hiet'will, Re was their father 

figure and,, according to Mr. Bugliosi, their God. 

These young ladies would and could not sa4T-no 

to their ,God, even though they may have had the ikaked„ 

the bare naked power to do so. 

But Linda Xasabian had the power and aid - say 

no, according to Mr, Bugliosi. 

She was not under Mr. Manson's -domination, the 

second night., but did she? 	she say no? 

. The only thing she did not :do. is a stumpy wield 

a knife, according to the evidence'. 

Look how persuasive he must be. Look at the 

:8,.106 

15a-1 *  

2 
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6 

7 

26. 

.26 
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.5.  

9- 

10  

• it., 

15 

it 

49 

'L 	20. 

2); 

undue 1.4.fluence he must have wielded" 

Linda Waft Poly at the ranch for six weeks. 	As 

T• told you 	she is from a tougher mole than.  these other 

girls)  and it appears from, the evidence that she probably 

bad not ingested as much, LSD over the years as these other 

three girls. 

But kr., Huglioii -whitewashes. her. 	Ho white— 

washes her. 

- 	He  knows. a, he knows he unist do this because he 

knOws" how Trienstroutt, how unlust 'it would be for these- three 

girls to go to the pa chamber while one of their number is 

free., not .even.. in: ctistipdy, free 

suggetire. to you 'that Linda is at least as 

culpable as these three female defendants, if not mere 

SO, 'because she was- not, there. long enoUgh to be brain* 

washed*  to have her thoughts molded to. the extent that the 

'other girls 'were. 

And remember this*  Linda Kasabian is and was 

an accemplite as a matter of law, 

Yea Were so,  instructed; and an accost:00e)  I 

believe you will be instructed now-  is a person who- is: 

liable to prosecution. for the same offenses as these 

23 defendants* 

24 : She was in H it up to her neck, ladies stud 

25 gentlemen, 'and she is free-. 	This is 	* factor for you to. 

26 consider stn your deliberations. 
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4 

5 

6 

Murder does not run in Leslie's blood, ladies 

2 
and sentlemen. She is not a born kilter. You know this. 

3 
	 She may have been alienated from the organize- 

tional Structure of today's society; she may have questioned 

many of its. aspects; she may have dropped out. 

• She is not a born killer. There is nothing in 

her history and background that suggests this, and if she 

became ones  and I have wy doubts, i Suggest to youri 

submit to you with all sincerity it*Taaa far beyond her 

potter to control, far beyond. 

Let's talk about rehabilitation. 

You. 'were 014 this is not a rehabilitation trial., 

that this is it penalty 

You were Old,. again isolating a factor that 

you ..must and should consider, you were told that there' is 

no statute that says people, who can be rehabilitated are 

entitled to life.. . 

ca course there is no statute.. 

You are, the law in this Case, You'promulgate 

the statute. it is your individual and- absolute discretioni 

You are, the Legislature. 

If you find -the probability- or even the 

possibility of rehabilitation exists in .Leslie, and it 4Oes, 

that this- is a factor militating agatinst the death penalty. 

If you believe that it is-senseless,. 

unenlighte.n.ed to put to death someone who can be cured,. then 

'16 

12 

13 

14 

- 	17 

18 I 

20' 

2 

.21' 

24 

.25 
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your:absolute discretion you can. retuitn. verdict- of 

life, and you 'should,. Leslie can be cared. 

Row cruel of all of us it would be to put to 

death Leslie taho Can and must -be rehabilitated, 

- 	Bugliosi argues vociferously "Let the, 

punishment fit the crime.," 

• Re tells us in fact that there- are bad murderers 

and there Are good.  murderers. Be said .there is eal. the 

4ifferente in the world between a triangle killing and this 

 

a 

 

it).  

ii 

Cele. 

    

 

If i kill my wife's boyfrierid, with premeditA.,  

tion, or,  my Wife kills my girlfriend or me or both, these 

are' good murders, nothing wrong with thst A . I get life. 

I may have premeditated and planned to the nth, 

degree, but 1 get life. 

Because I killed- a bad man trying to break up, 

 

 

my home. 

    

 

I am entitled "because of what T did to .your 

syropethr.end consideration and understanding, 

But, says the prosecUtion, these girls are not 

entitled to your consideration, sympathy or understanding 

because these crimes made no sense, because nobody knew 

anybody*  because the /native -was ittedtie l, BeCauSe. of the 

savagery and all the blood, 

.I say to you that these very factors show, how 

sick, how ,infantile., how ,insane everyone was who participated 

23 

24 

26 

26 
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• I 
	 Theft are the people that should get your 

sympathy and consideration, `not me.. . 

• I am not saying any of them should get a gold 

4 star like:1411de, nm not saying they should be re-leased, 

Life ittirtaanment ien t t any joke*  ladies and 

gentlesien, -0.Z Mr i *  Bugtiost intimated, 

110'w would any -of :us feel., haw would we feel 

our liberty was -to be taken away from us for the balance of 

our days? 

	

.10 
	 is losing. our ,liberty, our most precious 

possession' tOrover a jetke.„ a slap On the wrist? 

Ile says life imprilonmen't isn't 'that bade 

Would any of us -want' to trY it? 	• 

6 

7 

12. 

13 

1,5 

16 

• 
17,  

12 

20 

21 
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2a 
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: 	 Would we want to be behind bars.  for the rest of 
T 

-. 'our 'lives? 'Not be able, ever to do again what we want to 

do or watild 'like to do, -not being able to go- where we please? 

That is no slap on the wrist. That is really 

retribution. 

-1fr. Bug'toot's asking for the .gas chamber 

because,. among other things,. he tells us .detth in the- gas 

chamber is -not .one -one-hundredth, as horrible as the way 

the4i victims.. were killed', again-, 'sote -and blOod. 

JO 

	

	 flow does he know? How do any of us know 

whether it is or not? 

I can say, this, the death -of the victims in 

this case -* I am not looking light of it, believe ale. -* 

but they came unexpectedly, unsuspectedlyt  and quickly, 

howeVer 

dor those facing the gai chamber, they wait 

Sz months, "Oen years in a cell for the day to come. 

-Think about that., day after may;  how cruel, 

/9. ladies and gentlemen, when we think -about it, can one 

human being be to another? 

'They showed' no mercy, show them no mercy, is  

2a Mr. Bugliostis theine....- 

	

, 03  • 	 Is this philosophy Christian? Is it civilized? 

Is it enlightened.? IS it even 7r. eaSonable? 

Is it not a philosophy that has its roots in 

20 fury, in -hatred, in passion, • in 'vengeance, above 

44. 

15bal 

0,  
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vengeance?. 

Ladies and gentlemen., should we not be above 

such emotions? 

You. are judges,:not zealots. 

You are legislators, not deMaiog4e0 

dive Leslie the Life she deserves. Give her 

the chance for redemption; to 'which she is entitled. 

Remember, Linda, Kasablan cut the Atibilicai 

9 cord, :in Mr. Bugliosi is words, that tied her to Manson and 

0 
his. Family... 

	

41. 
	 -Give Leslie the chance to do the same. 

	

12 
	 Give her life 

	

15c' 010,.. .30 	 thank you. 

44 
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THE.COGR.T. -Mr. Fitzgerald. 

MR...FITZGERALD; Your. Honor, ladies and gentlemen of 

the jury; 

First of all,, let me apologize to you, for 'the 

inconvenience I caused you yesterday', as a VeStat of my 

• 1 am tired and I am weary and I -am going to. be 

short,. 

Now,. it is my opportunity now to answer the 

remarks- T=4e to you by Mr., Bugliosi, and I think he repre-

.sentect death well. '1 think death never had a more vigorona 

bloodthirsty advocate* 

Rro-fesSini that he:dislikes asking for the 

death penalty, he yelled and screamed in his demands for 

death;. at -times holding before ,you,. the two most grueSome 

photographs `tif cOrpses he could find., 

• And at other times he 'attempted to influence 

your emotions by holding 4 picture in front of you of 

a bessinette to be used by .an unborn child. 

This iword rattling harbinger of deathundoubtedl 

caused you .a sleepless- "Wednesday and Thursday night. 

During his argument he -used the word "murder" 

.or at he pronounces it, murder, 254 times.' 

The word "blood" and 'bloody" 36 times-. 

and killers" 49 times. 

coldblooded and savage, 53 times. 

15c-1 
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Death and the-death penalty., 67 titles,. not 

- to mention such adjectives as horrendous Ainspealtakte 

'atrocities; evil, wicked slaughters-. 

shocked and T atm embarrassed that somebody 

in my prOfession would demonstrate such relish.for the death 

of Other human. beings. • 

t am also. shocked find . embarrassed that somebOdy-

in my profession would -descend-  to misleading half truths, 

• distortions 404 non sequiturs in the 	o. legitimate 
:• 

eg arguittent 

:4 

1 

8 

9 

.15d lo.10., 

it 
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.29..  
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Further; art shocked and embarras-sed that 

somebody in any profession would have the infinite audacity 

and temerity to profane the Striptures. 

ACcording. tb s3ugliai Who: is both a 

psychiatrist and a minister; the Bible,is a bOok of d.eatill  

rather than a bOok of lire. 

No doubt in his- mind, Christ and the 12 

agost;tati- mere grim reapers of death.. 'Ho careful ach0-lar of 

integrity would o to tb,e Old Testament as Meaningful 

authority ror the impoSition Of- death.. 

The Old Testament. as any priest, minister; Or 

rabbi iI2 inform oven the most casual inquirer;  should not 

be used as an example for present-day moral conduet... 

The Old Testament provide§ for 'the killing :of 

Zany unacceptable peop340  aoc4ally unacceptable peopli, 

I isbould, gay, 

23 

24,  

26 
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156 

.s- 

10- 

	

I 
	 The Old Testament provides for the killing of 

many staially unaCceptable people. 

In the Book Of Exodus we find the following 

A capital offenses: to strike ore 's father or mother, 

. 5 Chapter 21, Verse l5 or 'to steal and kidnap, Chapter,  21, 

6. Verse 16. 

If a Manvs. oX kills another' man the owner as 

-$• dwell. as the ox is to he killed. Chapter _21„, Verse 194, 

	

-16 
	 Witches are most definitely to- be executed. 

40 Chapter 22, VerSe.la, 

	

11 
	 &aritice to any God other than Jehovah is a 

12,  capital crime. Chapter'22„ Verse 204 

• .4$- 
	 And the man that contitted adultery with - 

14 another manis wife, the adulterer and the adulteress shall 

surely be put to death.: Chapter 2'40  Verse 10. 

	

16 
	

-The daughter of any priest, it she profane 

17 herself by playing the where,.. she shill be burned with 

fire. Chalater.21„:-VerSe 9. 

	

, 19 
	 Leviticus then extends the death penalty to 

20 cover a categeryof Offenders Jo vast that the condemned 

21 wOuld'greatly outftUmber their executioners. 

	

22 
	 ',Arid he that*blasoheme the name of the 

	

23 
	 Lord he shall surely be put to death, and 

24 
	 all the COnsregation shall certainly stone 

him.n  

	

as 	 Deuteronomy decrees: False prophets 

are to be executed. Chapter 13, Verse 5- 
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22  

24 

25 

?*6 

Nembers Of 'one's own family are to be -eieeIrte4 

if they try to advocate other gods than '.•lehov.ah. Chapter 13 

Verse: 6..: 

Idol' worshippers' are to be stened to' death*  

Chapter 17; Verse 5„ 

Deuteronotly disposes of a complex modern 

probleza with one) sweeping edict--: Zuveiaile delinquency is. 

to Merit -death, by stonin at the handS Of the men of the, 

city. Chapter 21, Verses 18 to 21. 

- Godts position is certainly not one or depth.. 

god himself did not see fit to. kill :Cain when Cain killed 

Jesus Christ stepped forward to save Mary' 

Magdalene from'bein5 stoned to -death, He did se by saying*  

get he who is without sin cast the first stone," Werds 

profound today as when they were uttered 19.00 years age. 

If you have any .qUeStion about the 

religious position with resard to k.ling3  ask yourself 

the quest-ion: 1"Xl 'Jesus Christ were a fellow juror, how 

would he vote?" 

Christ, it seems to me, -devoted his life to 

saving SoUls. Every sinner- ie redeemable in the eyes. -of 

God. 

The prosecutor's .appeal to the Romans fOr 

authority is Just as specious. Don't equate yourself with. 

Pontius Pilate, Don't wash your-  hands or these defendants. 
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• 

  

• 
A part of tte Chriatian, doctrine Sapipatlars  

2 .compassion,! forgiveneSa .and znirey:. Don't react 00 or 

cOn.claronatioti, vepgeatee end ret.aliation4 
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1 
	 • 	The prosecutor appealed .to the ROmene 	for 

2 
authority„ and that argument is just as specious. 

, 	D-On't equate yourselves with POntius Pilate; 

4 
dor t vaah your 'hands of these defendants. 

Apply the Christian doctrines of eympathy, 

compassion:, forgiveness and mercy. 

Don't react out of condemnation, vengeance and 

retaliation. 

prosecUtot talked to you about the 

immunity of Lind. Kasabiati, and X thought we: Were through 

With. her a long time Ago. . 

Slatle is important that 1 anewer hie remarks 

about tiounity, because they strike me am outright distov. 

time of fact.:  

The law 41 the State of -California provides . 	- 

that only the District Attotney may make a request to a 

court for immunity. :No defendant's attorney may make a 

request.. 

But, most important, and the most important 

fact X want. to urge upon you with regard to her iliaunity, 

is 

In Mr. tugliosi's •experience and-.may ,expetience 

and the: experience of every attorney in this .courtroom, and 

ever* attorney in this •building, there has never been a 

situation Where the courte refUsed to grant ivesinity when 

requisted- to -do- so by the District Attorney. 

4likSf-1. 

• 
.4 

4 

• 
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15f-2 

• 

  

EUGLIOSI.: That is -not true,. your lionor, and X 

object,. and, it is improper argument. 

'MR 'COURT: The objection is sustained. The jury is 

admonished to disregard that . statement. 

FITSGERALD: in the extremely unlikely event 

- that the Court does not grant anybody immunity; in that 

extremely unlikely event, the prosecution can grant people 

de facto immunity, and they do it very easily,. and- they do 

it very 

They simply dOn4 t prosecute you. 

- 	il1C41,10$1t. Your Honors  that is alsci, d,  misstate,. 

'ment. 	• 

FITZGERALD: That is not a misstatement. 
. 

MEL ,auGL.ion; Once an indictment has been filed the 

Distri4 Attorney does. not hive the power tOP dismiss that 

  

 

is 

;  

20 

,21 

.23: 

,24 

• .$ 

 

indietmeAX4 

THE COURT: These are matters beyond the record in 

..this .-c41.0e. The objection is-sUgtained. - 

it down, Mr. Xataarek. 

The abjection is abstained. The jury La ad-

monished'to disregard that statement. 

• Confine yourself to- the record in-this Case, 

r. Fitzgerald. 

FITZGERALD: Now, he could have been honest and 

Stated simply and pointedly the motives of the prosecution 

in granting her immunity. 
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Re could have simply told you that it takes 

a 440. to- catch a thief.. 2 

Ile could have told you that they were waling 

to let .oue murderer o free in order to- convict four .othert, 

Linda Xasabian is legally as guilty as anyone. . 

in this case, end if she were sitting 'here you would Just as 

surely have -convicted her. 

The prosecutor also had the audacity and 

temerity: and the very gall to suggeSt to you. that these 

girls cannot' be :redeemed; that these three girls cannot be 

helped, and that these •three girls cannot be rehabilitated. 

An.d he suggests to you that their attorneys 

: knew that-,. and that the psychiatrists -who -testified at . 

this -case knew that. 

Cohsequently the attorneys did not there ask 

Iv the psychiatrists the viestiort, .could their respective-

'clients be rehabilitated,. because!  according to:  81101.08i, 

they wouidhave said no.  
jiow many psychtatrists do you think there are 

20  in the City of Loa AngeIeti? How many psychiatrists do you 

21. think them are in the County of Los Angeles or in'the 
- 

- 

'State of California or the United States, for that matter. 

:Theta. certainly must be 10,000 psychiatriatey 

-..and I would like' to ok him this 	or you this,1 

Row 

 

many psychiatrists were galled by the . 

prOsecution in this case? 
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1. 	 Did so much as one of 10,000 psychiatrists take 

the witness stand on ,behalf of the prosecution and testify 

. that thes‘ g ris cOuidnot be rehabilitated? 

1116LIOSI: This is improper.* Fie is implying that 

we can have a. psychiatrist examine these defendants, and. we 

dont have that power. 

-TM COURT: The objection is sustained, They jury 

_8: 	 disregard that. 

ta..fITZOMALD1 There was evidence in thicCese, 

10.• considerable evidence about the influence of LSD on these 

defendants., and the influence of LSD On persons generatly. 

12' - 	 There was alio a' considerable amount of testi,- 

is  mony and evidence concerning the effects of the chronic use 

14.  of LSD and the ultimate catastrophe that can frequently' 

15: 
 

result. 

16 	 Dr. Tweed testified about LSD; Dr. Ditman 

31 testified about LSD; Dr. tort testified about LSD. 

Dr. Port was referred to by Bugliosi as an 

expert,. a renowned expert in the field.. Certainly both 

20 doctors Dittman and Tweed were experts With regard to LSD* 

• 

18 

.21 
%) 

'23 

.23 

24 . 

23.'1 
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• Not one psychiatriSt„ however, not One 
picychiatriat in the entire WOrld came here on behalf of the 

• 
2 

prosecution 	COntradict one single thin& Drs. Tweed, 

Ditman, Vort and liochman said. 

s . 'The testimony of those .psychiatrists is :un- 
.• 

6 contradicted, and I suggest to you that their testiMony is 

. 

	

	 uncontradieted because the prosecution cbuld not in any way 

8' . Contradict their testimony. 

	

' 9 	 Their hands sere- not tied. They have 

	

it 	 We were told by the District Att-orriey, the 

„1.2 former 'District AttOrney himself, that his office had 

454 1a3q703 . it is a matter Of common knowledge they have 

	

4111, 	- .4.4• 	.vatt' 'resdurees 

	

. ars. 	 Their hands Were oot. tied, They have sub- 

1.s poenasi they certainly did not -exercise any restraint in 

s 	witnesseS at the guilt phase- of this trial 

18 $0 some witnesses testified. 

	

19 	 The .prosecution takes pride in the fact that 

20 he asked, Dry Hochman whether the aiterature revealed any 

21 LSD coursers., and that Hochman replied that to his knowledge 

there were none, 
23.  

VhatBugliosi did not answer for yOu was. whir 
• 24 

-he - did. not ask that 'very question -of Drs. Ditmati and. Fort,' 

the authorities -on the use and -abuse cif LSD. 

• he did not tell you the reason why he 

ID 
	

26 

26 

subpoenas.. 

8,123 

• • 	I 
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22  

4.1 

1 

7 

did not ask Dr. T.reed that.question but the answer there 

is obvious. -pr, Weed would fist oven need to o to the 

literature to find an LSD murder.' Re testified that he was 

an expert witness in a case whore the defentoant killed his 

crandmother while under the influence of LSD?. 

i:mgliosi would haVe you believe thtt LSD is 

as harmless as aspirin, fle forcets about the thousands of 

casualties fro: the abl*o of LSD in rentul institutionS 

arou44 the •Country. 

Ee should paie those statewents about LSD to 

the admittinf.; staff oT the paichizitric clinic at Bellevue 

VOLA, 	an Cool: County cieneralAioapital4  

. As1 rentioned to you before if you have any 

doubt'in your- mind ab011t the danoers of Isserzic acid 

just Ask yourself whether you would:uSe it or whether 

.tot wou/d.allow our children to use it. 

He talked in his arcument about all of the 

defendants Charles :lanson, Losile Van .11Outen, Patricia 

9. 

.to 

Ir 

14- 

.16 

71t 

31, Krenwintel'o  andhe.talked about Susan Atkins. 

Let ra say a feu words on beh42f of the 

21 defendant Susan Atkins. . 

There 'was nOt a Lother 'who testified about 

23. any 6;.tdel childhood of Susaals'. 

There was, not a.fatherwho. car,e fprWard to 

.25 40.k in hi. dauchterts behalf. 

26 	 There was not a L;randmother or a Grandfather 
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16 

19 

4  
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10'  
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• 

or akautt,,,Or an 'Uncle or.  a ,sinter or a brother or any 

relative, Or any friend or anTorie,:).1d49would speAlx on behalf 

bf zthat 

gal these ohildren,. Patricia Leslie,,  Swan. 

wei*4tie produilb--Of broken homes. --ISNatikiarti ail .the rod c - 

of some-„,;raOtureel. xiliad.ireeteil parental lov&frz----- 

- 	*iit;ti.ie-taost 	 frown the Wit 

b :4(1  Ne ittqe  i0 the: greatest lack of love', the.  )0.1,1 who 
• - 

euffeized-  tide greateAt' depriVationir  the girl Who.  grey= ups  
• _ 

.al,orgt o  uniktaieteci,. the :g14,1.'ilho 11441 no, on.",  t.o look 'for for 

gait.01-d4ncii.4; the girl who had no parent to 

her behavior qiekv., Ihe..gi-r1 who ilacT. -no one 
• . 

respect, ifas;Susan- liticiAts;- ,h. 

Her pitrent fb 	 squabbled; and fo4attit.. 

Iler:f4ther'...„fOund 4 ito"apsier to love a Whiskey 

,bOttle tilt:n:14s 

_,aer motW-dia4.7.:9T-eanoer when she was 14 

years ,o l4, and eit-.14-1",aha tried 'to--be the mother :of liar 

ygunget 

The only- .pattern 0f behavior she knew first.,  

hand wad-Abandontent and releotion. 

It -vtas-  in. hei*loIet•oenee that she started 

her:  'tortuous• 4ourriey ,f-or.,A0vet4,•anr,1-,,f-tection 

She was a girl- dezperateiy in need of and 

desperafely in dearth of love and attention. 

She as an attractive girl who tried to find 
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the love and attention she craved. by allowing men to use 

her body. 

3be was later to be used for far more, horrible 

thinzz. 

It sees the always to ht love in the Wrong 

place and from the wrong ppop/0,; She was arrays teeking 

7 I love, and she alwayt found loneliness To replace the 

father'thot -did not: care she Would have other men, and she 
. 	- 

a 

2 

4 did not 'make- good choices,. 

10 

zx 

12 

13 

• 14 

.15 

.16 

17 

18' 
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4 
• - 

0. 

16 

13,  

13 

'16: 

11- 

18 

19.  

20= 

21 

22 

• . 	 . .25 

:26 

None truly loved her, .so 'they naturally taught 

she was worthless. 

She was worthiest to.  everybody except the 

Dist)::tdt Attorney,' Richard caballero, Paul Caruso, Larry 

Schiller, pout Howard And Virginia Graham. But all -that came 

later. • .. 

Before that her sense,  of worthlessness, her 

rejection4. her loneliness took her to alcohol, drum, 

suicide Attempts and finally fantasy. 

Was Susan suggestib-le? I wonder. She was not 

suggestible in the ordinary sense 'of the word. 

Susan did not need to be suggestible: Site would 

do .anything„ literally anything, for -attention: l am not 

saying-. she ,did.  it for love, not 'even for love; she gave up,  

the search for love- long before that; for a kiss, for an 

embrace, a smile,. a feeling -of warmth and belonging,. a 

feeling of worth', she would do anything. 

She ,craved attention. Sexy Sadie 'Clutz is a 
anybody 

flamboyant empty child who. would -tell/anything she could 

think of., 

susau". Atkins -has ,tol-d more people more stories 

than-  a wandering minstrel. If you would just so much .as 

listen;  110.-_ more, she would tell' you Anything you Wanted to 

know.. 

And when she ran out of the facts,. she Would 

stake them up. 
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15h-2 	 A girl ao warped for attention, she would brag 

about killing In Order to get the'adulation of convicts. 

• . YOU saw her. You saw her on the witness stand; 

you have 'seen her in court; you have seen her melodrama 

and you have seen her pathos, the outlandish, the flamboyant, 

the extraordinary., the -gruesome.. 

She even desperately wanted-  your attention. 

She called herself Sadie. glutz. She would wane 

o her child 2e;oZele Zafrack 	anything for -attention. 

.to . 	 And the 	found it„ like Patricia.  and 

ii :.teslies  and Lynette Frame, and Cathy GiMee, and Catherine 

ShaTe, and Ruth 1.0prehouse and Idlary Brunner and lianey riteien 

and Sandy GOod and' the many others, she found her attention,' 

• She found what appeared to be loge,, affection end 

a sense of belonging. . 

is 

	

	 She -aItio found people just like herself. She.  

found..people who had • the same ,desperate need for acceptance.. 

J.& Certeinly , they were peculiar and bizarre*  but 
: 	 . 

that really did not matter. She escaped her loneliness. 

.2!): 	 They all .would have-  dont the same thing They 

. 	.all would have done -anything tO hang onto that warm sense . 

22 of family, 

23 	 It is obvious to you as jurors, and I hope 

24 am not overstepping my bounds, but I think it is obvious 

- „,to you jurors that these girls loved one another, and that 

26, theVO, is a fantastic-  bond of love and affection that exists 
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between roost of. these Family umbers. 

_ X haVe never 'Seen anything like it. You waft it 
1110 in this cotiztroom-.: 

	

. 4 
	 They lova one another. They actually relate to 

one anothe.r, like brothers arid sisters ought to relate to one .  
• 	

another. 

	

7 	 It is incrediblo, They are some of the loveli- - 

8 
 est4  prettiest, .apparently tIecent kids you have ever seen, 

9 and you 'know it, and you know I am not fooling you. You 

zo looked, IA their faces; you looked in their eyes; You have 

n seen their smiles; you have seen their effervescence; You "  
151, fls.• 12  have seen their love, 

• 20  
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15-1 . 	 - But aM not standing here denying  that seven 

people were killed. t aM:net- tryirwto tell you the:L. 

17 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

- 2.6 

But I would like to tell yOu the other 140,, 

it yott.are coins to snuff out the.  life of a human being., 

lot* at. the. Whole picture„ look, at the whOle profile. 

t1etting back to Susan. 4-an-you say she did .not 

try? Can you zay she did not search: Can we say she did 

nbt,ery out 	help; that .the did not want. to be caught, 

as 	Irodbiaan sumested? 

She wanted to be helpec4 but the help did not 

maybe You can help her now. It is now ox never. 

Arid we carp help Patricia as well; what we 

learned froM the eviaenge Was formally Patricia was 

plain andlionely girl whito grew up in a society where 

beauty,or- bodY is pri-zed abOVe beauty of soul, and 

She waS sa Child who was rejected because-of 

hair and uainesso  a -child Oa must have faced the cruel 

aoMMentS of other dhildreh. 

HOw often she must" have had the fear of 

becoming 4 reject and a wallflove. . Even the most loV106 

parents., even the UoSt devoted paretWcannot make .you the 

prosecutOrua 0,r1 next door. The prosetutorts Doris )ay. 

Then she met a man, or a aeries cif .men.}  who. 

told her she was beautiful; that She was lovins and that 

she was needed. 

Take that into consideratiOn. In evaluating her. .26 
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Busgliosi was so interested in regaling you with 

the horrors of the or :nes and the blOodletting of the 

Victiluso  he Was so inVolved in blood last, he was so  

involved in. appealing -t0 the emotions .of revenge, :Vengeance.*  

hatred and: retaliation.„ that he never gave  you one good 

reason why these girls should ,die. 

Se never told you .1:tow.it would help the 

defendants to kill thex. 

He never told you how it would help this 

society to kill them, 

lie never' told you how it would help yoU if yoU:' 

killed theSe Children:. 

- lie did not toll you..how it would help the 

relatives of the victims to kill these defendants. 

e did not tell. you hoW the sorrow of the 

relatives or the victims would be lessened' by another 

y 104.1 them? Is there ,atiy-  good reason for 

theme Is there any good reasOn? 

i.f. at some time in the future you happen do 

hear -a. news flash, on "the. racliO or on televisiOns  see the 

headline in 	newspaper that. 'tells you that i'"atricia 

Xrenwitikel.j, Susan Atkinsl  Leslie Van Houten and. charley 

Manton ied"tOday i t&?' gas chabber• how are you going to- 

feel? 

Havi would you respond to. your children  acid 
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1 
yOur, grandchildren when they ask you Why? 

Why? What is the reason? Why? 'What good 
2 

reaon, has been: 	for their death? 
2 

The prosecutor set out to conVince you that 
4 

these defendants were animals. 
5 

As a matter of fact he said they were less, 

than anital0; that these derendants were mutants; -that 

these de.fendants were abstractions.. 

lie s.aid they had no heart; he said they were 

human monsters. 

11 	
lie tried, desperately to convince you of that, 

lie tried desperately to make •them inhuman -and make thew 

13 
abstract: He tried desperately to do that because he 

i4 knew it would be easier for yva to 	them if yoU did 

not think they were human. 

P- 
	 He knew that you w.buld have a. fantastically 

1.7 difficult time answering the question why you should kill a 

fellow "human being for any :other reason Other than -in 

selt-defansp, 

20 	
MR„ 	 The jury shOUld not have to listen 

21 to this constant repetition that they are 'going to kill 

thele people. 'This is. an IMproper argument. We. are asking 

for the death penalty and cOn-stantly telling; theSe 

people they are going 	kill these people. is improper 

argument 4 

THE 001YRTI . ,  Letra proceed., 

22.  

'23 

04 
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.1111, .FITZGERAIID: Ile tried to intimidate you, said 

the eyes at the World were upOri you. 

Ke tried to .suggest to you that the world 

would expect a certain result. 

1 beg t'cr cliP;er with him -in that regard. 

lie tried tO tell yott,. as Max Keith pointed oat, 

that life_ imprisonment is not all that bad; lifers get 

three meals a .day; 'they have ortheatres and television 

sets*  Big tteall 

. 11,ese 	 never going, to- have a husband, 

never give birth, never have a rainTly. 

They 	Spend night and day,-, Sundays and 

Christmases„ and Easter, and' 'Thankagiving„ locked. up. 

•They. will live every day of their lives with 

shame and with guilt. 	- 

I am going to close. I have very short material 
left 

/and, as Mr', Xanarek lireivently says, S. would like to.  give 

wings to lily imagination and tell you a Story,. the moral Of 

whiCh will be very obvious. 

It is the best argument I can advance to his 

arpinent„ and it will just take tie *bout five-  minuted. 

Execution in California is by the 

administration of lethal gas. ;It takes plaee always at 

16,0g 	In attendance -- the scend-takea place 

approximately 379 miles northeast of Los Angeles on the 

Bay of San Francisto„ at San Quentin Penitentiary. 

. • z 

;4- 

P 	 '7 

s. 

10 

is 

14 

15 

as 

IS 

is 

20 

21 

• 23.  

-=24 

• 
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L1R 	, 

14. 
•%, 	 -.... ."' 

,< „ 	 <1Z • 

, ..... . . 

19 

A 

. 	-22 

••• 23 

:24 ,  

28 

, a. 

i3. 

• . 25.  

28 134.  

attendance there will be the warden;  

one t.)r more a sociate wardenso. the ohier zedical examiners  

an additionalt doctOrs  •a liev.tenant4  the executioner, two 

guards., a chaplain and 22 witnesses, 

6 

fJ  
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- The lieutenant in charge will be paid -$150 for. 

- his. services, the two guards $75 each. The state of 

California also pays the Chaplain $5cts 

The building containing the gas chamber is 

located -within the penitentiary at San Quentin, .California,, 

The 1?ttilding is about 50 yards from the front count gate and 

'has -on, the outside a. massive .  steel door. Beiticle the door., 

a sign warn= . Positively no smog inside. This door 

opens into- the green painted 'witness row, where the, official 

witnesses will soon _gather to view the execution of the 

defendants* ' 

-Four sides.  of `the octagonal gas chamber .ere 

Vert of this room. Each .sine :.has a large window of 

heaV1 glass to provide a clear vie* of the two 

metal .:chairic inside. Two chairs are necessary since 

.sometimes- two condemned persons can be executed 

together, which is always Considered to be more 

'efficient t and economical.: 

'Beyond this central ram,. there is another 

room -coiled the preparation room. • 

BUGLIOSI: There. is no evidence of this, your 

lionot. - 

'!- COURT; Counsel approach the bench. 

(Whereupon all counsel approach the bench and 

the following proceedings occur at the bench outside' of the 
. 	..• 

hearing of the jurp) 

28,135 

164 

2 

3, 

6 

7-

.s, 

9. 

10 

14  

16 

17 

.19- 

a 	 20. 

21 

22 

23. 

24 

25' 

• 2ft 
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TEJE COURT: It seems to me, M. Fitzgerald, that your 

argument goes beyond the legitimate hounds of argument. 

You are now attempting to be factual about 

matters that are outside the record. 

• :5 	 4-  FITZGERALD: Perhaps I can answer it this Way. 

feel  it is .  a perfectly proper argument. It has been ..used 

by counsel in a number of eases. 

THE COURT: I am not aware of any such case. 

MR. FiTZGER4LD; Well?  I *a. 

Wt. KEITH; I used it 'once.. 

MR.. FITZGERALD; It has been Used. Charles Maple 

used it, 

I think that People vs. Travis*  in the scope a 
argument makes it admissible on several grounds. One is 

the circumstances surrounding the execution. 

No one is going to-  differ with this. It is 0 

Matter of common knoWledge in California. I can read it 

it' in a newspaper. 

xs 	 • pointed out -to-:th-e ,jury that I A* not reading 

20 factual igatrIAL I a* tellizig them a story to .ii/ustrate.  

# -.the point. 	. 

THE 'COURT: That is not What you are saying to thew.' 

Oat is not what you are saying to thew at all.- You. are 

24 giving a.  recital of facts, a chronology -.of steps through 

25_ which an execution proceeds, and there is no record here 

26 'at all of this. • 
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MR. EITZGERALDt Correct. 

o Dumont It nit be oopillon knowledge, 	don't 

know about it myself. 

XL FITZGERALD: This la extremely important. 

Is there some way that I can tall. -- that I can 

talk to the jury and tell them -- is there some Nay that you, 

could admonish them that this is not for the truth Of the 

matter related, it is just an illustration, or something? 

could I have time to get authority? It is 

_extremely itvortant. 

THE COURT: You can argue about how terrible the 

death penalty is, but you are not doing that. 

IVA FITZGERALD: I don't want tO argue how terrible 

the death penalty is. I: simply -want to argue how somebody 

dies. 

4 

A • 

18  

141' 

15. 

I -would greatly ask the Coures indulgent*. 

- Le.  going.* to. -take three minutes. 

• It is nOt luctroper. 
lt • 
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•• 	M.K. XEXTR:: Xr. Bugiiosi argued that death in the 

gas chamber is one -One-hundredth.  at NIA as how. the Viotti"! 
••'. 	• 

died, 

BOOLTOSI.t. You can argue that. 
4 

. . But he itt,,stating 	"These are things - that 

Pebett, the time o day, who was present: 

'•41.̀.ben hftAanv-=01-1-"Xsiaginst this s4ena4lf  

TXTZOgjt-,14,4iLte I am writing a screen 

Play,  

X.t is ten -after; 41.637".ie customarily 

Could you put-<ftloier.:and -let me 'bring ..yOu_ 

written points and authoriliest 

• -cOURTi • Abiatutely 	' 

111$1, not going to put it alter. 

rITZGERAI.Dt if I have tO put On eVidenct, I can 

on evidence.. t'intended-io,  Use tht all along, X. had 

no indication that I cdul+in i t use it. • 

• 'COURT:. You can argue in general terms how 

horrible the death penalty 14,• but when you purport to 

argue facts not on the rattOrd,' T think it. is improper. 

Argue to your hr ;•scontent. 

R. lisITZGgRAL)).:-  i as at the end a my argument: 

This puts Le in a terrible position: 

.Can I just say Xt.and Y and.C. 

THE COMM 2 think yotr"-..-4ZilViitito generally- him 

happens:. 
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You have already covered that. What else is 
..--- 

Ieft? What do you want to do? 

MRt VITZGERALO: 	just want to get to the end. " 

am not going to be gruesome or horrible about it. I 1.11n 

going to stay to ..a simple scene. I just want to draw a moral 

at the end of the story. 

Please, judge, Viat will it hurt .this case, 
• 
. . 

.,..They have got seven dead bodies.. 

9. 	
TEE. calm. , plat doesn't change the law., 

• • . 	. 
R. FITZOEMD: I. ask,. may I please have thetOpporu 

:tvn4iY  
• a 

Tift -COURT: 	have them? 

FITZGERALD:,  Ptitja twee' them. 

-can get 'frav$:,'-0 :anti read it into the.  record 

,abOut giving,iints to.. your imagination. 

.COURT YOU are not -giving wings to your imagina-

tion, you: are -stating thesi things as_ facts, facts that axe 

ta- 

,outside the record. 

Kgrni: lie can say "'Imagine this- scene." It 

would a hypothetical gas chamber. 

You can argue her terrible the death penalty is 

to your 'heart's content. That is no different than any 

other argument. 

MR. FITZGERALD: It is difficult to argue without 

giving.  Alt' iliustraticon. 
Can we adjourn to chambers? This is extremely 

. t  

44: 

14 

17 

18: 

19- 

-so. 

- 	'21 

22- 

23- 

 24, 

25.  

26.  

.$ 
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-Important, I can't impress upon -the CoOrt how terribly - 

iiiiportant it is, and if I can just have time*. X. vitt do it., 

THE WORT: I doet agree with you, Mr. FitZger*Id. 

X think you. can accomplish, eriaCtly that you want to 'without 

arguing to. them, matters not in the recor-d. 

I am xxot .iimiting your argument in any way as 

far as your,  imagination, 

plarZGERALW 	I ask them to imagine this 

scene? 

. THE COURT All right. lust .doss t *tate it at:. 

factual. evidence, 

KANAREXt Your Honor;  I mould lice to make this, 

record; That your liorot cut ma off this morning, It is 

-iv-denial of right to effective counsel under the Sixth 

Amendment and .a denial, of due process and equal protection*.  

the right to effective counsel under. the' Sixth Amendmant • 

which is incorporated into the Fourteenth Amenclatent-, 

And X ai!o join fir". Fitzgerald** request at 

the Bch concerning:0e matter ..of the go* chamber. 

(Whereupon lila counsel return to their respec-

tive places at'counsel:tabie and- the -following proceed/4gs. 

occur in open court,within the presence and hearing, of the 

Jury%) 
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KL . FITZGERALP.:-  I want t* be ,careful that .I am not 

• repre4entilig anything' to you ,that :I am not representing 

• - to you as taat--; I am not. 

.•.: • -/ want te .use thie for illustrative purposels 

Only and I.Want Yott to itnagine that this :1,4 haPPenitigi-

I Ala not telling`yOu that this -is what 

happened,. or,  in the past it AS. What happened.- I want you 

to imagine this scene, if you 

Imagine four sides' of the octagonal, gas 

chamber are- part of this' rOom. Each side has a large 

window of heavy glass tO provide ,a clear view of the two 

metal chairs inside. Two chairs are necessary since 

sometimes two-condemned persons can be executed together, 

which is. always, considered to be More efficient and 

economical. 

Imagine beyond this central room, there is 

another room called the preparation room. It is in the 

preparation room that you become aware for the first time 

of the impOrtan4e. of.  the tipualalArroundinig death. 

Imagine the officers here doret have much- , 
time to think... The cyanide eggs must be counted and 

carefully wrapped in :cheese cloth., the acid measured .and. 

poured into the -receptac-les.. that :channel it to the buckets 

placed. under the two- chairs 	the gas chamber. An. 

officer with rubber gloves must gingerly hang the .deadly 

eggs on mechanical arms under the chairs.. Imagine from 

28,141 

4 

.5  

a. 

2  

7 

a 
8' 

9 

• 

:10 

1,2 
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the .preparation room and the entrance to the gas Choliber 

a -narrow pansazeway. about ten feet long leads' Into 

the bolding rdost area-, The cOr2demned pan or woman cannot 

Aeo the Mini chamber until. they a led to U. 

jest outnide the chamber, there is a. ss4114. 

upholstered bench in the vestibule are.4., This is for the 

two ("racers of the death wateh.. .7.2-aatiite in one of the 

two holding cells" soietimec more cavalierly referred to 

the ready 700111 the -defendants wi/I await their 1.Etomentar3r 

executioni:There in a bright licht in the veil that is 

equipped' with a seat342.‘ts toilet and, a Writing 	tlaket- 

can be folded fiat. The cell is ton -Small fora cot'; as  

there in a nattress. on. the noes?. 
a. 

Xmazine it in now 'about 	 an in the 

preparation room, the condemned can hear the door,to the 

gas chamber.bein opened and -closed to he sure there is a 

perfect sea1,„ The /gm deathvatcla &Urds take the 

tr.aditionsa green carpet trom,the ada.oining holding cell, 

They !Oil it out and around, the corner/  no that the 

condemned nail or tor_an will not have to walk Ma last _stops 

-on c.told. concrete, 

it is 	a,r2., and the warden 

enters the cell, 1”..nn oimr,  -and chaken their hands ant saysi 

41Goodbye Patricia, uOodbye Zasana  zoodbye Leslie," 

And ir,aLtineyatrieia and Sun= will. go.-first, 

Iza.sine-It-W,Wir,timer tor the next step in 
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9 

• 16e 

40' 

11, 

1Z 

19 

14 

the ritual -- the el:lensing of Clothes. 

_Two-  guards unlock the door to the eell and 

step inside to supervitie the changing. A doctor Solna 

them. The eondemned-quiekly change their clothing. They 

stand patiently while their heartbeats are loCated and a. 

deteOtor is strapped on their Chests0 

They will put .on' white blouses so that they 

will present: a neat appearance to the witnessea now 

gathering in the witness room.. The will also put on blue 

deniM Oirts, They will wear no -undergarments, shoes 4or 

stockings. 

4 

17. 

is 

29 

21 
a 

22.  

24 

45 

26 
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Imagine the signal has just been given by*the 

2 
warden at his' Station just outside the gas chamber, lust a 

few-see-olds before 10:00 a.m. As they walk through the 

chamber, the black rubber tube from the heart detector 

Protrudet a few inches through the front of their blouses. 

AS they turn the Gorner, they can see the open door to the 

7 
gas chamber,. Ilwo Officers follow closely behind them. 

.TheY step up it they cant. Over the lip of the doer. ,If 

they :gannet, they Will be assigted,' Zusan will be Seated 

1Q, 
in `the ehaft to the left, and Patricia will he placed in 

the right. Each will now be able to seer the grtm faces of 

12. 
, the witnesses staring in throUch the' las windows. 

22 witnesses.have been assembled to see that they go to 

3-4 their death in conformity writh the laws of Oalifornia, 

'Imagine workin6 rapidly, skillfully, the two 

16 
officers tighten the fabric straps around the girls 

Waists, across their ehestss  and over their legS and 

18 
forearms-. The officer attaches a length -of rubber tubing 

19 
to the stub of tube protruding through the front of the 

20 blouses. The tubing leads Outside the chamber through. a 

/1 carefully sealed opening, It will be their last contact 

22 
with, the world of life. Through it, the wild racing and 

22 
convulsive dying of their hearts will be heard. One Of the 

24 
guarda will tell them, "Take 4, deep breath as .soon -as you 

25 
smell the gas -- it will make it easier," He then Will say, 

26 
"Good luck. is 

160-1 

t 
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23 

24' 

25 

26 

.4 

The steel doors close and are screwed tight. 

The wgrden„ the ttficial executioner, and the chief 	- 

- medical efficer tor Sari Quentin stand beside .the inner 

NindOWs. These' windows, unlike. tholie facing the witness 

roam„ are equipped with Venetian blinds. They are tilted 

to give a sense  of privacy s, both to the executioners and 

to the dyins girl who does not see anyone staring directly 

into her face. -One of the di:lot-ors stands to the left. of 

the door. Ire is wearing the stethoscope headset; Both he 

• and the other doctor hold. clipboards and pencils 

riest.'' Imagine at 10:03 a. m. the warden nods. The ser-

geant pulls the lever' that drops the cyanide pellets into 

the acid. The sound of them plopping. into- the buckets 

wider hio chair-  is the last sound they will ever hear. 

Now only the warden and the official execU- 

tioner are looking 	through ,the tilted blinds. And even 

they look away for secondS at a time, as if to spare them 

the Inuniliation of being, observed in the privacy of the 

dying contortions they .can no longer Control. 

Imagine the chaplain, -starts to pray to himself. 

The.  girIsi eyes,are cl-osed.. Their heads are bent slightly 

.downward, turned a bit to one side. Their heads move 

slowly, as it in a gestUre 	negation to what life 

bas' meant for them.. Their mouths are twisted. It is 

8,4/2 n4nutea anal! the cyanide.  pellets were dropped. 

Their bodies sag against the straps aerosa their chests. 

6' 

7 

9 

1G 

11 

12 

13-

14 

15' 

36 

17 

19 

o• 
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There is .a drool, of .tal,iVa from their mouths. -The .doctor 

takes. ,off ills headset an,d pates the time on his clipboard. 

The twoa -ara now 'Officially dead. 

The -witnesses sign the register arxd file out-

side. -The warden and the associate wardens `-climb- soberly 

,into at.  state car ror the short drive. back to  the 

eAlminiattation 

An eye has-been extracted for' An e-yes, 'a tooth. 

for a tooth. rat if we believe that Christ is in every 

mai 	has been a da -of crucifixion, as well ate -o 

retrilattitm. Zn the warped and lonely 'pertilnis of ?striae, 

kreriwinitell  Susan, AtkinS'and Leslie Van 110iten*: the ton or 

man has been crucified again. 

COURT; The Court will recess for 15 minutes 

and the jury will then be 1.nstrUoted. 

Remember the admonition .  

(Recess.) 
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LOS ANGELES -CALIFORNIA., na.DAy,,HARCH 26 :1971,   

4144 o'clock p,m. 

COURT.: Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, it 

become.s my ditty as Judge to instruct you in the law that 

g ' ,applies to this case, and it is your duty as jurors to- 

7 follow _the law as. I shall state it to yeti. 

8 	 On the Other hand, it is your exclusive province 

to determine the 'facts- in.  the case and to consider and 

.* veigh the *Vidence for that purpose, 

• - The Authority thus vested in you is not an, 

arbitrary, power, but must be' exercised'with sincere judg-

ment, sound_ discretion and in accordance with the rules o 

law stated to you. 

Both the People- and the "defendants have a right 

:to expect that you will conscientiously -consider and weigh 

the•evi,dence,. and apply the law Of the Case, and that jou 

will reach just verdict -regardless of what the conse-

quences of that verdict. may be, 

Your-  'Verdict must express. the individual 

opinion of each juror. • You are the exclusive Judges of 
. of 

 the facts and/ the effect and value of the evidence. 

You must determine the facts only from the 

evidence received In court. 

You must not consider es evidence any statements 

of counsel made during the trial. However, jf counsel for 

2 

2 

4 

174 

• 
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2 

4 

5 

6 

7 

'3 

10 

• 11 

12,  

13 

14 

• 1.6 

1.6 

18 

20. 

a 

13' 

2,4 

26 

the parties have stipulated to any facto  you 	regard' 

that fact as being conclusively proved as to the party or 

parties making the stipulition. 

As to any, question to which an objection iota 

sustainedo  you must not speculate as to what the answer 

might have been, or as to the reason for the objection. 

You must not consider for any,  purpose any offer of evidence 

that was rejected nor anyievidence that was stricken out 

by the Court. Such Matter is to be treated as though you 

never heard it. ' 

It is 12.4-necessary that the 'facts ,proved 

by direct evidence. They may. be. ,proved also by eircUtastina 

tial evidence, or by a combination of direct evidence and 

circumstantial evidence. 

There is no distinction between direct evidence 

arid circumstantial evidence as a means of prodif. Neither 

is entitled to any greater weight than the other. 

Di-rect evLdence,  means evidence that directly 

-proves a- fact without an inference- and which, in itseUo  

if true conclusively—establishes that fact. 

Circumstantial evidence means evidence that 

:proves the fact from which an inference of the existence 

of another feet may be drawn. 

An inference is a deduction of ftet that may 

logically and reasonably be drawn from another fact or 

group of facts established by, the evidence. 

17'2. , 

• "A 
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You are the. sole judges of the credibility of 

2 
. the witnesses who have testified in this case, and In 

3 determining the credibility of the witness you may consider 

his demeanor while testifying., the 'character -of his 

teitimony, his opportunity and ability to -observe*  to 

recollect or to communicate any matter about which he 

7' testifies., his character for honesty or veracity or _their 

a Opposite7. the existence or non-existence of any bias, 

interest or motive in. the case, or any statement .made by 

o him that is inconsistent with his -testimony, 

A witness false in one part_ of his testimony 

12 is to be -distrusted in -others, that is to say, you may 

reject the whole testimony of a %fatness who willfully-  has 

Xf .testified falsely as .to, a material paint, unless from all 

15 the evidence_ you shall believe ,the probability of truth • 

favOrs his testimony in other particulars. 

	

.27 
	 You are not bound to. decide in conformity with. 

.1g  the testimony of a number of witnesses which does not . 

io  produce conviction in your mind„ as against the declarations 

20, of a lesser, number, or other evidence which. appeals, ,to your 

4 .laid with more convincing force_: 

	

g3 	 Testimony given by One witness whom you believe 

g3 is sufficient for the proof of any fact._ 

Duly qua:titled experts may:  give their -opiniOn 

'25 or opinions on questions in controversy at trial. To. 

assist you, in-deciding such questions you may consider the 
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11-4 	opinion with the ;east:as given for it, if any, by the 

-*Vert who gives the .opiniOtt*. 

You may also -consider the qualifications and 

credibility of the expert. You Are not bound to accept 

an.  evert OpiniOn as conclusive, but shoul4 give to it the 

-weight. to which you find it to be entitled. 

• You. may iiiiregard.sny such -opinion if you find 

it to be unreaSonable. 

. It is yoUr duty as Idiots tocOngult with one 

1.O anOttei and tO deliberate vith. t view to reaching an 

agreeoent, if you -can do ...so -without violence. to your 

lla• it fL .- 72  	 jugitent. 

4_ 

34. 

17 

-18 

'2O 

21 

22 

g3 
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26 
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Each of you must 'clecide the -case for yourself, 

but you do sourly after a consideration of the cast with 

.your fellow jurors,- and you should not hesitate to change 

an Opinion when convinced that 'it' is erroneoUs. 

The masculine form as used in these .native 

lions applies equally to a female person. Xvidenee has been 

admitted as against one or yore of the defendants, but 

denied admitision as against the others. 

At. the time this evidence was admitted you were 

admonished that it -could not be 'considered by you as against 

the other defendants. You are again instructed that yoti 

must not consider-  such evidence ai against the other 

defendants. 	 . , 
Your verdict as to each defendant rust be 

rendered ai if beware being tried separately. 

Certain evidence was admitted fOr illikttild 

purpose. . At the time this evidence was admitted you were 

admonished that- it toUld not be considered by you for any 

purpose -other than the.  linxited purpose for -Which it was 

admitted. -You are again instructed that you must not 

-consider such evidence for any purpose except the lixitea 

purpose for which it was admitted. 

either- slide is required to call as witnestes 

.ell,peraons who may have hewn -present St any Of the 

-events disclosed by the evidence, or who may appear to have 

some 'knowledge of these' -events, 'or to produce all objects 

- 

20.  

a 

2, 

4 
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7' 

.9, 
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6.  

7 

10 

it 

13 

xg 

19 

20.  

or documents mentioned or suggested by the evidence. 

Except as otherwise provided in these. instruc-

tions,. evidence that on some former occasion A Witness made 

a statement or statements that were consistent or inctosis-

'tent with his testimony in this trial, may be cOnsidered by.  

you as .evidence of the truth of the facts as stated by. the 

witness, •on' such forger occasion. 	- 

However*. you. are not bound to accept such state* 

went or statements to be truthful. in whole or in part, 

but you should give to them the Weight to which, you find ' 

them to be entitled., 

in examining an expert witness,'  -counsel may 

pronounce to 'him a type of question know to the. law as 

hyp.othetiosi question. By such a .question the witneSS is 

-asked to assume to be true a hypothetical state of Stets 

and to give anopinion.based on. that assumption.. 

In permitting such-it question, the :court-does 

not rule, and does not necessarily find that all of the 

assumed facts have been proved. 

It only determines that those assumed facts are 

gi within th.erprobable or possible range of the evidence. 

It is for you, the jury, to find front ail of - the evidence 

whether or not the facts assumed in a hypothetical question 

have been .proved, and if you should find that the assumption 

25 in such question has not been proved, you are to determine 

s  the effect of that failure of proof on the value and. weight 
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• 

• 

t

a 

•  

of the expert opinion, based on' the assumption.. 

• The. testimony of Dr, "'Need is to statements Mule- 

Patrieta Krenwinkel to Dr. brown in Mobiles  Alabama, 

in. Deceuibers: 1969.$  contained in the-report of Dr. Brains  

Which Was furnished to Dr. Tweed by .defendants' counsel, 

may he considered by the Jury- for the limited purpose. of . . 

.showing the information upon, which. pr. Tweed based his -

opinion. 

The juts should not regard such testimony as 

evidenCe of the truth of Patricia Xrenwinitel li statement* 
10. 

so related by Dr. Tweed. 

• Zvidenee has been received that an agreement 

reitehed betteen eusan Atkins ,and .her attorneys  Richard . 
13 

Caballeros  on the one hand, and the District Attorney ..of 
14 

Angeles .cotinty on the other .hand-, regaraing under what' 
45 

conditions the District Attorney.  would or would not seek 

the death penalty .again stz Susan 	and of the circum- 

stances. surrounding the agreement. 

'Vhether or not the agreement was performed is - 

not a question which oust be determped—kr the jury. The 

,jury is not bound by any agreement between a defendant and 

his: counsel' .and the District Attorney*  since the ,decision 

as to penalty is solely. for the determination o the jury, 
23' 

you nay*  however, consider the evide,nce 

26. 
ertaining to the agreements. and an of the surrounding 

irculestenceefr in arriving at your verdict, 
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2 

4 

X.ou are instructed ,that -although the defeAdants 

have.  been found guilty -of first degree murder*  and you. will  

not decide-that  question., evidence bearing upon .a 

defendant's innocence of that charge is admissible in this 

proceeding and may be considered by you in your -determinati • 1 

of 01.1nishment, so that -any such 'evidence which raises-or 

creates a doubt of the guilt ..ef the defendant may be weighed. 

and considered by you as possible imitigation in your 

deterMination. 	unishitent;.' . 

13 

'14 

15 

16 

10' 

20,  

'21 

'22: 

23 
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The defendants in this case have been fOund 

guilty of the offenses of ‘murder in the first degree and 

conspiracy to commit murder. 

Xt i 'nciw yOUr duty to determine which or the 

penalties- Pr-ovided by law should bo imposed on each 

defendant for each 'of the offenses of which he has been 

convicted.. - 

In arriving at this determination you should 

• consider ail of the evidence received here in court, 

presented 'by the People and defendants thrOughOut the trial j 

-before this. jury. 

tom may base consider all of the L  evidence of 

the circumstances surrounding the crimes, of each defer... 

44nOt background and history, and of the facts in 

.aggraNtation or mitigmtiOn of the penalty, which have been • 

received here in''oPurt. 

However, it is not eSsential to your decision: 

that you rind 141:a-eating cirdumstances -itm. the one hand, 

or-  evidence In aggraVation of the offenses on 1* other* 

It is the laW Of this State that every person 

u guilty of murder in the first degree shall suffer death 

• '28 or confinement in the State Prison for lifel  at the dia— 

.. 2a eretion of the lury.' If you -should fix the penalty as 

24. confineMent for life, yoUHwill so indicate in your verdict,  

.251 xi. you chouid fix the penalty .as - death:, yoU will so- 

26 case in'yoUr verdidt. 
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Notwithstanding facts, it any„ proved in: 

.mitigation or av;ravatiOn in determining which punishment, 

shall be inflicted, you are entirely free to act according 

ty your own judgment, conselexice and absolute discretion. 

That verdict must express-  the individual OpirliQn or each 

juror. 

Beyond presdribing the two alternative 

penaltiesiHthe law itself Provides no standard for the 

guidance of the jury in the selection of tht penalty, but 

ratter Commits the Ithole matter of determining which of the 

two penalties shall be fixed tO. the judgment,. conscience 

and: absolute Iliscreticin :of the 

• - 	the •determination o that 	if the 

pry AbeS, eigret,2  it' iMlOt be unanimous- as to which of. the 

two. pcfniTaties 	 • 

• A sentence pr l.faImprisonment lament% that the 

p/)isoner•Iday bp 'paroled at some title during .his 

or that he- may spend the remainder of hid natural life 

in prition.„ An agency .Itnown, as. the Adult AUthority ie 

empowered by statute to determine if and when a priSoner 

is to- be paroled,. and, Under the statute, no prisoner' can 

be paroled Unless the Adult Authority is of the opinion 

that the prisoner when released will assume a proper place 

in sOcietY.I. and that hie 24elease- ie not contrary -to the 

welfare or society, • 

A prisoner released on parole may remain on 

1.8 

49' 

20:  

21 

28'  

23 

24 

.26 

28 
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6 

.8 

73 

18 

25 

.46 

parole Tor: the halatee or his life, and if he Violatesthe 

2 termS of the parole he may be retorted tO prison to serve 

the life sentence. 

So that you will have no,misunderstanding 

relating to a sentence of lite iu4risonMent, you have been. 

informed as to the genoral sehee of Our parole- system, 

You are now instructed, however, that the 

natter or parole is not to be considered by you in 

determining tho puniOhment fOr those defendants, and YOU 

May nOt speculate as tO ir,Or when parole would or would 

not be granted to theM. 

It is not Mee-  function to 'decide now whether 

these defendants will be suitable for parole at some future 

date.. 

16 
	 So- far as you are-concerned,. you are tO decade 

only whether thoso defendants shall Suffer the death 

penalty)  4A,  whether they shall be permitted to remain 

alive* 

.19 
	

If upon consideration'of the evidence You 

20 believe that life inprisonmentis the proper sentence, 

24: you must.  assume, that those offiCiale charged with the 

22 operation or our parole system ill perform their duty in 

a coreet'and resi:onsibIa manner, and that they will not 

parole thete defendants unless thiy .esti be safely released 

into society. 

it would be a violation or your duty as 

4 

td'  

16. 

23. 
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If 

•!, 

.1 

2- 

jurOrs if you. were td is the pe.nal.ty of death because of.a 

doubt :that the Adult Authority will carefully .earry out its 

respanaibiliti~a~ 	•. 

The instructions that .yOu viii llow be- given 

b reIatipK to the crimes 	first and .second-de4ree Murderl . 

0 

7- 

a.csailit with intent tá commit lAurder -s, assault. and assault 

with a deadly weapon, •apply, if at all, only to the crin1023 

.g alloced to have .been-ophraitted a&rainOt Oa* 'Hinman and 

9 Bernard Crowe, • 

29 

• 12 

14. 

16 

17 

- 

- 22 

,23; 

24: 

25 
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4. 

. 	5 

6 

10 

11. 

Evidence alleged to have been committed by 

any deTendant may ,not be -considered as evidence in 

aggraYation unletts proved beyond a reasonable-  doUbt. 

Reasonable doubt is defined as follows -t , It  

is riot' a mere possible .doubt„ beoause everything relating 

to human affairs and -depending; ran coral evidence is .open 

to- some possible or imaginarydoubt. It la that state of 

the case. which., after- the entire comparison .and con-

sideration of all of the evidence, leaves the minds or the 

jUrers in that Condition that thy cannot .Say they feel an 

abiding. bowel-et:ton to a moral certainty that. aubb. other 

Crimes have been committed by the defendants.. 

An assault 'is .an unlaWfUl attempt, coupled 

with present ability, tO Commit a WrOngful act by Means' Of 

physical foree upon the person of ,another. 

constitute an assault it is not necessary 

that -any actual injury-  be inflicted, but if an injury 111-

inflicted it may be considered in connectionwith other 

evidence in. determining whether an assault was Counitted, 

• 13 

.14 

xr 
16  

is 

40- 1  and if So, the nature of the assault. 
7 

21 	 ,Every person who assaults another with the 

22 specific intention-to commit mnrder ia guilty Of a crime. 

An assault with ti deadly weapon is. all unlawful 

attempt oOuPled with the present ability to .eonssit 

a _Ado: Lent injury upon the person of another with a deadly 

w.eapon... 

23.  

24.  

25 

":26 
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A deadly weapOn, is any object, instrureant or 

weapon .high in used in such'a, manner as to be capable Of 

producing, and likely to produce, death or, great bodily 

injUry.. 

To constitute an assault with a deadly weapon,. 

actual injury need not be caused, The necessary elements 

of the offense are the Unlawful attempt with criminal • 

intent td cormit a violent injury upon the person of another 

by'the use of a deadly weapon in that attempt, and the 

present ability to accomplish the injury. 

If an injury is inflicted, it may be Con.,. 

sidered in connectionwith.other ovidence in determining . 

the means used; the manner In which the injury was. inflicted 

and the type of offense comMitted. 

The word 	means the killing of one 

human being by another„ either, lawful or unlawful. 

Murder is the unlawful killing,  of a human. 

being with malice aforethought. 

Malice may be -either expresa,or implied. 

Malice is .expressed when there is manifested 

an intention unlawfully to kill a, human being. 

Zalice is implied when the killing results 

from at act involving a high degree of probability that it,  

will 'result in death, which 4ct is done for abase, anti.. 

social purpose„ and lath a wanton di prpgard for human 

life, or when the killing is a direct Causal result of the 

8 

6 

. 11 

12 

18 

14. 

zs 

18 

12 

20 

.22 

23 

24 

28:  

25. 
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perpetration or attempt .to perpetrate a relOny inherently 
2  dangerous. to human. life. 

The Mental state constituting .malice afore— 

4 thought .dOes not necessarily requite any' 111 will or hatre4 

or the person killed. AfOrethought does not imply 

deliberation or the lapse of considerable time. It only 

means, that the required jnentalstate must .precede rather 

8.. than follow the act.. 

In the crime of assault with intent to Commit 

.19 murder theta must exist a union Or JOint operation Of )%ct 

or .conduct and a .certain specific intent* 

In the crime of .assault with intent to coMmxt 

murder, there must .exist in the mind or the perpetrator' -

the specific intent td k3.Zl.s  .and unless such intent :SO 

-exists, that crime. is not .coMmittecl, 

yOu are nOt .satistied beyond a reasonable,  

doubt that a defendant, 	guilt-y of the offense of • 

assault with a ti-eadly weapon .with intent to commit -1411=40r4 

he may-  however be found, guilty of it.py leaser 'ortonsi,, 

the coSmission of which ililecessatily * included in the 

21 offenbe alleged, if the ejfidence is Blafficient to establish 

his guilt -o,f• such• lesser offense beyond a reasonable 

doubt. 

The offense• of assault with a deadly weapon,. 

with intent to commit murder,. necessarily includes the. 

lesser offenses of assault with a 'deadly weapon,. and, simple 

assault)  as those offenses are defined- elsewhere in these 

22' 

24 

•2§" 

26  

280161  
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23 

24 

25.  

:26. 

1.• 

• 

.4 

5  

• S' 

7 

nstructions. 

'The specific intent with. which an tot is done 

may be manifested by the.dircumstanoes surroutdin its 

.eommitsion, but you may not find a defendant ‘Tuilty of 'the, 

offense Of assault with a deadly lieapon with intent to 

commit'murder unless the proved cireumstances not only are 

consistent with the hypothesis that he had the specifiC 

Intent to*kill a human beings  but are irreconcilable with 

any other rational conclusion. 

28,16a 
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26 

:21 
• 

24 

.25 

• • 
26. 
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Also,. if the evidence as to _such specific 

intent is -susceptible o two reasonable interpretations, 

One .oevhich points to 'the existence thereof and the other 

to. the absence thereof, yoU must adopt that interpretation 

which.points to its absence.- 

If,. on the other hand, one interpretation of the 

evidence ..as to such specific intent appears to yott--to.  

reasonable and the other interpretation to be. tinreasoneble4 

it would: be your duty to Accept the reasonable interpretatio4 

and to reject the unreasonable, 

All murder which is perpetrated -by any kind of . 

Willful, deliberate and premeditated killing with malice 

aforethOught is murder of the first degree. 

1:heWord " deliberaten' °lea"-  toed or art./via at 
or determined upon aa- a result of careful thought and 

Weighing of considerations for and against the proposed 

cbutse of action. 

The word "premeditated" means considered before- 

band. . 

-If you 'find that. the killing was preceded and 

• accompanied by a clear, deliberate intent on the part of 

the defendant to kill, which Vat- the result -of deliberation 

and premeditation, so that it must have been. formed upon 

pre-existing. reflection., and not ,under sudden heat of 

passion. or Other condition precluding the idea of: delibera.i 

Ls murder of the first degree., 
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• 

The law does not undertake to measure in units 

of 'time the length -o4 the period -during-  -which the thought 

must be,fiondered before it can ripen intO an intent to kill, 

4 ' :which.--  is truly deliberate and premeditated. 

The time will vary with different individuals 

and under 'varying circumstances.- 

-The .true..test is not the -duration of time :but 

- rather the extent of the reflection.: 

- ctild, aal,culattrig judgment and decision may 

a. -  be arrived a:t in 4i.short period .of time. But a mere AlliCtriV. 

siderecl and- rash -impulse, even though it include an intent 

12. to 	Is not such deliberation and premeditation U will 

fix .an Inilawful killing as murder of the first :degree. 

14' 	 •To constitute A deliberate and premeditated 

-18.- killing, the slayer must weizh, and consider the question of 

is: . killing •11,44 the reasons: for air :against such a cootie, 

- having in mind the consequences if he decides to and does 

s, 

Aturder of the second 'degree is the unlawfill 

,Ii111;ng of a human being with malice aforethought; -when 

there is manifested an intention unlawfully to kill a 

22 " human being, but the evidence 4,ts insuEflcient to establish 

detiberatian and premeditation,. 

In the crime of murder there must exist a 

onion, or loint operation. of act or conduct and a -certain 

specific intent. 
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• In. the crime ..--of--murder there *lust exist in the 

mind' of the perpetrator the- requisite specific intent for 

each type •of murder at set forth in the definitions a those 

offenses; .elsewhere in these instructions. 

Unless such intent stk exists, that crime is not 

committed... . 

• 	2 

5 

:6 

E 

• 
• 

Ito 

• 14 

15 

16 

- 	-10 

10. 

23: 

.24 

26 

'The intent 'with which an, at is done is -shown 

by.  the =circumstances-  attending the act, the manner in which 

it 1-s done,. the means used, and the soundness of mind and 

discretion of the person Committing the act. 

• Pox the purposes of the case on trial, you must 

assume tha the defendants were Of sound mind at the time of 

the alleged offenses against Bernard Crows and Gary Hinman. 

If you axe convinced beyond a 'reasonable doubt 

that the' crime of mu.rder has been -committed by a defendant,. 

but. you -have n reasonable doubt whether such murder was of 

• the first or the 'second-  degree., you must give to such 

defendant the benefit of that doubt and find that the 

murder was. of the 'second .degree. 

The speCific intent with which an act is done, 

may be manifested by• the circumstances surrounding its . 

cotaalissiod. But you may not find a defendant guilty of a 

• willful, deliberate premeditated murder of the first degree 

unless. the proved circumstan.ces not only are consistent 

with the. hypothesis that he had the specific intent to 

1i11 .human being with 	aforethanght, ,which was the 
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1 

• 	2.  

6 

.7 

result of ,deliberation And 'premeditation, those terms are 

defined' elsewhere in these ,instruCtions, but are irreconcili-, 

able with any other rational conclusion. 

Also, as. to- such specific intent if the' evidence 

is susceptible of two- reasonable -interpretations, one .of 

'will h. points to the -existence thereof and. the -other to 'the 

absence thereof, you mUst adopt that interpretation which 

points- to its absence. 

on the other ,hand, one interpretation of the 

evidence as to such specific intent ,appears to your to. he 

reasonable,. and the other interpretation to be unreasonable,. 

it would be your duty to accept the reasonable in.tetpreta-

tion and, to reject the unreasonable.. 

.- The specific intent with which an act is done 

may be.  Manifested by the circumstances surrounding its 

commiSsion. But you may not find a defendant guilty of 

murder in the second degree unless the proved circumstances 

not ,only are consistent with the hypotheses that -he had the 

:specific intent to 1411 a human being with malice afore--

thought,' but are irreconcilable with any other rational 

conclusion.- 

' Also-, if the evidence as to such specific 

intent is susceptible Of two reasonable interpretations, 

one of w.hich, points to the ',existence thereof and the other . 

to the absence thereof, you -must adopt that interpretation' 

which points sto its -absenCe.: 

2 

is.  • 
15 

zs k  

17, 

18 

19 • 

20 

21 

22.. 

23 

- 	24 

40 

26 

p. 
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If, on the other hand, 'one interpretation o the 

evidence as to such specific intent appears to you to be 

*reasonable, and the other interpretation to be unreasonable, 

it would be your duty to adopt the reasonable interpretation 

and to reject the unreasonable. 

All persona concerned in the commission a a 

crime, 'ho. either directly and actively commit the act 

constituting the Offense, ,or who knowingly and with..cristinta. 

Intent aid .and abet in its -commission., or whether present or -

net, who advise and encourage its, commission, are_zegarded 

by. the law .as principals in the cruse thus committed, and 

are equally guilty thereof. 

A person aids and abets the commission o a 

crime-If he knowingly and WithcriminaI intent aids,. 

protkotes, encourages or instigates by act or advice or by 

act and advice the •comMission o such. crime. 

•k• 

20,147 

13 

12 

13 

14.  

15 

• 

.ne 

23,  

24 

25 
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_An adomplice is one vbq is liable to be 

PrOSecuted for-the identical offense charged against the 

defendant on trial. 

To to an accomplice)  the person post have 

RnoWinzly and withcriminai intent aided.)  promoted, 

encoOtagad or insticatcd py act or- advice or by act and ' 
• , 

advice-  the com4sSion,of ouch an ollense. ' 

4L conVictiendannot be had upon the testimony 

oran accomplice unloss.it Is cerroborated'by such other- -

-evidence az shall bond-to contact the defendant with.the 

cemmi$Oion of the offense. 

- .Correborative evidence in evidence of Some 

'act -Or fact related to the offer= whiCh)  if believed) 

bY itself and without any aid)  interpretation or direction 

from the testimony Of the adOeMplice). tends to connect the 

defendant With.thc ovimissidn.Of the offense charged. 

However)  it isn't necessary that the 

corroborative evidence be sufficient in it4elf to establish 

every element -at theoffetae charie,od Or that'it corroborate 

' every f4ct to whiCh the accopplice tastiZieJ. 

. In deteminind whether or not an accomplice 

has been'corroboratedo  you•must first assume the testiMony.  

of tae 	has been removed from the case. t90. 

must tnen.determine whether there is any remainins eVigence 

-which- tends to connoct the defendant with the commission -Of 

the offense. 

 

 

 

• 
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If there is not sufficient independent evidence 

which tends ta connect a defendant with the coinmission of 

-the OiTense, the testivapny of the aceompiice ie riot 

corroborated.. If there is such. iradependent evidence Which 

you believe, then the testimony of the accomplice it 

corroborated. 

The corroboration of the tetimony of an 

,a0coniplice required 	may not be supplied by the 

teStimony of any or _ail pt his accompliced; but must COMe 

from, other" evidenee. 

Merely assenting to or aiding .or assisting. in 

the cam:Us:lora of ar  dime 411,17ilt4r4 suilty knowledge. or 417tent 

is not criminal:  and a per2on •ta.0 assenting to or _aiding -or • - 
assisting in the commisslOn of a...C.-km ilithout , 	4 

Imowledge ,or intent in reOpeet tbs.:rota is not an acdcmplice 

in the Commission of suCh'Crite. 

It la the 	that- th?- testiMony -Of an 

accomplice out to be vielIed.it4-distrust4 This dogs lot 

mean that you may arbitrarily disregard such te0tIMPAY 1)4 - 
^;. 

you, should_ give to it the weight t* which y04 	to._ 

be entitled after examininz lt•vith *are and,,eautiOnand!,-4i 

the light; of all the ,evidence in the case. 

E:oralcide *Is jUstiel4b1e ancl not unIawfta3:iiiiep.... 

Committed by any peratin ,;',Aicai,:4esi-sting any attempt to 

murder •an,y .person =Or .to toizilt,_'-fi,XeIbny Inherently 
• 

.dangerouto 	 sucitf' s 	 aj-..tdatalt with a •deagIly 
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weapon, or to do some sect bodily iri4ury :upon any pera0n, 

The right of defense of others' to prevent the 

conrilssiOn of a. felony".  ceases tip exist when there is nel 

lOnzer any' appaz:ent de.rizezi of further vielense orl the  Part 

Of ..an as 	Thu when a person urea such force On 

the person atteTtptinG to connit the fel-ony ap to- render- the 

attempted felon. incapable 'of inflicttins further injtuiles, 

the law: of de-fense• of .others prohibits the person defendinj3 

othett: fret. Cheattempted. felony to inflict ally further.  

injuries Upon thc person attempting to -Commit the felony. . 

Z. 	for a person 4410 is being 

aisaulted to defend hitSelf from attack if, as a reasOnable 

p.erser4 he has c;rout3.d. for bellevin$' and doe's believe th:at 

bodily •intu.ry is about to.  be inflicted, upon his. in 'doing 

-zo. he may use all force and gleans which he believes t.c b* 

reasonably nteezzary and which would appear to a reasonable 

person in tha sane or siiiiar circumstances tO- be necessary 

ta'prevent the 'injury which' appears to be imminent, 

2 

4 

-6.  

10 

2. 

1.4 

15 

16. 

zg. 

12 

• -24 

25. 
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18a-1 

2 

5 

A person who is threatened with an attack 

that justifies the exercise of the right of aelf-defense 

_need not retreat,. In the aXerdise of his right of self. 

defenses  he taay stand his ground. and defend himaelf by the 

use of ail force and means which WOuld appear to be 

teceasary to a reasonable person in a similar situation 

and with similar,knewledge, and he may purste his assailant, 

until he has Secured. himself from flange' if that eoura* 

likewise appears reasonably necessary. 

This laW applies even thOggh the assailed 

person mizIlt more easily have gained-  .safety by flight or 

by withdrawing frOM the scene, 

- Actual danger is not necessary to justify 

self ,detense. if one is confronted by the appearance of 

danger which .arouses in. his mind as a :reasonable person an 

honest oonviction and fear that he is about to slitter 

death or great bodily harms  and it a reasonable xaan in a 

like situation,. seeing and knowing the same-  facts, would. be  

platified in believing himself in like danger,. and if the 

. --perton SO . cOntr-onted acts in self-defense upon such 

appearances and 'from such. feat aria 'honest,  

hits' right Of self -defense is the same Whether such danger 

is- real 'or -merely apparent. 

To -constitute murder there must be., In 

addition to the death of a Inman being, an unlawful act.  

which was a .proxiMate cause off' that- deathe 

a 

:16. 

17 

:22 

23 

24 

'25 
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2. 

'4 

The' proximate cause of .a death is a cause 

which, in natural' and. contintOus .sequence„ produees the 

.death and without which the death,  would not have Occurred 

There ma be more 'awn One proximate cause of a death. 

When the conduct of ti.to Or more persons 

contribute concurrontly as proximate• causes of a death, 

the col duet of each of said persons IS a proximate 'Mite 

of the death regardless of the extent. to which each 

contributes to ,the death4 

'A cause is donourrent if it was operativ0 

the vAllent :of.cleath and acted With another cause to produce 

the death, 

A stataaent made by a defendant other than at,  

his trial may be either 'an .admission or a confession:. 	• 

Ah adraission it a. statement by a defendant 

which by Itself: is not sufficient to Warrant an inference 

Of .gilt .taut- whith tends to prove guilt when conside-red. 

With the. rest of 'tile evidence, A confetsion is a statement 

by a defendant.  which discloses his in tent.i.onal participation 

in tb.0 criminal a,Ct fer which he is 'bis trial and which 

disdIoses his guilt Of that crime« 

You; are.  the exclusiVe .judge$ as. to whether an 

admi-ssion or a Confession' was made by a defendant, and 

if a statement is true in whole or in. part. 

If yOu shOuld find that such Statement is 

;entirely untrue, 'you must' reject its. If you find it is 

$ 

3.6 

2g1  
. 	• 
23 

24: 

• V 
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2 

3 

4 

r 

true in part, you may consider that part Which you find to 

be true. 

Evidence .of an oral admission or an oral 

confessiOn -of a defendant ought to be viewed with caution. 

No Orion may be convicted -of a criminal 

offense unless there is Some proof of each element or the 

crime independent of any Confession or admission made by 

him outside of the trial: 

. ' The identity of the person who-is allege to• 

14ve committed a crime is not an element of the crime nor 

it the decree of' the crime. -Such, identity or degree of 

the.  crime Itay be established by an admission or confession. 

Charles Vianson, 'attic .a Krenwinkel and 

Susan Atkins have been convicted of seven counts of first. 

degree murderand one count of conspiracy to commit 

murder, Leslie Van liouten has been convicted of two eountA 

of first-degree murder and one Count of conspiracy to

murder. 

. 	You are instructed, that each defendant gay be 

sentenced to death or life imprisonment on each count of 

Which he was convicted, 

Thereforei there are eight possible verdicts 

of life or death for-defendants Manson*  Atkins and 

and three possible verdicts of life or,  

death for defendant Yen Houten*. • 

' In this ease you must decide separately the 

 

6 

, 7 
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qUestiOn of the penalty Xbr each ,of the sourdefendants. 

If you cannot agree upon the penalty ae- to All deTendants 

but do agree as to the. penalty for 	er more of them., 

you must render a Wrdiet as to those ox which you do.-

agree. 

26,44 

17: 

18. 

19: 

20 

21. 
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24•  
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I have not intended by anything I have said or 

Along or by any questions that I say have asked to intimate 

or suggest what you Should fine to be .the facts on any 

questions submitted to you or that I believe or disbelieve 

any witness.. If anything I have .done or said has seemed to 

59 indicate, you will disregard it and form your own' 

You have been instructed as to all the rules .of 

law that may be necessary ,for *yo, to reach a verdict. Vieth* 

. sOMe- of the instructions will apply will, depend upon your 

oitetattrotion ofc the facts. - You will disregard any 

- instruction whiCh applies to a state of facts which you 

determine -dOes na exist.  

You muet not conclude. lrom: the fact that an 

instruction has been given; that the Court is e!tpressing 

any, opinion. as to the facts. 

• the :Court has repeated -any rule, direction, 

Or idea, -03: stated the sail* in varying ways-, no emphasis 

• was intended and you. must not draw any inference therefrom. 

You are not to single out any certain sentence 

any individual point or instruction and ignore the 	• 

others. you, are to:  consider all the instructions as a Whole 

and are to- regard -each in the light of ail the others. 

The order in which the instructi-vise ere given 

has no significance as to their relative -importance, 

Both the People and the defendants are entitled 

28475 

18b4. 	1.  
• 
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4. 
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10;. 

U 

14 

17 

49. 

.20 

2t. 

2p. 

26: 

28,176 

• to the indisri-dual Opiatonn of each juror* It is the' duty of. 

-each of icf.tt tc contider - the evidence for the purpose of 

arriving at a verdict if you can do so. Each -c)tf you. siutit 

decide the•cate.for yourself but should de so only after a 

discussion of the evidence and instructions with the. other 

:Jurors. 
• 

'YOU shoul4 not hestitate to change an opinion 

if you are zontrinoed it is erroneous., However., you should 

not be influenced to, decide, any question in a particular 

way becalfie • a -majority of the jurors or Any of them favor 

such a 

The attitude and conduct of jurors At the' 

beginning 'of their tieliberatiOns are Twitters of considerable 

ituportanc.e*, It is rarely productive of good for a juror 

at the outset to make an emphatic expression of hit opinion 

on the case or to state how he illtends to Vote, When One 

does that at. the beginnings. 14s sense of pride may be 

aroused and he may' hesitate to*change his position even if 

shown that it it wrOng 

Remember that you are not partisans or advocates-

in this matter .but are judgesa 

You shall now retire for your deliberations* 

Zrz 'this case that -will be tomorrow rather than 

immediately after the 1.nstructions. In -order to reabh a-  

verdict all 12 jurors llama agree to•the decision. .As soon 

as. ail of you have agreed upon; a verdicts  you shall have it 
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2'  
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4 
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•10 

r. 

12 

14 

• 

!• 	• 
ao 

22 

lac fls. 28 

24 

25 

dated and signed by your foreman and then shall return with-

it to this room. 

The Jury will deliberate tomorrow. . 

• The ,Clerk, will swear the bailiffs. 

CLERK: Would you raise your right bandit, please. 

• you. and each a you -do solemnly swear that Yell 

will take Charge of the jury and keep them together until,' 

otherwise instructed by the Court. That you- will not speak 

to them ,yourself nor allow anyone else to speak to,  '-the* on 

any matter connected with the case except upon order of the 

Court, and when. they have agreed upon a verdict, you will 

return them into the courtroom, so help you God. 

Ala/IRS: I do. 

THE CLERK: rurther, yOu and each of you do solemnly 

swear that you will take charge of the alternate jur-oro 

and keep them,  apart, from the jury' while they are -deliber-

ating on the cause until otherwise instructed:by the Court, 

so help- you God, 

THE BAILIFFS: j do. 

=RV.  The bailiffs. will escort- the jury• to the 

jury room. 

(Whereupon at 5:25 p.m. the jury left the 

oourtroom4 
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Ii i KAN.Otitt Your.  lion-or*  I make a motiOn, that the 

jury instructions go into the jury room.. 

TBE COURT: They will. go into .tne jury roam.,  

Wt. 	And rd like to approach the bench 

r,t4Y. 

THE COTJI: Z 401 not koir to. do it at this time. 

I wane to tell counsel that it is agreeable 

with the 0ourt ir counsel are on 45-minute call br 

tele'phOne-4. 

Before you leave ton: ht be sure that the 

clerk has your telephone numbera fOr tomorrow, and also 

'Xor your wiweabouts as to any other day that the Jury 

deliberatei4 

-la that aarec:aDla to all counael? 

F.U.Z0gBALDI Tes4 

NAUTH; 

Na. LANAREit: 

R. 131.1111N; - You. 

ice. 00WIT 1- It la so ordered.. 

The court is now adjoUrted.4  

MR. XAVIARFA; Ea:, I approach the bench brie '1y? 

U-1L COURT t hat does It concern? 

nn. K4UARLY.1 X4d ratiler do it at the bench, if I 

PIE COURT: Very well. 

(Wilenupon„ all counsel. approach the bench 

2800 
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2: 

4 

5 

7 

'g 

9, 

10•  

11 

12• 

13 

16 

317  

18 

19 

.20.  

and the.:0110wing proceedings 040 at the benchI) 

•N ZAUAREX: Your Honor, I feel, and X• do malce A 

motion4  because of' the tact that Sur 'Honor cut short 

argumento  I do make -a mation for a mistrial. 

.Tar, COURT: Denied. 

NB, MOLIO0I; Your onor, there is one instruotiall 

aboUt that Dr., Brown letter. . X don't know 	you misread 

it, but you said they are not to- -consider the evidence 14 , 

that repOrt. 

:Can 1. take .a look at that report? 

THE .COVET-: The report? 

EuGLIOSI: tes. The-way .'ou read  it,. maybe 

misunderstood it. 

TAE COURT: I think yOW did. 

.Ea. BUGLIOI: Th 	eoneernin$ D. Tweed. Can X 

sl4nee at .±t? 

(The COurt shows An instruCtion to 

Mr, BugliosiA) 

(Pause while Nr, BualiOsi reads the 

. instruction.) 
21 	Ma. ItUGLIOU: I zet it. Yes. The statements in 

the report should not be considered for the truth of the 

matter. 

Ma. FITZGERALD': ilayX ask you that hours they will. 

be deliberatine . 

"TilE COVET: 900 to 12: ao, then; take at least ,an 

22 

.g3•  

24' 

26 
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0. 
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10 

17 

22 

0 

24 

hour and a half, an hour and 115 minutes for Iunoh„- and 

then =deliberate until probably 5400,otolool.c. 

The 0Ourt is nOW adjourned4 

(Whereupon, at 5:29 viz. the eon *t was 

adjourned.) 
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